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The Courier-Gazette.
EVERY-OTHER-DAY

Three Dollars a Year.

Single Copies Three Cents.
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Just

ALL THE HOME NEWS

received.

Subscription $3.00 per year payable in ad
vance : single copies three cents.
Advertising rates based upon circulation and
very reasonable.
Communications upon topics of general inter
est are solicited.
Published every Tuesday, Thursday and Sat
urday morning, from 4C9 Main Street, Rock
land, Maine.
Entered at the postofilce In Rockland for cir
culation at second-lass postal rates.

Two barges of very nice Egg, Stove,
Nut and Pea Coal.

NEWSPAPER HISTORY
The Rock'and Gazette was established in
184C. In 1874 the Courier was established,
and consolidated with the Gazette In 1882.
The Free Press was established in 1855. and
in 1891 changed its name to the Tribune.
These papers consolidated March 17, 1897.

PROMPT DELIVERY AND
SATISFACTORY SERVICE
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Tel. 255
THIS TIME LAST YEAR

156-5

VOU can count your chickens BEFORE
they are hatched—and keep them after
hatching: by using these superior Incubators
and Brooders. Write for booklets—and our
180 Page Catalog. Ask dealer’s name in your
vicinity selling K & W goods.
424

Kendall A Whitney—Est. 185S—Portland, Me.

George Warren Smith’s will,
a 35-wortl document, bequeath
ing property valued at many mil
lions, was llled in the Knox Reg
istry of Probate.
Glover & Ames block at the
brook was bor 'it by the Salva
tion Army.
A Boston nurse, Lucy Ed
wards, called to Clark Island by
the Illness of her sister. Miss
Rose Edwards, completed her
journey from Rockland to Clark
Island cn horseback, the 14-mile
trip being made across field and
pasture, and through almost in
surmountable drifts.
Jeanette Saunders,
daugh
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Ansel C.
Saunders, was the first child
born in the Silsby Maternity
Home.
House-Sherman,
Inc., took
over the business of the Rock
land Storage Battery Exchange
In the new Stanley building
at the Northend. Frank S.
Sherman was president of the
new corporation.

gRING to them the cheer
for this beautiful outdoors.
Cheer up their lonesome hours
with sunshine
messengers
that tell of your love. A bou
quet, a basket of beautiful
blooms, or a potted plant.

—Says the Sunflower.

“SAY IT WITH FLOWERS”

Strand Theatre, Main Street

OREL E. DAVIES
JEWELER OPTOMETRIST

LOOKING UP SNOW
State Charities Board Gets More Light
On Polish Murderer and Suicide.

ROCKLAND
LOAN AND BUILDING
ASSOCIATION

We have some good Cinerarias coming on and we want to get
them across to you before they are fully in bloom that you may
enjoy them the longest possible time.
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Percy T. Clark is an active candidate
fur State senator from the western
section of Hancock county on the Re
publican ticket.
Since being admitted to the Maine
bar in 1912, Mr. Clarke has been lo
cated in the practice of law in the town
where he now lives, and his success
has stomped him as a man of sound
judgment and of good business ability.
He has the interest of Hancock county
at heart and the experience which he
has had as a teacher In the public
schools of the State, before his ad
mission to the bar. as superintendent
of schools especially qualifies him for
rendering valuable service In behalf
of the educational institutions of our
State. He has already had service In
the legislature as representative from
the Stonington class and took keen
interest in the matter of good roads
and the improvement of the rural
schools.
IMr. Clarke Is married and has two
children. He has always been a firm
believer in the principals of the Re
publican party. HoAeiieves in a clean
government for thd^tate of Maine and
for the strict and impartial enforce
ment of the laws upon the statute
bcbks against immorality and vice, ani
especially against the illicit sale of in
toxicating liquors.
He is a member cf the Baptist
church, an Odd Fellow and Knight
of Pythias and high up in the Masonic
order. Many friends in Hancock coun
ty, having observed his record in the
legislature, and his sterling qualities,
believe that he will be a senator who
will represent the county of Hancock,
if nominated and elected, in a manner
which will reflect credit not only up
on himself but on the entire county.

PHONE=120<
GREENHOUSES-CAMDEN,
PHONE; 135-2

Send a beam of friendliness
and love across the way—send
flowers to the sick room.
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Volume 79................. Number 4.

All the Latest in Glasses
SCI MAIN 8T, ROCKLAND
70tf

SEEKS PORTLAND

FAVORS THE BRIDGE

COLLECTORSHIP

Representative Percy T. Clark
Hon. A. R. Day Says That
Fred
W.
Wight
of
Rockland,
Assistant
To
Director
Lord,
Is
Fair Play? Demands It Be
of Stonington, (With Fine
One of Several Candidates.
Built.
Record, Seeks Promotion.

GLAENTZELi

Add much to the charm of your home.
During this month a
Cyclamen, Primrose, Bright Colored Cineraria or even a Fern or
Foliag. Plant will give you much pleasure and will fill in most
gracefully those dark days between the Christmas greens and the
first daffodils.

399 MAIN STREET, ROCKLAND
(Next door to the Western Union)

ASPIRES TO SENATE

Following , investigations recently
made by the State Board of Charities
and Corrections certain facts have just
been brought to light concerning the
previous record of John Snow of Jef
ferson, the Pole, who committed sui
cide after the recent tragedy in which
he took five livea It will b • remem
bered that after the shooting. Snow's
baby was taken in charge by the Char
ities Board at (hx request of the sele tmcii of JeffeisMi.4 'ihe infant girl
died, however, .after being taken to
Augusta.
Secretary Cornish of the board
learned from very reliable authority
that Snow’s first wife, Josephine
(Ranowsjcy), died Jan. 26, 1920. There
were three children by this marriage.
The two youngest. Frank, born June 8,
1919, in Chelsea, Mass., and John, born
Dec. 25. 1919, in Brighton, Mass., were
received by the Department of Public
Welfare of Massachusetts on March 8,
1221. Snow made a few payments to
ward their support, 'but he was lost
track of in the spring of 1921. The
oldest child. Mary, who was born Oct.
20, 3917. had remained with her father
and by him was placed with a family
in Chelsea.
Application had been
mode recently to have the child taken
by the Massachusetts Welfare Board
as the father had not been heard from.
In the letter received by Mr. Cornish
it was stated that had it not been that
the mother's death upset plans, the
children would undoubtedly have been
committed through the court, as ne
glected, since both father and mother
were intemperate and the children
were not receiving the proper care.

E PLANTS

THE LITTLE FLOWER SHOP

SATURDAY.
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The Courier-Gazette
Extra Nice Anthracite Coal.

THURSDAY AND

TUESDAY,
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5/2% DIVIDENDS
SINCE 1907

Share* May Be Taken at Any Time
COME IN AND TALK IT OVER

Office 407 Main Street
142-T-tf

To have your films promptly
developed and printed
send or bring them to

CARVER’S

BOOK STORE

Announcement In Saturday's Press
Herald that Fred W. Wright is a can
didate <for collector of customs for the
port of Portland was no surprise to
his friends here who have known for
months that he was quietly securing
endorsements for that position. The
Press Herald’s story said:
“Two names are being mentioned in
connection with the appointment of
a successor to Charles M. Sleeper as
Collector of Customs at the Port of
Portland, whose term expires next
June.
They are Fred W. Wight of
Rockland and Charles B. Clarke, ex
mayor of Portland. Senators Hale and
Fernald will recommend some one for
the place in the spring, and their rec
ommendation will be accepted by Sec
retary of the Treasury Mellon and
President Coolidge.
‘‘Mr. Wight Is at present assistant
to the Director of the Budget, Gen.
Herbert M. Lord. Mr. Wight has held
this responsible position for the last
two years, during which the Budget
Bureau has made a record for econ
omy and businesslike management of
government expenditures rhat has won
it the praise of the President. Con
gress and the country at large.
“Mr. Wight recently filed an appli
cation for the collectorsfhlp with the
Senators and accompanied it with nu
merous endorsements from prominent
men In all parts of the State. Mr.
Clarke has not filed a formal applica
tion nor formal endorsements, but he
has been urged for the collectorshlp by
friends for some time, and is under
stood here to desire the appointment.
"Mr. Wight served 14 years as col
lector of the Waldoboro district, and it
will be remembered that he won dis
tinction by refusing to resign his post
when William G. McAdoo, then Sec
retary of the Treasury, under the
Democratic administration of Presi-'
dent Wilson, demanded the resigna
tion of the Maine collectors of cus
toms. Wight was promptly ‘fired’ by
Mr. McAdoo after he had failed to
leave his post voluntarily before his
four-year term expired. That was on
the occasion of the putting into effect

of the consolidation system in 1913.”
The Portland Evening Express add
ed the following interesting informa
tion:
“An intt resting development in the
contest for the collectorship of the
port of Portland Is the Information
that the members of the American Le
gion of Maine may have a candidate
for that position. It is stated that no
important
federal appointment In
Maine has been given to a service man
and that many of the veterans believe
that they should be recognized 'by the
collectorship.
It is not understood
that they have united upon a man. al
though some are favorable to Col.
Frank M. Hugie of Houlton.
Col.
Hume has repeatedly stated that he
is a candidate for the Republican
nomination for senator and would not
accept a federal appointment, but
some of his friends believe that he
would take the collectorship if it
should be offered him.
"Although no authoritative state
ment has been given out there has
been a tacit understanding that the
appointment is likely to go to an east
ern Maine man. The only candidate
In Penobscot county, so far as learned,
is A. L. Blanchard, an attorney of
Bangor. Mr. Blanchard has large sup
port in that section.
“When Fred W. Wight of Rockland
who is now asslstint to the director
of the budget, was in the city last fall
he informed some of his friends that
he was going to be a candidate for the
collectorship and he has already filed
some strong letters and petitions in his
support with the Maine senators. Mr.
Wight has long been prominent in Re
publican politics in Maine and was at
one time collector of the port of the
district of Waldoboro. No federal ap
pointment has come to his section of
tflie State and Mr. Wight's supporters
are of the opinion that this part of
Maine Is entitled to recognition.
"There are several candidates of the
collectorship in the first district,
prominent among them being former
Mayor Charles B, Clarke of this city
and County Clerk Frank D. Fenderson
of York county.”

STRAND THEATRE

world war of fun. A young aristocrat
whose flesh is afflicted with all the Ills
known to science aided by one huge
giant, and a petite leading lady dole
out pep in bulk and make war a plea
sure. The great joys of the picture
are Haroid Lloyd’s whimsical frailties,
Jobyna Ralston’s pretty face, and Colos3o’s huge strength. Nothing fun
nier than the combination of the
three persons who broke up the revo
lution in Paradlso has been seen In
the films. Picture a wealthy young
American sent South for his health
who lands in the middle of a Revolu
tion and mistakes the shooting of the
guns as a salute of honor to him.
Then imagine that same sickly youth
thrown in a cell with a nine-foot
giant, a wild looking meek hermit
from the hills.—adv.

This Is the Week of the Big
Harold Lloyd Attraction,
‘•Why Worry?”
After you have seen this week’s at
tractions at the Strand you are quite
welcome to tell the world whether you
ever saw a more satisfying week of
pictures.
The grand ensemble starts today
with a double-header.
One of the
features
is
"None
So
Blind.”
Throughout the story there runs a
dual love motif; a young aristocrat
has become enamoured of a beautiful
girl who is not of his faith, while a
charming debutante who walks in the
rarefied atmosphere of the highest so
cial stratas, has met and given her
heart in the keeping of a boy of Rus
sian parentage. The theme la further
complicated by the fact, that the par
ents at each of the young people in
volved in this four-sided tangle have
made totally different plans. How it
all works out in the end makes a pic
ture play which is as engrossing as it
is unusual.
William Duncan, wearing a monocle,
is the hero of the other feature, “The
Fighting Guide.”
He posed as an
English nobleman and got away with
it.
All of the suspense and heart throb
which made James Oliver Curwood’s
magazine story, "The Man From Ten
Strike,” so absorbing and widely read
has been transferred to the screen
with consummate skill by the pro
ducers, and it is now offered under the
title of "Gold Madness’’ which will be
shown
Wednesday
and Thursday.
And in addition to all this there Is the
added beauty which can only be at
tained in pictures and which makes
this cinema offering one which will
long be remembered by theatre goers
of this city.
Harold Lloyd took the nucleus of the
ancient anecdote of Androcles and the
lion and made “Why Worry," his
Rathe comedy which plays Thursday,
Friday and Saturday.
Lloyd can always be depended on
to give something new in the laugh
iine and in "Why Worry” he hag pro,
duced a plain farce that transforms a
South American revolution Into a

“CARL" GLIDDEN DEAD

Manager of Falmouth Hotel Formerly
Had Charge of the Narragansett Ho
tel.
Carleton Glidden, manager of the
Falmouth Hotel and one of the best
known and best liked hotel men in the
State of Maine, died Sunday at St.
Barnabas Hospital, Portland, from an
illness following a serious operation of
a few weeks ago. Mr. Glidden would
have been 50 years old the 27th of this
month.
He was a native of North
Whitefield, but had lived most of his
life in Portland, and had devoted
practically his entire business career
to hotel pursuits.
He rose from belboy to a clerkship
and a managership. He was at one
time manager of the Narragansett
Hotel In Rockland, and later went to
the Congress Square aB clerk under
the late George W. Stearns. Upon
Mr. Stearns’ retirement from the man
agement of tile Congress Square, Mr.
Glidden became its manager. In 1920,
during the Maine Centennial, when the
remodelled Falmouth was opened Mr.
Glidden was made manager of that
house, and had continued in charge up
to the present time.
Until four years ago he had made
his home in the Deering district, but
recently he and Mrs. Glidden occupied
apartments at the Falmouth.
Mr. Glidden is survived by his wife,
by his father, Oakman Glidden, and by
a son, Edwin Glidden, 19 years old.

COKE
ROCKLAND COAL CO.

THE

ACID

TEST

COMPARISON

OF

WHAT I

WANT .

PRICE

CONSISTENT WITH SOUND BUSINESS
I INVITE YOU TO

Compare

the

STUDLEY

Regular

Price

with

SALE

PRICES

Elsewhere

This ie how we do it: We buy Highest Grade Stock and maintain its reputation.
We turn over our merchandise rapidly by Pricing it Honestly.
We can do business Economically because we own our plant.
We have a loyal and efficient Sales Force who keep overhead at a minimum.
We pay the freight at a part of our complete service.
We are content with small profits and welcome.
COMPARISON OF PRICE OR QUALITY THE ACID TEST

283 MAIN ST.

Telephone 72
iC3

THE PEOPLE OF THIS COMMUNITY TO UNDERSTAND IS THAT THE GREAT STOCK OF OUR
BIG STORE IS ALWAYS SOLD AT THE

LOWEST

RADIO

V. F. STUDLEY

ROCKLAND

ARE YOU GETTING THE BEST
RESULTS FROM YOUR SET?
IF NOT, DROP ME A LINE RE
GARDING YOUR DIFFICULTIES

PHONE 647-6

ASSEMBLING ANO REPAIR
WORK

ROCKLAND

SAVINGS

ROCKLAND, . - - MAINE

Office Hours—9 to 3

Over the Express Office

Saturdays 9 to 12

R. W. TYLER
ROCKLAND, * - MAINE
(Radio Editor of Thia Paper)

Safety Deposit Boxes to Rent

BANK

Editor of T’ae Courier-Gazette: —
I notice that your paper suggests
editorially that the people of this sec
tion when asked to sign nomination
papers for Candidates for the Repub
lican nomination for Governor be
naked "if he is a friend of this region
East of the Kennebec." I think that
this is a very fair and 'proper ques
tion. The reference of The CourierGazette is to the position of the can
didate relative to the construction of
a bridge across the Kennebec at Bath.
1 wish to say unreservedly through
the columns of your paper, as I have
already said to many residents of
Knox and Lincoln counties, that I am
firmly in favor of the construction of
the bridge. I believe that all sections
of the State should receive equitable
treatment. We have voted as a State
for the construction of the State Pier
at Portland, which is for the benefit
of the whole State, and particularly of
advantage to Cumberland County.
I believe tills la the proper action
and 1 desire to say that fair play and
consideration for the development and
convenience of the counties of Knox,
Lincoln, Sagadahoc, Waldo and Pen
obscot demand the construction of a
bridge at Bath. It will be a develop
ment whose advantages will not be
confined to counties mentioned but
will be to all travelers. And in addi
tion I wish to say that I believe my
position iR that of the people of Pen
obscot County generally. We in Pen
obscot County spend for fair play.
A. R. Day,
Bangor, Jan. 7.

SEATTLE GROWS

Prosperous Northwest Metrop
olis, Home of Many Former
Knox Countyites.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette: —
Enclosed please find our check for
18 with which to pay one year's sub
scription to December 1924 for your
excellent paper, for Mrs. Bothwell, as
per enclosed mailing slip. Although
she has been absent from South
Thomaston two-score years, still she
finds many of the items In your paper
of Interest, and these are shared by
her sister, Mrs. W. R. Ballard, and oc
casionally Mrs. Fred Rice Rowell, Mrs.
Mary Dean Coulter, Mrs. Hattie Dean
Martin, also Mrs. Bothweii’s brother,
George F. Thorndyke, all of whom
live in or near Seattle.
Seattle continues to grow finely and
has increased its population, since
Mrs. Bothwell and I arrived in 1883,
from 6000 to 350,000, and has devel
oped in wealth and Importance. The
very extensive lumber business, to
gether with the enormous Income from
various farm products (wheat, apples,
hay, dairy products, poultry, etc.), to
gether with very extensive fishing
businrss along the Alaska coast, which
comes largely through this city, makes
a very large total Income. As Seattle
is a few hundred miles nearer Japan
than any other American city, and has
five continental railroads leading to
the east, the city enjoys a very im
portant commerce, and shipments by
rail, and through the Panama Canal
by modern steel ships, conveys enor
mous amount of products of the
Northwest to the eastern states and
Europe. Our city Is recovering rapid
ly from the reverses of the dreadful
war; 1923 will show a very large busi
ness, and next year promises still bet
ter.
It is indeed pleasing to know the
general confidence that Is being ex
pressed in our good President ,Mr.
Coolidge, who is regarded as a com
petent careful Now England man, in
whom the people may well place
their confidence.
James Bothwell
Seattle, Wash., Dtc. 31.
BUSY PHONE PLANS

New England Expects To Spend
$29,000,000 in Five States and Install
Thousand* of Phones.

With the monthly bills sent out by
the New England Telephone & Tele
graph Co., were pamphlets containing
interesting items relative to the service
which the corporation Is giving under
the head of "Plans For the New Year”
appears the following:
"Just a word about our plans for
1924. This business is growing faster
than ever. Demands for new service
show constant increase. Our response
is to start the new year with the larg
est program ever attempted.
"In the five States In which we oper
ate there will be spent $29,600,000 for
additional equipment within 12 months.
This will include new central offices,
new cable and wire, new and large
switchboards. It means greater ef
fort by all of us.
"The more telephones, the more valu
able service Is to you. During 1924
we expect to put In 315,000 new tele
phones and to remove 140,000, a net
gain of 75,000."

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had to live my life again I would have
made a rule to read some poetry and listen to
some music at least once a week. The loss of
these tastes is a loss of happiness.—Charles
Darwin.

THE BURIAL OF THE POET
In the old churchyard of his native town.
And in the ancestral tomb beside the wall.
We laid him in the sleep that conies to all,
And left him to his rest and bis renown.
The snow was falling, as if Heaven dropped
down
White flowers of Paradise to strew his pall;—
The dead around him seemed to wake, and call
His name, as worthy of so white a crown ;
And now the moon is shining on the scene.
And the broad sheet of snow is written o’er
With shadows cruciform of leafless trees.
As once the winding-sheet of Saladin
With Chapters of the Koran ; but, ah ! more,
Mysterious and triumphant signs are these.
—Henry W. Longfellow.
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rank Farrington Sees a Good Omen—“I Am Not Raising
Religious Issue,” Says Brewster.

CIRCULATION AFFIDAVIT
Rockland, .Ian. 8, li*21.
Personally appeared Frank 8. Lyaaie. wlto on
oath declares that he is pressman in the office
of the Rockland Publishing Co., and that of
the issue of The Courier-Gazette of .Inn. o.
1:.“4, there was printed a total ol G.lll copies.
Before me,
FRANK B. MILLER.
Notary Public.

Congressman Wallace 11.
White 1 “The effect of the amendment which
has reached a final decision In regard |1 have Proposed at the present time
would accordingly be much more un
to the governorship. He will not seek favorable to Protestant than to Ro
GOD'S DAILY BENEFITS:—Bless- |
the Republican nomination.
man Catholic institutions. I believe
ed be the Lord, who daily loadeth us
• * . •
very strongly that the integrity of our
with benefits, even the God of our sal
The first nomination paper'has been public school system should be main
vation.—Psalm 68:19.
filed at the office of the secretary of tained at all cost. To me It Is only
State, that of Roy L. Fernald of Win possible to do this through protecting
terport, Democrat, who seeks to rep our public school funds from diversion
THE NEW YEAR'S PROMISE
resent the Islesboro-Winterport class to sectarian schools.
“I stand fquarely in favor of pre
in the next legislature. Mr. Fernald,
Urging a spirit of optimism, of
it will be remembered, contested Jo serving the integrity of our public
achievement and of thanksgiving for j
seph A. Pendleton's seat in the House, school system bj prohibiting the ap
but after the recount Mr. Pendleton propriation of public funds to secta
the abounding blessings with which 1
We have about 75 Negligee Shirts that
rian schools. I cannot conceive that
as seated.
this country has been crowned, the
this can be considered raising a reli
were soiled and crushed during the Christ
Manufacturers' Record directs atten
gious issue since this seems to me
Frank G. Farrington, candidate for
tion to the universal progress which is
fundamentally an issue of the Ameri
mas rush. These we have put on a table
the Republican nomination for gover
can public school
being made throughout the nation. In
nor, says that everything is looking
“I believe that a serious defect in
just inside the entrance and marked Onethe factory, on the farm and with the ■
fine from all quarters of the State.
our public school system is the fail
Questioned
whether
he
had
any
state

railroads it is the same story—of an
Half Price. There are all sizes today.
ure to make any adequate provision
ment to make concerning his platform
active demand for labor with steady
for religious education or training and
or policy, he asserted that he had
for this reason I have advocated the
employment and at a higher rate of
nothing
to
say
at
the
present
time,
Our Boys’ Wash Suits are selling at halfexcuse of children for a stated period
wages thatf at any other time except
but expected to give out a statement
each week to receive religious instruc
little
later.
Mr.
Farrington
s.a4h
he
a brief period during the late war.
price and may be found in same location.
tion in the church home of their par
was particularly pleased to find on
The railroad earnings are on the in
ents as requested by their parents.
one paper the signature of John Wil
“I believe and I have some evidence
crease, and the constantly expanding
lard of Presque Isle, driver of the
to support this conclusion that if any
traffic means that enormous sums
wonder horse, John R. Braden.
“1
adequate provision could be made in
ake that as a good omen.” he said.
must be put into circulation to enlarge
connection with our public school sys
If Braden and his driver are with me
tem for the children to receive proper
the facilities and maintain the present
I ought to be headed for victory.”
religious training in the church home
plants on a propir basis. The long
• « • •
of their parents that very many Ro
period of inactivity in building con
“It has been charged that I have man Catholic parent? would prefer to
struction work has plunged the whole
been responsible to some extent tot send their children to the public
ROCKLAND, MAINE
aising a religious issue in this state. schools because of the advantages
country into a perfect maze of new
do not beHieve this criticism is fair,” which they would derive from asso
construction, the like of which has
Ralph O. Brewster, candidate for the ciating with all the different elemehts
never been noted in the United States.
Republican nomination for governor of our population and because of the
The tremendous value of farm pro
leclared in Fairfield Sunday night be efficiency from a secular standpoint of
fore the open forum of the Methodist the public school system which we
ducts—tjiree billions greater than in
have developed in America.'
Episcopal church
1922, the value of which exceeded by
KNOX ACADEMY, A. & S. i
"I have frankly and firmly advocat
• • • •
two billions the value of the products
DEMOCRATIC BUNK
'd a constitution.il amendment pro
I
Declaring himself in favor of tax re
of 1921—shows what agricultural in
hibiting
the
appropriation
of
public
versus
President Lermond and Col-i
funds to sectarian or parochial schools. duction and opposed to the soldier bo
terests are doing despite the handi
It seems to me that this must fairly nus. Senator William E. Borah of
OFFICIAL
RECORDS
leagues Invited To Attend!
caps which the farmers endured in
be called a public school issue rather Idaho, In an address before the Na
1920 and 1921. Even a seeming mis
than a religious issue. The constitu tional Republican Club of New York
Celebration of Radium Dis Washington, Jan.
5.—(Special Cor tional amendment which I have ad- said this issue could not )te avoided or
fortune is turned to advantage, for
respondence).
In 1920 the Demo
covery.
ocated makes absolutely no discrim sidestepped.
while the boll weevil was doing its
cratic tariff law was functioning ination between the various sects. As I "One is either for tax reduction or
best to dtstroy the cotton crop the
From an editorial in the Boston Her in all its glory and all the rest a matter of fact, about four-fifths of he is against it," he said. “One has
Our imports for that the money now being appropriated by right to be for the bonus or he has
product will yield close to a billion ald of recent date, is quoted the fo’low- was gloom.
fiscal year attained the highest to the state to sectarian schools is going right to be for tax reduction. But he
dollars more than would have resulted
‘Less than a week ago the French tai in our trade
history, namely,
to Protestant institutions while only cannot be for both. You cannot take
from over-production. Southern far
Chamber of Deputies voted a pension J5.23S.000.000. That meant a per capl ibout one-fifth is going to Roman I off a temporary burden of $140,000,000
mers will also benefit to the extent of
of 40.000 francs, annually tu Mme. ta of foreign goods entering this coun Catholic Seminaries. No public school i or $150,000,000 and lay on a permanent
try of $47.22. According to the Statis funds are going to parochial schools j burden or $4,000,000,000 to $5,000,000half a billion from the sale of citrus
Curie and her daughters; today at
tical Abstract of the United States 65 30 far as my knowlledge goes except 000 and call it tax reduction. It wou d
fruits this season, it is said. Ard
the Sorbor.ne scientists from all over per cent of these goods came in with
in Northern Aroostook where the pub be a dangerous political experiment
with it all there Is an unprecedented
the world, will jcin President Miller- out the payment of a cent of customs lic school system and the parochial It would defeat any party that would
amount of highway construction. The
undertake it
ar.d ar.d members of the Chamber, in duty. The average rate of duty on all school system are united.
'imports sank to the low record of 6.38
wish for a happy new year in 1924
celebrating the 25th anniversary of the j per cent, and on dutiable goods to 16
carries with it something more sub
discovery of radium.”
peer cent.
REFORMATORY BURNED
stantial than a mere perfunctory
In 1920 we Imported over $1,500,000,
TJje above text has a home touch for
INCOME TAX IN NUTSHELL.
pleasantry.
000
worth
of
food-stuffs,
$387,000,000
Inmate* Of South Windham Institution
all who are following the work of Knox
worth of textile manufactures, $40
WHO? Single persons who had
Help Save the Contents.
Academy cf Arts and Sciences, and is 000.000 of leather manufactures, $24
net income of $1,000 or more or
With the administration's effort to another tie which binds b al interests, 000,000 in hats and materials, and
The main building of the State Re
gross income of $5,000 or more,
obtain a greater efficiency in the en with these of the plucky, undaunted $157,000,000 in manufactures of wood
formatory for men at Mallison Falls,
and married couples who had net
South Windham, was burned flat Sat
income of $2,000 or more or gross
forcement of the Volstead law is French nation, for it will be remem lumber, shingles, etc. These were all
new records up to that time.
urday night between 6 o’clock and 7.
income of $5,000 or more must file
coupled an honest endeavor to save bered Mme. Curie is an honorary mem
Now, by all the canons of Demo
A score of inmates committed for
returns,
waste in the cost of operating that ber rf this academy. And in her day cratic faith and political exegesis,
various offenses from different parts of
of triumph a letter came to N. W.
WHEN?
The
filling
period
is
from
three and a half billion increase over
machinery.
And between President Lermond to Join his
the State assisted in saving some cf
In cele
January
I
to
March
15,
1924,
the furniture, and none stampeded. All
Coolidge ar.d Director Lord we cannot brating an event, which is proving pre-war imports should have made the
Icost of living in 1920 decline. Eight
WHERE? Collector of internal
were taken to Portland later by the
help feeling that it is going to be done. such a boon to m nkind. Follows years before the Democratic Party had
revenue for the district in which
sheriff's department and quarters pro
the
French
text
and
translation
of
the
There is, lor instance, the item con
campaigned the country on the issue
the person lives or has his prin
vided for them in the dbunty Jail.
letter:
of free trade versus protection. The
cerning coast patrol.
Reading be
cipal place of business.
The fire started around the chimney
« • • «
latter was blamed for the high cost of
in the ceil built last year ant! in ths
tween the lines it is not difficult to sec Institut Du Radium de L’Universite
HOW?
Instructions
cn
Form
living. The former was held up to the
absence of adequate fire-fighting ap
that Gen. Lord has been exercising his
1040A and Form 1040; also the
de Paris, 26 Rue d'ulm.
•
American people as their only means
paratus. spread until it enveloped the
ler.
Deccmbre
1923.
iaw
and
regulations.
prerogative by calling a halt on the
of breaking the strangle hold which
main house as well. The South Wind
Monsieur le President: J'ai l'hon- '.hi wicked trusts had on the country
proposition to expend $20,000,000 on
WHAT? Four per cent normal
ham and Westbrook fire apparatus re
neur de vou: faire S i voir que La “Give us control of the government
tax
on
the
first
$4,000
of
net
in

sponded. running two miles and five
the appropriation for building and I'ondati. n Curie, celeb, era a le 26 Decand we will give you low prices on the
come in excess of the personal
miles,
respectively,
through badly
manning coast guard ships.
The embra proclaim, le 25 erne anniver- things you eat and drink and wear and
exemption and credits for de
drifted roads and a driving snow storm
President now asks Director Lord to saire ile la decourvcrte du Radium par use for housing.” was the Democratic
pendents. Eight per cent normal
promise to the voters. A rift in the
confer with the Shipping Board and les Curies.
tax on balance of net income.
I ne Seance Polcnnell? Aura ben a Republican ranks gave them a chance
Surtax from 1 per cent to 50 per
Navy Department officials to sec if
COLOR LINKED WITH POLITICS
Botts la J to rnaki that promise good and they
cent on net incomes over $6,000
vessels under the control of those two presid ne, effetive de Mo.-.sieur le immediately undertook to reinstate
for the year 1923,
near-free-trade totem while
Paint Has Played Important Part in
agtncies cannot be used instead of president dc la Republique Francaise. 1 their
La
Fondation
Curie
vous
pri
de
voulHistory Since the Beginning of
daunting
President
Wilson's
solemn
building new ships. It is not to be
oir bien faire part a vos honores deci’.ration that net an industry in the
TIPS FOR TAXPAYERS
World’s Division.
wondered at that the taxpayers rest coilegues de cette commemoration a la
country would be harmed, a statement
No. 3
more content knowing that there are lueiia Elie Scrait heureuse de vous which was followed by another soon
Color has played an Important part
If you are single and support in your
two suoh safeguards in Washington as voir particl per. Venilley agreer Mon after to the effect that th'e industrial
home one or more relatives over whom In the politics of many countries over
sieur
le
President
l
’
hommage
de
ma
depr
ssion
was
merely
a
state
of
mind
Coolidge and Lord.
ties liauto consideration.
Within seven months of the passage you exercise family control, you are the a long period. When Dutch William
Le Secretaire General
of the 1913 tariff law over 4.000,000 head of a family and entitled, in your came to London, orange was naturally
C. V. Rcgaud.
men were out of work, and only the income-tax return for the year 1923, to the color which greeted him every
The report that Congressman White
where In his progress to Whitehall,
outbreak of the European Wax saved
The
Translation
was again considering the matter of
the same exemptions granted a married and orange remained his symbol, so
us from bread riots.
entering the gubernational contest Mr. President: —
person.
These
are
$2,500
if
the
net
Sept. 22, 1922, the policy of protec
much so that the squeezing of an
1 have the honor, t ■ make known to
speedily brought forth a number of you, that the Instituti n Curie wi'.l tion was restored and the Fordney income was $5,000 or less and $2,000 if ,aornnge was a method of Intimating desuggestions as to who would best fill ebbratc, on December the 26th the McCuihber tariff went into effect ac the net income was more than $5,000 Restntion of the “tyrant.” White hut
ccmpanied by the most dismal fore
his chair in Washington. Among the 25th ar.nivcr.ary cf the discovery cf
[n addition the head of a family may served more thnn one political party.
bodings on the part of the Democratic
names most prominently mentioned radium. An impre.- ive function will Party ar.d the importers' combine claim a $400 credit for each- person de | TIip “White Plum& of Navarre” was a
be held on this occasion at the Sorpendent upon him for chief support if rallying point In France at one period,
are those of F. W. Carleton of Wool bonne. Paris, in the presence of the which had been 'pocketing profits
such person is under 18 years of age or
wich. Rupert H. Baxter of Bath, Wal President of the French Republic. The ranging from 150 to 2500 per cent on Incapable of self-support because men the white cockade was the symbol of
imported commodities. By the first of
the royalists at another. The “tri
ter S. Gray of South Paris, Frederick ■ Curie Institute begs you to take part, October, 1923, a full year under the Re tally or physically defective.
color” was still more Important and
with
your
honored
colleagues,
in
com

For
example,
a
son
supports
in
his
O. Eaton of Rumford and Dr. G. A.
publican law, $3,835,000,000 worth of
more durable than the violet of Na
memorating this great event, and will
home
an
aged
mother
and
two
sisters
commodities had been imported of
Gregory of Boothbay Harbor.
But
he happy to see you. Please accept which $2,182,000,000 came in free. The 14 ar.d 16 years of age. His net Income poleon.
this is presidential year, and Con the homage of my great respect.
for 1923 was $3,000. He is entitled to
Not was any great difficulty made In
law was admittedly framed to protect
an exemption of $2,500 plus a $400 changing colors on necessity. An Eng
gressman
White's supporters will
The Secretary General,
the farmer and the manufacturer and
credit for each dependent, a total of lish traveler In Fhance at the begin
■C. V. Regaud.
probably reach the conclusion that his
it has done so, yet at the same time
$3,700. While he pays no tax, he must ning of the Hundred Days noticed
. « « «
giving a fair share of the American
is the name which properly belongs on
file a return, because his net income
market
to
our
foreign
competitors
that the sentries had adapted their
Perhaps
the
nature
side
of
the
Acad

tho ticket.
was in excess of $1,000.
emy has been overemphasized; the Itemized figures covering the full year
An exemption as the head of a family- cockades to the needs of the moment
woods: the glimpses of winding river, have not yet been compiled, but the can be claimed by only one member by painting over the tricolor with a
Fred W. Wight should prove a for through white birch tree trunks: In totals above mentioned speak for of a household.
coat of white, through which, however,
midable candidate for the collector- dian trails; botanical gardens and themselves.
the original colors could be seen quite
The
day
after
Christmas
the
United
ship of customs at Portland. His ex song of birds and have lost sight of States Bureau of Labor issued an an
plainly.
the real aim of Mr. Lermond in creat
Work Without Proper Aim.
perience as collector for the Port of ing an institution for Eastern Maine, nouncerr.ent showing that “tile cost of
I respect the man who knows dis
Damascus Loom* Long Famous.
living
was
one-fifth
less
in
September
Waldoboro have admirably qualified where tests can be made, and experi
tinctly what he wishes. The greater
The looms of Damascus have been
him for the duties, and his ability to ments carried on in this same field < f 1923. than in June, 1920, when the part of all the mischief In the world
highest point in living costs since 191
famous for many centuries. In this
HU a high office has had a further science. For this he is trained ar.d is was reached. A decrease of 20.5 per arises from the fact that men do not
giving his life work to further, and
city, where everything Is still done In
demonstration through the marked ef
sufficiently
understand
their
own
alms.
cent
in
the
total
cost
of
living
in
the
• ven now is engnged io research w rk
the most primitive way—where meal
They have undertaken to build a is ground In stone mill: turned by
ficiency he has shown the past year to find the remedy f ,r the white pine Fnited States as determined by a con
solidation of the figures for 32 speci
tower, and spend no more labor on tho camels, the hand looms are worked
as assistant to the Director of the blister in otir own locality.
foundation than would he necessary by a weaver and his draw-boy. On
The per pie of Knox «eounty, through lied cities.” And this under the pro
Budget in Washington. Mr. Wight
the days of the war, were quick to teethe policy!
to build • hut—Goethe.
has long been identified with political
these looms are made the beautiful
Three days before this announce
sacrifice to meet the appeal for great
damasks, woven In silks of brilliant
affairs in Maine, and the influential causes and have given generously to ment was published the Democratic
colors, that were known throughout
backing which he has acquired can build the foundation for the proposed National Committee set a flat one bil
lion .dollars as the cost of the tariff
Europe and Asia as early as the time
scarcely fail to have its bearing on the Academy building, “but we must still to
the Christmas
shoppers,
and
of the Crusades.
carry the work along," says one of
appolntmeht.
ihe supporters ‘for it is really our throughout the year they had been as
Determining Ship's Tonnage.
academy and in the honor we too silting that the tariff added $4,000,
000.000 unually to the cost of living
R»oa tie kill ’
The Navy Department is not asleep share.”
The first rule In this country for de
What have they to say now in view
AT WHOLESALE TRICES.
termining the tonnage of ships was
at the wheel, if one is to judge from
of- the official records?
Concord al! wool worsted 1
adopted by congress In 1709, but It
the statement of Secretary Denby, who
yams are nude from all
LATEST FORD JOKE
virgin wool, evenly spun
was not correct and some shipbuilder!
says that "we will hav¥ no difficulty in
and ol good wearing qual
and masters swindled greatly by clev
Have yen heard the latest Ford joke,
maintaining a navy in accordance
ity. Variety ol shades and
■is living ti'hl in Wo: hlngton? Well
er use of the error, so In 1835 the
heather mixtures lor sweat
with our international agreements on hen it is: “Hefiry Ford never went to
British people determined to apply
ers. scarfs and sport goods. ,
PLUMBING
this subject.” He hints that a great college; but he did go to Coolidge."
the theorem of Newton by determin
deal is being done to preserve our in
SHEET METAL WORK, STOVE
ing the contents of solids bounded by
tegrity on the seas, of which the pub
Inegular surfaces, and In 1S54 the
The phonofilm, a combination in
AND FURNACE REPAIRING
present law, fixed In England, waa
lic knows but little.
which you not only sec the characters
AUTO RADIATORS REPAIRED
adopted by other countries and is In
of a moving picture, but hear them
PIPE and PIPELESS FURNACES
4-8
general use now on all seas.
Despatches from Egypt say that the speak is said to have been success
HOT WATER AND STEAM
sarcophagus and last resting place of fully demonstrated by an Ohio man.
HEATING
Facts the First Requisite.
the Pharaoh of the Book of Exodus But why doesn't some enterprising 20 Franklin Street, - - Rockland
Facts are to the mind what food
to the body. On digestion of fans
have been discovered after 3000 years. manager install a radio set with loud
Telephone 424-1
Make Your Product a Standard la
depends the strength of the one, Just
“Last resting place” sounds something speaking attachment so that the pa
137-tf
In This Community. We as on assimilation of food depends
like a misnomer to those who have trons cm enjoy both of their favorite
PICTURE FRAMING—Furniture repaired
Will Carry Your Message
the vigor of the other. That man Is
been reading about the explorations ia diversions at the same time? Seems • awn sharpened, all Kinds of shop carpenter
wisest In council who hna digested the
Into
Every
Home
w irk promptly and carefully done. EDWIN 11,
to be what the world is coming to.
King Tut's tomb the past year.
MAXCY, over Payson’s store, at the Brook.
larceit oumbar ot fact*

J. F. GREGORY
SONS CO.

El ery-Othcr-Da*

UNIVERSAL LUNCH KITS AND
VACUUM BOTTLES
Made by Landers, Frary & Clark

No. 2111

No. 310

No. 211
No. 111
4
No. 310 LUNCH KIT, Black Er.amel, Slide End, mailing weight
5 pounds. Price ........................................................................................... $3.25
No. 211. LUNCn KIT, Brown Enamel, Open Top. Mailing weight,
4 pounds. Price .......................................................................................... $3.00
Nc. 2111. LUNCH KIT, Black Enamel, Open Top. Mailing weight,
3 pounds. Price ........................................................................................... $2.75
No. 111. VACUUM BOTTLE, Black Enamel, Aluminum Cover,
■ailing weight, 2 pzunde. Price ......................................................... $1.25

SHELF AND HEAVY HARDWARE

U PDIF P, Pfi
H
• 11. VIvlEi <£ LU.

456 MAIN STREET
ROCKLAND, MAINE

STOCK REDUCTION SALE
CLOTHES

MEN’S

AND

FURNISHINGS
All First Clas3 Merchandise—No Seconds

EVERYTHING

MARKED

TO

CLOSE

SURPRISE CLOTHING STORE
MIKE ARMATA
2 PARK STREET .... ROCKLAND

1T1

Several Forms of Sugar.
Many varieties of sugars exist, cane
Four Candidates Seek Appointment in sugar, maple and beet. Failing these
Union.—North Haven P. M. Has No we have corn sugar under the name of
Opponent.
glucose or dextrose, ar.d the same In
vegetables, fruits and honey. In a
Candidates for the p tsition of post brownish powder we find It on prunes
master at North Haven and Union or raisins. Lactose or milk sugar Is
were examined hy the local Civil Serv another principal sugar, altlioigh It
ice Commission at the Postoffice Sat
will never fill j^japortant place In
urday.
/
Winfield L. Ames, the North Haven commerce. It exists in cow's milk, and
Postmaster, is a candidate to succeed plays an Important part lu nutrition.
himself, and had no competitor at Sat
urday’s examination.
Edwards A. Mathews who desires
Know the tremendous pull
tc again serve as postmaster in Union,
found considerable rivalry for the pos.tion. Cithers to take the examina ing power of Courier-Gazette
tion were Carl W. Mitchell, Addie I*.
Mitchell and Charles A. SIminons. Mr. ids.
Simmons is a former postmaster.
70 BE POSTMASTER

WAN"

rgcak

Sign
SFsl Ng1? k-N aticna 1

B arik?"
Ml

AHEAD OF THE GAME
Here is our text for today: If you are
careful to spend LESS than you EARN you
w -■! always be ahead cf the game.

Tnink it over. It has its disadvantages at
times when you want something you can’t
rea.ly afford, but in the 1 mg run you will
find it is, the SAKE way. It is the easiest
thing in the world for a luxury to become a
necessity. Go forward slowly, steadily, keep
ing your savings in a reliable bank Eke ours. In time all
the necessities and many cf the luxuries of life will be at
your command.

North National Bank a
Rockland, Maine

STEADY PROGRESS
The Rockland National Bank is 72 years old.

S

It has grown, progressed and strengthened

it3 position.
Is YOUR account with this constructive, concorvative Bank?

’

4% Interest Paid on Saving* Accounts

The Rockland National Bank
Rockland, Maine

r

•

*

.

Hi!;|!;» MEMBER FEDERAL-RESERVE SYSTEM OIHlMlUlll

E. Howard Crockett

SkiVribi.ritM.iti
wFts. ririr iTgl

Mr. Merchant-

H. M. DE ROCHEMONT
106 Pleasant Street

PLUMBING
Telephone 244-W.
e-o-d-tf-117

HEATING

ivery-t.

Rockland Cojurier-Gazette, luesday, January .0, IVZ4.
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TALK OF THE TOWN
COMINS NEIGHBORHOOD EVENTS

A

Jan . 8—Camden -1‘arent-Teacher Association
Meeting.
Jan. 8-Knoi County Supreme Court begins.
Jan. 9—Camden—Joint installation Mt. Hattie Lodge and Malden Cliff Keliekalt Lodge in
the Opera House.
Jan. 9—Baked bean supper and dance by
Bay View Society.
Jan. 11—Rockport. Installation of officers of
Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps.
Jan. 14—Debate—"Should tile Volstead Act
as it now stands be enforced!’’ High School
building. \
Jan. 14—Knox County Ministerial Associa
tion meets at Raptist Church In Thomaston.
Jan. 15—Camden—Benefit recital for Dis
trict Nursing Association in Methodist church.
Jan. Id—installation of officers of Aurora
Lodge.
Jan. 18—Annual Chapman Concert.
1
Jan. 17—Installation of officers King Solo
mon Temple Cha|»tcr.
Jan. 18—(7.15) Methodist vestry, address for
Woman's Educational Club, Hon. Harold M
Bewail. Bath, subject. "Tile World Court."
dan. 19— Llnterock Valley Pomona meets
with Pleasant Valley Grange, Rockland.
Jan. 21—Annual meeting of Rockland Gun
Club at the Thorndike Hotel.
Jan. 23—Raptist Men’s League [note change,
from regular date J
Feb. 18-23—Annual Community Fair.

SIMONTON

CARD

i

A Wojd To Our Customers:
We wish to thank you all for our largest busi
ness that we have had on our Nine Cent Days, and
also for the assistance that was given us by the extra
help that came in for the two days. Our only regret
was that our out of town people could not come as
the traveling by boat and automobile was not good.

• Respectfully,
FULLER-COBB-DAVIS.

The Volstead Act is in for a warm
At the holier shop of the I L. Snow
Battery G holds Its regular drill at
going over Jan. 14 when the Fresh Co. extensive repairs are being made
the Armory tonight.
man and Sophomore classes of Rock on the boiler of locomotive No. 1 of
John Jay Perry, the income tax ex land High School will debate the ques the Lime Rock Railroad.
tion ot Its enforcement, as is, in the
pert is making a week’s stay .with his
auditorium.
Abram W. Nye, successor to Manltoekland constituents.
son and Nye, Is now the owner of the
The Legion basketball quintet, will property which he occupies, as well as
Fred B. Spear of Eastport has been
appointed a member of the Sea and try conclusions with the High School sole proprlttor of the business.
five in the Legion hall tonight. This
Shore Fineries Commission.
is not a regular game but a tryout of
The large plate glass windows in
The Woman’s Missionary Society of strength for both teams. The school Crle's hardware store are being re
the Baptist church meets Wednesday boys have a suspicion that they will moved in favor of smaller lights,
afternoon at 2.30 in the ladies' parlor. teach the old boys a few tricks.
which are coming more into vogue.

The Fordson snow-plow came down
Rockland encampment will work the
Camden yesterday morning
Golden ltule and Royal Purple degrees from
Wednesday night. Supper after work. smoothing the road up as level as a
table with snow four inches deep.
The steam lighter Sophia is dredg Some criticism was encountered in one
ing at MoLoon’s wharf for a few days town where the machine took off so
giving a greater depth of water for the much snow that the sleighing was
harmed. This was remedied hy rais
lobster cars.
ing the plows an Inch or two.
iKing Solomon Temple Chapter, R.
Commander Reed M. Fawell, who
A. M.. will have work on the Mark
Master degree at a special meeting has been serving as recorder ot the
Naval Trial Board the past two years,
Thursday night.
has been assigned to the scout cruiser
The Bay View Society is giving a Trenton. Lieut. Zenke, who has also
baked bean supper and dance at the been a member ot the Trial Board, goes
Town hall. Head of the Bay tomorrow with Commander Fawell to the Tren
evening. Music by Blethen’s Orches ton. • Both Naval officers have many
friends at this port, and have figured
tra.
in numerous social events here.

(Freeman Young went to Boston on
a business trip last night, and Inci
dentally chaperoned six barrels of flsh
which were being shipped from his es
tablishment.

Tug Lehigh steamed Into the harbor
yesterday after barges "00 and 767.
which will be towed to New York with
cargoes ot granite from Stonington
and i-ong Cove, respectively.

f

SJRE>CIA.JLr notice
With real winter just come upon us and the real cold weather just ahead these are
timely and important savings in our
January Clearance and White Sale that started last Friday. We have had three fine days of business. To make
this a record-breaker we will continue the same low prices for the benefit of our customers who have not been
able to get into our store.
We ask you to notice in last Thursday’s issue of this paper some of the prices on a few of our special bargains.
Below we quote some items that were not advertised in Thursday’s paper.

1

lot COUCH COVERS, sold for $7.50 to $12.50
1 odd lot PORTIERES, at............. Close Qut Prices
each; to close out at........................... $4.95 to $9.95 , odd ,ot RAG RUGS in 8eyeral gizeg &t...............

1

lot SiLKALlNE, 25c value.

1

lot COLORED TABLE COVERS, sold for $5.00
each; to close out at............... .............................. $3.45

Sale price, yard 19c

•

................................................................ Close Out Prices
I

odd lot DRAPERY MATERIAL, at......................
................................................................ Close Out Prices
________________

______

THIS STORE CLOSES SATURDAY NIGHT, JANUARY 12

J.
SUPREME

COURT

CO.
CONVENES

Twenty-Two New Divorce Entries Have Been Made
Judge Dunn Is Presiding.

CITY GOVERNMENT

'

WHO IS NO. 1469?

An Electric Light Order A^as He or She Gets Splendid Prize
the Most Exciting Thing At
Offered by Edward W. Bolt
Last Night’s Session.
For Best Peace Plan.

The midwinter session of the City
The American Peace Award an
The January term of Knox County Rockland May 12. 1917. Grounds for Government last night was purely a nounced Sunday that plan number
f
Supreme Court convened this morning. complaint, cruel and abusive treatment.
1469 had been adjudged the best of
routine session.
Schooner Lavlnia M. Snow, which Associate Justice Chariot J. Dunn of Payson for lihellant.
22,165 entered in competition for ’the
has lately discharged coal at Wheelet's Orono presiding. This is Judge Dunn's
Alderman Erskine’s order for a 600 J100.000 offered hy Edward W. Bok.
Eugene Larrabee of Rockland from
Bay, arrived Sunday and will haul up third visit to Knox County, the first Carrie Larrabee of Rockland, married c. p. light at the corner of Waldo ave Philadelphia publicist, for the best
tor the winter at the old homestead.
being the September tfym of 1919 and at Rockland July 27, 1922. Grounds for nue and Camden street was referred to practical plan toy which the United
the second the April term of 1922 He complaint, cruel and abusive treatment the street lighting committee.
States might cooperate with other na
That troublesome chimney in the is very popular with the members of and adultery. Libellant asks for cus
tions to prevent war.
Robert
Brewer
was
granted
a
li

American Legion building indulged in the Bar and court officials.
tody of minor child, Eugene, aged two
In its essence this plan proposes
cense
as
moving
picture
operator.
another tantrum Saturday forenoon.
Mrs. Joseph Brazier found a cater
that the United States immediately
The following new divorce entries years. Tirrell tor libellant.
Upon
recommendation
of
Marshal
Mrs.
Eva
D.
Snow,
Rockland's
oldest
A hole was burned in the roof before have been made:
pillar in the shed yesterday and with
Emma B. Cargill of Rockland from
Gilchrest, Archie York was appointed should enter the Permanent Court of
much consideration for the belated teacher in point of service was given a the Chemical could extinguish the
Clara A. Carroll of Camden from Charles F. Cargill of Washington, mar special policeman for Empire Theatre. International Justice, endorsed hy the
pleasant
surprise
Friday
when
her
blaze.
summer visitor- put him urnjpr the
J. Fred Carroll of Rockland, married ried at Rockland. Feb. 18, 1920. Grounds
Slmop Briggs licensed as junk deal lute President Harding, and second,
fellow teachers in the McLain School
kitchen stove to get warm.
without becoming a member of the
at ltoekland March 1, 1889. Grounds for complaint, cruel and abusive treat er.
presented her at recess titne with a
League of Nations as at present con
Douglas Fairbanks is seen at his for complaint, non-support, desertion ment and non-support. Miller for lihel
Clarence H. Moore’s gift of $200 for
handsome
birthday
cake
and
many
re

1AII members of Ivanhoe Temple,
stituted, should offer to cooperate
best in the spectacular performance of and cruel and abusive treatment. lant.
ihe care of the Moore-'Orms'bee lot in
Pythian Sisters are requested to at membrances. Mrs. Snow was most "Robin Hood,” which is on at Park Dwinal for libellant.
with the Leugue, under certain condi
Laura H. Warren of Rockland from Achorn cemetery was accepted.
happy
over
the
event
which
made
one
tend the regular meeting tomorrow
tions, us a body of mutual counsel.
James W. Warren of Rockland, mar
Theatre today. As all readers of his
City Clerk Keene’s receipts for De
Gertrude L. Dunbar of Camden from
r.ight as business of great Importance of the brightest days in her 42 years of tory know, it is a story of the Middle
The identity of the author Is un
ried at Rockport. Grounds for com cember amounted to $41.65.
The
Alton
M.
Dunbar
of
Camden,
married
public service. She plans to retire
is to come before the Temple.
Ages, with the romance of Sherwood at Camden April 15, 1918. Grounds for plaint. cruel and abusive treatment and Highway department expended $1716, known to the jury ot award and policy
from the teaching service in the
Forest and Nottingham Town as a complaint, cruel and abusive treatment. non-support. Lihellant asks to resume including $267 for graveling Limerock committee, except one delegated mem
The islands were well represented spring.
her maiden name of Laura H. Kaler. street.—Marshal Gilchrest reported 13 ber. The authorship will not he dis
background.
Libellant asks for custody of minor
at the local hotels Sunday for the very
closed until a nation-wide referendum
Miller for libellant.
irrests, only three of which were for
child, Edward J., aged 5 years. Dwinal
Winter and summer is all the same
sufficient reason that the boat made
Levi Mank of Rockland from Annie ntoxication.—City Treasurer Virgin’s has been taken to determine whether
Lester J. Sprowl. who shook the dust for libellant.
the plan meets with the support of
no trip Saturday or Sunday, on ac when it comes to progress at the hust
Belle Mank of Warren, married al
Clara E. Roscoe of Rockland from Rockland March 8, 1915. Grounds for total receipts were $66,56© and the ex Americans. This prdbalbly will not he
count of the storm and rough weather. ling Northend. The newest business of South Windham from his feet about
penditures
were
$66,363.
The
cash
bal

establishment
there
Is
"Barber a month ago, was recaptured in this Percy E. Rcscoe of Thomaston, married complaint, desertion. Miller for libel
ance at the end of the month was $15,- until early next month.
Fifty thousand dollars is utRuded
The W. C. T. U. meeting will be held Shute’s’’ fine new two-chair shop. city yesterday by Patrolman Post and at ltoekland April 9, 1919. Grounds lant.
180.—Collector Lovejoy’s total receipts
Friday afternoon at 2.30, at the This is- located in N. B. Cobb's new is being held until officials can arrive for complaint, cruel and abusive treat
Bertha M. Watts of Moncton, N. B.. were $16,260.—The roll of accounts the winner immediately. The rest of
the prize goes to him if the country
Methodist church. Rev. B. P. Browne block, being the middle (Store. It is from the Men's Reformatory to take ment. Libellant asks for custody of from Vernon M. Watts of Thomas represented a total of $6812.
gives the plan its support.
will be the speaker, his subject being, 14x22 and has an ample storage space charge of him. Sprowl said he had minor children, Ruth E., aged three ton, married at Camden Nov. 9. 1917.
The plan, in brief, as officially sub
"Moral Standards a Test of Christian ir. addition. The finish is all white spent three weeks in Boston, but that years, and Flora M., aged one year. Grounds for complaint, cruel and abu
A joint installation will be held in
enamel as are the two chairs. Practi he got homesick for dear old Rock Johnson for libellant.
Civilization."
sive treatment, non-support and de Odd Fellows hall tonight. The officers mitted to the public by the pulley com
cally all ot the furniture and equip land.
Mice E. Hill of Rocklar.d from Percy sertion. Emery for lihellant.
of Knox Lodge will be installed by mittee, follows:
“1. That the United States shall
E. Hill cf Rockland, married at Thom
There were no Boston Sunday papers ment Is new and Includes all the latest
Inez D. Linscott o.f Union, from District Deputy Luke S. Davis. Dis
Mrs. Elmer E. Barde sends us from aston Feb. 22, 1918. Grounds for com Eben M. Linscott of Appleton, married
Immediately
enter the Permanent
on sale In this city Sunday, connection wrinkles and conveniences In the bartrict Deputy Grand President will offi
Court of International Justice, under
having been prevented by the storm. berlng business. The large mirrors Port au Prince. Hayti, a copy of The plaint. cruel and abusive treatment. at Washington May 29. 1900. Grounds ciate for the Rebekahs.
the conditions stated hy Secretary
And the readers who tell you that will reflect another face about March Brigadier, a newspaper published in the Libellant asks fur custody of minor for complaint, cruel and abusive treat
Hughes and President Harding in Feb
there is nothing in them were the most first when the genial George will add Haytlen capital. The article "How It child, Arlioe F„ aged 'nine months. ment. Lihellant asks for custody of
The gigantic elm which has been
another knight of the razor.—Next !
Is Done,” describing the handicaps un Johnson for libellant.
indignant ones in the lot.
minor children, Lucy I, age eleven and standing a great many years on the ruary, 1913.
'•2. That without becoming a mem
tier which the paper is printed, is naive
Etta M. Hutchinson cf Warren from Algy C age seven. Emery for libel front line of the premises now owned
ber of the League of Nations as at
The Chapman Concert—Jan. 16 at and amusing. Mrs. Barde (Beatrice George L. Hutchinson of Stonington, lant.
Clayton Witham and Edward O’B.
hy Raymond Duff, Masonic street, has
Gonia qualified in the Carnegie’hero the First Paptist Church—is to be a House) is secretary of the Ited Cross married at Stonington July 4, 1900.
Ross F. Gray of Rockport, from lost many of its limbs the past few present constituted, the United States
Grounds tor complaint, cruel and Rose E. Gray of Islesboro, married at cays, in the process of being taken shall offer to extend its present coop
medal class yesterday when they midwinter musical occasion of much Chapter in Port au Prince.
abusive treatment and non support and Camden Nov. 1919. Grounds for com down by the expert Billy Burke. It is eration with the League and partici
tackled John W. Lane’s runaway pair moment, presenting a soprano and a
plaint, cruel and abusive treatment. understood that a number of other big pate in the work ot the League as a
of ponies on Main street. Capt. Gonia violinist of unusual superiority. For
When Sunday’s rtorm cleared away desertion. Johnson tor libellant.
body of mutual counsel under certain
Harold A. Darling cf Thomaston from Emery for libellant.
got a line aboard of them first and cut lack of space the endless newspa and very little traffic was to be ob
trees on Masonic street will share its
Blanche E. Morton of Camden, from fate—in the interest of safety, economy conditions which:
down their speed several knots be- per criticisms of those artists cannot served residents of the side streets Auhigne J. Darling of Rockland, mar
‘“(a) Substitute
moral force and
lore he was capsized. Meantime be reproduced, but Miss Nadworney is from Main to Broadway were surprised ried at Thomaston Feb. 23, 1915. Harold S. Morton of Camden, married and looks.
public opinion for the military and
Witham fresh from a sea trip to fresh in the minds cf the music loving by a strange apparatus, which proved Grounds for complaint, cruel and at Camden May 20, 1922. Grounds for
economic force originally implied in
Swan’s Island, and consequently utter public of Maine, where she was ac to he the red and white rescue car ot abusive treatment and adultery. John complaint, gruel and abusive treat
The electric light standards on Main
ment and adultery. Emery for libel street were denuded of their holiday articles 10 and 16;
ly fearless, caught the bridle and was claimed by every newspaper as pos the Fireproof Garage, towing a home son tor libellant.
“(b) Safeguard tho Monroe Doc
Florence M. Johnson of Rockland lant.
dragged a block before the stop was sessing one of the most beautiful made snow plow. The later contriv
greens yesterday. The humorists all trine;
voices that has appeared here. She
Andrew
W.
Jones
of
Camden
from
from
Einar
Johnson
of
Rockland,
mar

effected.
anee had no ge£T shift and was manip
had their fling while the work was in
“(c) Accept
the
fact
that the
has more opportunity than ever to ulated by A. C. Jones, henee it must ried at Portland Dec. 18, 1920. Grounds Madeline M. Jones of Rockland, mar
progress.
United States will assume no obliga
The paying of the telephone bill this display her vocal gifts, iby singing the have been an Apperson product. In for complaint, cruel and abusive treat ried at Camden. Feb. 21, 1919. Grounds
tions under the treaty of Versailles
week was a bit easier because of the great arias from tour grand operas, fact there was a placard on it which ment and adultery. Libellant asks for for complaint, cruel anil abusive treat
CARD OF THANKS.
except 8>y act of Congress;
cheery pink New Tear's greeting en- which is one of her prominent parts intimated that it was of Apperson par custody of minor child, Ernest E.. aged ment. Montgomery for libellant.
I wish to express niv appreciation of the
“(d) Propose that metnbirship in
many acts of kindness extended to me durlnff
eltsed with the bill. The little sheet of the Rockland program. Her sing cntagc. All of the side streets were two years. Smalley for libellant.
my recent bereavement. Especially thought the League shall be opened to all na
Oscar E. Robinson of Rockland from
brought the good wishes of the 24,000 ing of Russian songs made her famous cleared during the day, from North
ful was the closing of the schools and places tions;
telephone employes to the 1,000.000 in New York and Europe, and she will Main to Pleasant street, and yesterday Vivian C. Robinson of Rockland, mar
Let your teeth be seen not of business.
"’(e) Provide for the continuing de
give
a
wonderful
group
of
these,
to

Marlon Weidman.
ried
at
Rockland
September
25.
1919.
Iblurred.
users and told a little story about the
a strenuous hour was put in on Thom
velopment of International luws."
Rockport,
Jan.
5.
gether
with
a
group
of
English
songs.
Grounds
for
complaint,
cruel
and
company’s will to serve. It told a
Rockland Red Cross.
• • • •
aston street where heavier drifts were
word about the 5,000,000 daily calls Mr. Ralbinowitch, the wizard of the encountered than those which the ap abusive treatment. Libellant asks for
The Jury of Award was: Elihu Boot,
violin,
-whose
playing
is
full
ot
roman

and the 60.000.000 annual toll calls
paratus penetrated Sunday. It was custody of minor children, Francis E., "'"I'iiiiJiiitrtiiudiHiiBaiiiuuiiniiuinDJUiiainaBiBntnnaiifBiiinuiuiiiiiiiinuiiiuiiiiuit'^,
chairman; James Guthrie liurbord,
which go to make up this $50,000,000 tic fire and passion, fancy and humor, volunteer work, much appreciated by aged tour years, and Ellerson, aged
1856
1823
Edward M. House. Ellen F. Pendleton,
will
take
his
audience
toy
storm.
|
business and promised the earnest ef
citizens and
Commissioner
Ross. two years. Thompson for libellant.
Roscoe Pound, William Allen White,
^Monuments
Phyllis E. McRae of Rockport from j
fort of all concerned for still better
Charles H. Berry, 2d, and-Lloyd N. Law
Brand Whitlock.
service.
rence alternated in command of the Earle L. McRae of Camden, married '
In a statement accompanying the an
at
Camden
April
30.
1921.
Grounds
fori
TOWN
HALL,
HEAD
OF
THE
BAY
E.
A.
G1LDDEN
Ac
CO.
rescue wagon. Among the first duties
nouncement Mr. Bok says:
"The
complaint,
cruel
and
abusive
treatment.
was to clear the streets leading to the
uward brought forth 22,165 plans. Since
On account of bad weather condi
WALDOBORO. ME.
Libellant
asks
for
custody
of
minor
hospitals. The Ford company’s tractor
many of them were the composite
tions Edwin Libby Post did not hold
also put in a busy day, yesterday on children, Leonie E., aged two years,
work of organizations, universities, etc.,
Its installation with the Corps Thurs
and
Etta
M„
aged
five
months.
Mont

Broadway. Tl^e work ot these volun
a single plan often represented the
day evening, ns planned. The officers
: : Music : :
Progressive Interesting
teer crews serves to show what can he gomery and Withee for libellant.
views of .hundreds of thousands of lnwill
install next Thursday after
BORN
Florence
E.
Patterson
of
Rockland
BLETHEN
’
S
ORCHESTRA
Clark—At Britt Maternity Home. Rockland.
dlvlduals.\ There were also received
noon at 4 o'clock, and the Post Invites
Method.
Correct Bowing accomplished hy modern methods.
from Daniel V. Patterson of Portland, Jan. 7. to Mr. and Mrs. Ralph U. Clark, a
several hundred thousands of letters
all members of the allied orders to
SUPPER FROM 5:30 TO 7:00
daughter,
Harriette
VcrrPl.
married
at
Rockland,
Aug.
8.
1920.
Boston Symphony References
which while they did not submit plans,
he Its guests on that occasion. There
Heiskenen—Rockland, Jan. 8, to Mr. and
Guests to the number ot 350 wit Grounds for complaint, desertion.
Auspices
of
Bay
View
Society
John Heiskenen, a son, Solo Einar.
suggested in almost each instance a
will be a program and the ladles will
nessed Inst night one of the most Libellant asks that she may resume Mrs.
Condon—Rockland. Jan. 2, to Mr. and Mrs
solution of the peace problem.
serve a supper in the -banquet hall at
beautiful and Impressive Installations her maiden name of Florence E. Stew A'bert Condon of Friendship, a son—Everett
"The Jury had therefore before it an
5 o’clock. The regular circle supper of
Leland.
ROCKLAND FIRE ALARM
ever held by Claremont Commaridery art. Payson tor libellant.
Elwell—Unity, Jan. 6, to M»'. and Mrs. James
Index of the true feeling and Judgment
the Corps will be he|d at the usual
K. T. Eminent Sir Edward K. Gould,
Well's Violin Shop
Herbert L. Moon of Rockland from P. Elwell, a daughter—9% pound I.
of hundreds of thousands of American
hour, 6 o’clock. It Is hoped that the
25 Main Street. Corner Limerock
Grand Senior Warden of the Grand Helen S. Moon of Rockland, married at
ROCKLAND, ME.
145-2
citizens. The plans came from every
weather will be kind and the ladies of
27 Head of Railroad Wharf
Commandery of Maine, equalled his Rockland June 3, 1912. Grounds for
MARRIED
group In American life. Some were
the auxiliary orders generous, and that
29 Cor. South Main and Mechanlo
well known “best" as installing offi complaint, cruel and abusive treatment
Kcssel-Bridger.—Swan’s Island, Dec. 27.
obviously from life-long students of
this installation of Edwin Libby Post,
33
Tillson
Avenue
cer.
and
was
assisted
Iby
Eminent
Sir
The rberfe ter putmenirqi * Cerd ol Thann
and adultery. Libellant asks for cus Rev. A. T. Bradstrcet, Philip A. Kassel
history and international law. Some
G. A. R., may be one of the best ever. Is 8# osnis. cash to accompany the order e
34 Cor. Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Edward C. Payson as Grand Marsha) tody of minor children. Hattie E., aged Vinalhaven and MIs3 Lida (I. Bridges
were from persons who have studied
35 Main Street, Corner North
and Slr/Walter S. Rounds as Grand six years, and Elizabeth IL, aged eight Swan's Island.
little, but who have themselves seen
36 Pleasant Street, Corner Orange
Prelate.
Marston’s Orchestra gave years. Payson for libellant.
and felt the horror of war—or who
DIED
37 Main Street, Corner Park
several Selections and the Universalist
BI
Genrgianna Strout of Rockland from
Rollins—Rockland, Jan. 5, Mrs. Forrest E. 38 Broad Street, Corner Grace
are even now living out its tragedy.
quartet with Mrs. Grace Phelps Arm
Emery W. Strout of Rockland, married Rollins of Portland. Funeral services this af
“However unlike, they almost all ex
«• Rankin Street, Corner Broadway
strong sang two delightful numbers.
at Rockland Aug. 12, 1922. Grounds ternoon at the home of O. E. Davies, 67 Park
press or imply the same conviction:
43 Lincoln Street, Corner Summer
A highly pleasing innovation was
street.
for complaint, cruel and abusive treatMunro—Rockland, Tan. 6, C’.eater Gilchrest, 45—Middle Street, opo. Fern.
That this is the time for the nations of
made in the flag service when Mrs.
| ment and adultery. Libellant asks to infant son of Mr. and Mr« ■ heater Munro.
the earth to admit frankly that war is
46 Main Street at Rankin Block
George St. Clair, Miss Pearl Borger■Seavey
—
Pleasant
l
’
oi.
,
Cuahing,
Jan.
6,
resume her maiden name of Georglanna
a crime and thus withdraw the legal
43 North Main Street, Cor. Warren
son. Miss Corice Thomas, .Mrs. Eugene
Ira Seavv.v, aged 76 years, 8 months, 9 days.
Staples. Payson for lihellant.
and moral sanction too long permitted
Brackett—Waldoboro, Jan. 5, John E. Brack 49 Camden and Front Streets
Frost, Mrs. Austin Day and Mrs. Clar
Flora E. Spear of Rockland from ett, formerly of Rockland, aged 45 years, 9 51 Head of Cedar Street
to It as a method of settling Interna
ence Curtis, members of the Eastern John
E. Spear of Rockport, married at months. Burial in Achorn cemetery.
tional disputes. Thousands of plans
Star, clad in the white of their order,
S West Meadow Road
53 Camden Street near F. B. Church show a deep aspiration to have the
brought in the flag. .The story ot the
* • * •
United States take the lead In a com
flag, as told by the installing officer,
mon agreement to brand war In very
was the charge of one of the patriotic
62 Militia Call
DELICIOUS ORANGES, 29c to $1.00 .Dozen
truth an ‘outlaw.’ ”
organizations of which he is a mem
22 Chief's Call
ber. and was very Impressive. This
5 Repeated. No School
LUSCIOUS GRAPE FRUIT, Sc to 20c Each
iFred C. Dyer and John O. Snow of
was followed by the singing of “Star
75 Veteran Firemen’s Association
Dyer's Garage are attending the New
Siiangled Banner."
Albert Increase
1-1 Two single strokes for fire all
McINTOSH RED APPLES, 75c Peck
Mather was installed as recorder for
York auto show.
out or under control.
the 52d time. The refreshments were
FIRST BAPTIST CHURCH, ROCKLAND
NODHEADS, 50c Peck. COOKING 40c Peck
in change of Mrs. Millie Thomas, as
sisted by Mrs. 'Raymond Watts, Mrs.
MALAGA and EMPEROR GRAPES
H. II. Flint, Mrs. C. S. Rollins, and
Miss Corice Thomas. The Kali room
was tastefully done in the seasonal red
FRESH OYSTERS, 75c Quart for Small Ones
THREE SUPER NEW YORK ARTISTS
and green, under the direction of Mrs.
—AT—
Hester Chase. R. V. Stevenson, Ed
$1.00 Quart for Large Ones; also in Shell
MISS DEVORA NADWORNEY, Contralto
ward Gonia, Mrs. Thomas and Mr.
and Mrs. Watts assisted. The floor
San Carlo Opera Company
was in charge of H. E. Robinson. L.
Try our BONELESS SMOKED FISH, 18c
Men’s Suits
Women’s Suits
E. Hownrd and B. J. Philbrook. Mar
MR. BENNO RABINOWITCH, Marvelous Violinist
ston’s Orchestra provided excellent
$1.00,
$1.50
$1.00,
$1.50
SLACK SALTED COD, 15c
Winner of the World’s Sauer Scholarship
music. A eomiplete list of the Com
mand* ry’s new officers appeared in
WILLIAM R. CHAPMAN at the Piano
Saturday’s issue. Claremont is head
“AT THE BROOK”
ed this year hy R. V. Stevenson, an
SERVICE
$1.00
TICKETS
442 MAIN STREET.
TELEPHONE 494-R.
energetic and enthusiastic Sir Knight,
who Is certain to give a successful ad
ministration.

RAKED BEAN
SUPPER and DANCE

VIOLIN
INSTRUCTION

Wednesday Evg. Jan. 9

JAMES CLAFFEY

COBB’S

NOW IS THE TIME TO EAT FRUIT

CHAPMAN CONCERT

WEDNESDAY EVENING, JANUARY 16

CLEANING AND PRESSING

ROCK

I.

1 -

BOTTOM

LESLIE

PRICES

CROSS
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Every-Other-Day

FLORIDA'S PASADENA

THE OLD K. & L. DAYS

Wonderful Progress in Propo
sition Begun By Jack Taylor
—To Expend Million This
Season.

Interesting Railroad Reminiscenses, Dealing With Well
Known Oldtimers.

In the winter section of a metropolitan newspaper recently appeared an
interesting article concerning Pasadena-on-the
Gulf.
an
important
Florida
real
estate
development

The 1924 Model .
Studebaker Big-Six
Seven-Passenger Sedan

j
1

$2685

,
J

I
energy of .Tack Taylor, a New York
capitalist and promoter well known in
this cPy. The article follows:
being made for a 36-hole golf course
• • • •
fronting in Boca Ceiga bay and Bear
St. Petersburg, Fla.—-Seven miles of creek, which will be surrounded by
brilliantly-lighted boulevard, beaded large villa sites, and which will in
with white-way lights on either side turn surround a central hotel site, the
at every 100 feet of its due east and financing of which is to be undertaken
west right of way, is the gift to St. during the coming summer.
Petersburg
from
Paeadenn-on-the < Following the Pasadena lines of de
Gulf, the $50,000,000 suburban develop velopment, the entire western end of
ment here which is beginning its third the city’s environs has been taken hold
year this winter.
of by developers, and at the present
Central avenue, the name of the long, time there are half a dozen near-by
beaded highway, is already one of the subdivisions which are extensions of
great streets of the South, rising from the idea and physical design of Pasa
Tampa bay, at its east end, and run dena on the Gulf, each adding hun
ning straight as a string to Boca dreds of thousands to St. Petersburg
Ctlga bay and the gulf of Mexico at its realty values this year.
western terminus. For 10 long city
blocks the white way lights twinkle
‘THE UNDERWOOD MAN’’
now on the avenue, lighting up the
combination of broadwalk shops and Nice Little Junketing Trip Ahead
metropolitan stores and offices which
For Johnny Boy, Prize Winner,
form the business heart of St. Peters
burg.
Making the best showing of any
Pasadena Estates, Incorporated, is
salesman in Maine, New Hampshire
planning for another big city develop
ment at the west end of this avenue, and northern Vermont, John C. Boyd
grouped about the new $30,000 Spanish of 204 Maple street, manager of the
style seaboard station now being Bangor sMb-branch of the Underwood
erected, and built under the supervis Typewriter Company, won first place
ing control of a board of artists whose
In a salesmanship contest, and is to
duty it is to fit all permanent con
be one of about 100 salesmen who will
struction into the Spanish-Sloorish
be the guest of the company in New
idea, the sub-division.
York for a week the last of this
tAJready 50 large homes, ranging up
ward from $25,000. have been built find month.
The contest has been in full swing
sold to northerners who are making
for the past six months ending Dec.
the suburb on the gulf their permanent
31, and Mr. Boyd received notification
winter or year-round residences. The
building program for the coming sea Wednesday night of his high honor,
son contemplates spending a million Mr. Boyd, who is in charge of the
northern and eastern part of Maine,
dollars more for similar improvements
of the property, to which is being sold about 180 typewriters in the six
months. The total business done by
added, as is the case with all modern
sub-divl3ion work in Florida, all of the the Underwood representatives in
Northern New England was the larg
modern conveniences of a metropolitan
est in 20 years.
city, water, gas, lights, paved streets,
The contest was conducted byparked ways and sidewalks.
Despite the fact Pasadena, as the monthly quotas. Mr. Boyd sold 129
suburb is generally known, lies seven per cent, of his quota of machines, and
the nearest to this record was 122 per
miles from the heart of St. Petersburg,
cent, by the manager in Manchester,
it is within the city limits, and on Cen
N. IL, Mr. Boyd has been with the
tral avenue. It is to emphasize this
that the developing corporation has company since October in 1905. and is
regarded as one of the best companygotten into the movement to make
Central avenue from bay to gulf and salesmen in New England. Previous
to 1903, ho was in the machine busi
from the Sunshine City to Pasadena,
ness in Bangor.
the longest straight white way in the
The trip will begin about Jan. 2,
South, if not in the world. Property
owners all along the line and beyond and included in the week's program
have gone out of their way to over will be a convention and banquets.
The sights of New York will be en
subscribe the financing fund.
joyed by the delegates.—Bangor Com
When the highway is completed un
me reial.
der the present lighting plan, which is
expected to be next spring, Pinellas
peninsula will appear to the aviator at
night belted by the seven-mile girdle of
light, with the spreading brilliance of
St. Petersburg on one end and the
lights of Pasadena on the other.
Other development plans for the sub
division, by which its builders hope to
irake it the most beautiful residence
area in the state, call for the planting
■ of hundreds of thousands of Austral
e
ian pines and other shrubs and plants
which are being started in the com
pany nursery.
School sites have been set aside and
parks reserved, and in the vast acre
age to the south of the subdivision,
controlled by the estates, plans are

When
they
Cough

9$

Telephone
Directory

@

CALL LIVE BUSINESS HOUSES WHgSE WATCHWORD IS SERVICE
Call 127

THURSTON OIL CO.

Chevrolet Cars, part* and
Service Station. Auto Acces
sories.
689 Main St., Rockland

Wholesale and Retail
Oils for All Purposes
GARGOYLE MOBILOIL

I 70-72 Tillson Ave.

Rockland
90-tf

AUTOMOBILE AGENCY

Rockland Motor Mart
CADILLAC
BUICK 4 and 6 CYLINDER
PLEASURE CARS
G. M. C. TRUCKS

AUTO ACCESSORIES
Call 238

Rockland Motor Mart
a full lin* of

ACCESSORIES AND TIRES

CONFECTIONERY STORE

NEWSPAPER

Call 770
and tell ua to send you

The Courier-Gazette
, 156 times a year for only S3
All the Home News
MOVING

MOVING
I 6 Auto Trucks for moving and
long distance hauling of all
kinds. We move you anywhere
in New England. You eave
Crating, Time ar.d Money.
H. H. STOVER CO.
Tel. 8I8
Union St., Rock line
Finest Equipment in Maine
MONUMENTS

_______

HOME MADE CANDIES

Telephone Connection

ICE CREAM

Gilchrest
Monumental Works

Weymouth’s
Telephone 158-M
402 Main Street
EXIDE BATTERIES

Main Street
Thomaston, Me.
ARTISTIC MEMORIALS
HARDWARE AND PAINTS

Call 238

Telephone 205

Rockland Motor Mart

SKIIS. SKI-SKATES

EXIDE BATTERIES
For Every Car
Special Prices on
RADIC BATTERIES

SNOW SHOVELS

LAUNDRY WORK

Call 170

People’s Laundry
17 Limerock Street
We do all kind* of Laundry
Work. Family Washing a Spe
cialty. Wet Wash.
Rough
j Dry. Finish Flat Work. Shirts,
1 Collars.

STUDEBAKER

KINGMAN and

Call 837-M
SEA VIEW GARAGE

Call 238

(Charles S. Given in the Portland
Sunday Telegram.)
_ C0.fi.feH, I. .mow woryoo vwtow
A1 Hodgkins began hl3 railroad caleer on the Knox & Lincoln R. R. as
a freight brakeman June 14, 1874, after
MRS. SKUNK
f. o. b. factory
trying the sea .for a year, and later
“To be sure. Little Skunks,” said, working in Boston in the iron busi
ness. After a fc-w years of freight
Mrs. Skunk to her seven small chil
braking he was transferred to the pas
dren, ‘‘different Skunks have different senger department, and I think was
ways.
,
brakeman under Conductor White.
“But we do walk on the soles of
At the first opening he was placed
our feet, which is important. Some in charge of the gravel train, and also
creatures wade- along on tlielr toes— acted as construction boss. I think
this was about 1SS2. He ran the gravel
such silly, silly ways as they have.
"Some of the Mr. Skunks will fight train summers and was baggage mas
and even do very, very great harm to ter on Hooper’s train winters for sev
each other, and they have been known eral years. Hooper’s train ran from
the Bath end, and left about 8.45 a. m..
to eat each other.
Yes, one farmer
and left Rockland on the return run
said he had known that to happen. shortly after 1 p. m., round trip per
And the farmer was a very truthful day, as in fact were all the K. & L.
person.
runs, even to the freight crew. Ben
“The Woodchuck family will never jamin Whitehouse was the engineer on
Into the Studebaker Big-Six closed cars
the gravel train, and they usually had
cat meat.
‘‘I have heard, too, that some Skunks Engine No. 4, “Edward Sewall,” and
have gone, without compromise or stint,
have been known to kill members of she was a wood burner even as late
the finest design, materials, workmanship
the Woodchuck family when they had as the 80's.
For about three years A1 lived on
the Bath end and ran gravel summers
and the best of Studebaker’s 73 years*
and Hooper’s car winters, and he was
in charge of the work train the year
experience.
around for some little time. I think
he succeeded Rufe Rideout on the
Nothing has been left undone to make
freight which he ran for some little
time, and in the early 90's was placed
them as fine enclosed cars as can be built.
in passenger service.
fln 1892 he was running the Rock
Certainly no car performs more brilliantly
land Pullman, Joe Y’ork was his en
gineer, Denny Murphy, and Frank
or is more reliable. None possesses greater
Hooper were the baggage masters,
running through between Rockland
beauty or is more luxuriously comfortable.
and Portland. O. A. Keizer, brakeman
nd W. F. Whitehouse fireman. A1
None is more enjoyable to drive or easier
was on this run some little time, then
took charge of the morning passen
to steer—and none is more completely
ger out of Rockland, and had that
rain much of the time until when in
equipped.
1911, he contracted a severe cold
vhich caused his death.
To pay more is extravagance. To pay less
"Her Seven Small Children."
A1 was one of the best all around
fellows I ever knew. Very energetic,
gene Into their holes, but only when he was an experienced railroader, and
means a sacrifice of service and comfort.
the Woodchucks were sleepy In the au on account of his jolly sociable ways,
Phone or call for a demonstration.
tumn or In the spring.
was very popular. Having run on the
“Jinny Woodchucks do well In the Knox & Lincoln division so many
ears, he knew the greater part of the
way they keep us out of their holes,
Terms to Meet Your Convenience
though. Of course it Is only natural leople living along the line, and had a
that they shouldn’t want to be dis very extensive acquaintance with ths
traveling public.
(
turbed.
During his 20 years of service on
“We will go after other small ani
passenger runs, A1 gained a warm
mals for our food and eat them.
place in the affections of the home
“But In the fall we feast on grass folks and the travelers who came and
hoppers. Oh, such feasts as we have. went on his trains. He was one of
“And we will have grasshopper the rare men who render to their em
feasts this fall and the time is here. ployers, and to the public whom they
ROCKLAND GARAGE CO. Distributors
serve more than the bare requirements
“In the summer It’s Impossible to
PARK STREET, ROCKLAND.
'
of duty. Although he treated ths
cntch any of the Woodchuck family members of his train crew as one of
and use their holes. You see. Little nis family, was always very pleasant
TELEPHONE 700.
Skunks, we like their holes and so I and sociable with them, yet his per
talk of their homes and what luck we sonality was such, discipline was never
STUDEBAKER
YEAR
THIS
would have If we tried to get them. relaxed on his trains. His felowl work
"You see, In the summer time men were his friends, always.
1 knew A1 from the days he first be
they’re wide nwake and they’re smart
gan to run work train, and although I
and quick, and no one can get the
never was a member of his train crew.
better of them. They eat grass and I saw him every day for years, and he
brances for young and old anti at the *i Point
Improvement Society last Frl- pumpkins and apples and vegetables was always the same jolly and sociable
PLEASANT POINT
1
Mrs, Sally Skunk, my old boy.
close of the tioncert, Mr. and Mrs. day evening the play, “Timothy De- of all sorts.
neighbor, only has four little children,
If one could relate all his railroad
Mr?. Josephine Shuman and Richard Santa Claus ap>« aiad on the scene, lano’s Courtship” was given in addii tion to the usual program of reading, while I have seven, and my neighbor, experiences they would cover a wide
Shuman
have gone to Monhegan. acd distribufrtLtftp gifts.
Thomas Stony'and Leslie young are instrumental music, songs and recita- Mrs. Sadie Skunk, has only five. Five rungs and be very interesting.
where Dick is to engage in lobster
attending
co^rt'
Rockland this tiens. At the close of the entertain- makes one more than four, but five Is
He was the conductor with Ben
fishing.
Whitehouse the evening he made that
ment refreshments were served con- still two less than seven,
Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Carle of West week being oir tie Jury.
At the mee»g ^>f the Pleasant' sitting of hot dogs, rolls and coffee.
remarkable run with a light locomo
Roxbury, Mass., are spending their
“Ah, well, we all get on together.
tive and one passenger from Rockland
vacation at Faraway Farm.
Mrs.
Yes, the Mrs. and Miss Skunks are to Woolwich faster thnr» any locomo
Carle had the misfortune to fall and
all most friendly. That Is why we tive had covered it before or since.
break the small bones in her wrist
three share a hole together and all
His passenger train was stalled once
cn t/ic Q'//>/>fe ’
while out walking last week.
of us, with all of our children, stay to- overnight in a drift near Waldoboro,
Cap:. J. O. Chadwick and Loon W.
and he experienced many hard days
getlier and keep house together.
Chadwick are visiting among relatives
and fri nds in New York and Boston.
“Little baby skunks make dear lit of snow bucking in his work train
! tie pets when they are taken young days.
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
Where
In the old days that K & L. was a
spent the weekend with her grand
• enough. Ah, yes. It has often been
parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. W. Maloney.
! said the Little Skunks are tamer and hard road to run on, many short sharp
the trade
grades, many deep sags, lots ot
She also visited Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
i nicer and more fun than little kittens, curves, with a generous lot of bridges,
Hart at South Cushing.
finds
and when they’re made pets of when which you would have to slow down
Ira Seavcy died Sunday morning.
i they’re young they do not get a chance for, and for many years all their trains
An obituary will appear later.
APPLES
I to become nt all ferocious,”
were controlled by hand brakes.
Ernest Maloney, wife and daughter
All trainmen came up through the
Enid of Port Clyde, spent Christmas
At that nil the Little Skunks squealed
with his parents. Mr. and Mrs. A. W.
' and said: “Mamma, what does fero freight service, and when there was a
vacancy on a passenger run for a
Maloney. Mr. Maloney has never in
clous mean?”
brakeman, he knew every foot of the
his life missed being with his parents
!
“
Ferocious
means
wild,
”
said
Mrs,
road and exactly where to set up
on Christmas Day.
Skunk. “A ferocious Skunk would be brakes to make a quick station stop.
The Christmas tree and concert
a wild and angry and rather danger There was no dragging a train slowly
which was held in the school house
ous Skunk to fight against.
into a station. They did almost as
Christmas evening, was a success in
every way. The little folks did their
|
“Now It’s a bit ferocious of the quick a job as if the train was braked
part in a very pleasing manner. The
Daddy Skunks to kill or eat their with airbrakes.
tree was heavily laden with remtm
At the time the new station was
little ones, as they would If given a
built in Rockland and the line ex
chance, and as the Babbits’ fathers
tended from the old station which was
would, If given a chance. At least the way on tile outskirts of the city, A1
INC.
, Babbit fathers would kill their young. had charge of the construction of this
20 North Side
BOSTON,
“But the Mother Skunks nnd the extension and was always very much
Mother Babbits know enough to keep pleased with the work he did on It.
Faneuil Hall Market.
ass
their little ones away when they are Yery, very few railroaders were as
popular as lie. His friends were legion
young.
and he was sincerely mourned by the
“And then the daddies do not see
railroad boys ar.d his many friends.
them until they are bigger, when they
like them better. Ah, well, we're
SOMERVILLE
pretty little creatures, und we can
LUMBER
DEALERS
be
very
gentle
and
very
nice,
and
we
Potter Sales
Books register
Gordon P. Marr and Fred L. Turner
can be rather horrid.
accurately and are constructed
have returned to Colby College, which
for convenience.
“We’re something like a rhyme I've epened Thursday after the Christmas
heard about a little girl being nice vacation.
THE POTTER PRESS
S31 SOUTH ST
WALTHAM, MASS.
when she was nice, and when she
Lewis A. Turner has returned to Oak
wasn’t nice she was horrid. So the Grove Seminary.
143T26t
Miss Kate Moore has returned to
old verse goes. But let us not think
Augusta to resume her studies hi
of our ways now.”
Cony High School.
Dr. M.HERMANCE'S
John S. Hayden is in Bangor lor a
RIDDLES
few
--- days on business.
John Colson was at Eugene Burna'
Of what modem poet does Goliath Wednesday on business.
remind you? Longfellow.
John Reynolds went to Augurta thia
O^HAY FEVER MEDICINE
• • •
week.
John Shaw of Augusta has a crew
IIow do you know that Adam used
Also gbod for Coughs
of men chopping in the woods pre
sugar? Becuuse he pised Caln.
Colds, Influenza and
• • •
paratory to starting his mill here.
George Fuller and G. L. Fuller are
all Bronchial Troubles
What fruit does a newly wedded
chopping for A. R. Colby.
couple
most
resemble?
A
green
pear.
Claude A.Bell, Lowell, Mass.'
A certain cow, though pastured in bountiful meadow*, wu
•A • •
OVER 75 YEARS.0/ DO I lid GOOD
attracted by the more tempting appearance of distant fields.
When has a sporting mnn brown
100-T-M-ll
hands? When tie's tand’em driving.
Shunning the abundance at hand, she wandered afar, always
Children have very deli
• * e
finding the new spots less appetizing and lest plentiful, and
Why Is a cornfield like a galvanic
cate digestions,, easily
always leaving them untasted for the new fields inviting her on.
disturbed by too much
battery. Because It produces shocks
• • •
“dosing.” Treat croup
Growing hunger only spurred her on until finally, exhausted by
and all colds “externally”
Why does the east wind never blow
The Reliable and Satisfactory
iL she fell to the sands of a desert whence she never again arose.
straight? Because It blows oblique
by applying—
(blows so bleak).
People who shun the stores at home because of the allurements
• • •
Can Be Consulted Daily
What Is the cheapest nteal you can
of those in larger towns often find themselves getting less than
get when food Is expensive? A roll
From 10:00 A. M. to 8:00 P. M.
they expected. Get in the habit of seeing your local dealer first
ou the grass.
VaroRub
i : at : :
If he hasn't what you want, he will gladly get it. You'll be
Petr 1? Million Jan U—d Featfe
helping
him
to
serve
you
better
by
helping
him
to
make
it
pay.
25 Park St., Rockland

MARY GRAHAM BONNER.

H. H. Crie & Co.
456 Main Street, Rockland

GARAGE

HEARTY-=
M

The Cow That Starved in Clover

'IDDIES'COLDS

PROF. LIBBY

Psychic and Medium

Appointments by Phone
113’115-tf

Call 124

Dyer’s Garage, Inc.
REPAIRING, STORAGE

AND SUPPLIE8
Agent for
DODGE BROTHERS CARS

Know the tremendous pull

ing power of Courier-Gazette
ad».

.. t.

WICKS
w

TRADE AT HOME

Support' the Town that SupportsYou

You Know What You Are Doing.

Other People Nay Not
TeD Them Through an Advertise
ment In This Papes.

SHEET MUSIC 15c
CENTURY CERTIFIED EDITION
Tkn Finoot slut Siunln yea tee atrerMud In ill tkn leadln* mitaxlM*. Over
220* neleetionn—<**4 ter eatalntanMAINE MU8IC CO. Rockland. Me.
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PEOPLE OF OUR TOWN

He Was a Man of
Moods
Dy MARTHA WILLIAMS

Yes, It’s a Kineo
Pipeless furnace
MADE AT

e4), 1923, by McClur* N*w*pap«r Syndicate.)

There are Base Board
and Wall Convenience
Outlets for these

Have you a room
that looks like this?

F you have, a few dollars spent in installing
Convenience Outlets will forever sweep away those
electrical cobwebs.

I

♦

Electric cords have no business dangling from lighting
fixtures. They don’t look well, are a nuisance to attach
and are usually in the way. This inconvenience is not
necessary it you have complete wiring in your home.
Then you will have Convenience Outlets at handy
points in every room—places to attach vacuum cleaner,
fan, electric cooking utensils and floor lamps.

The Automoblllst was taking a Ride
In an Airplane when the Motor
stopped and he Jumped out from Force
of Habit to see Wotlnell was the Mat
ter now. This teaches us that no Autonioblllst should take a Joy Ride
among the Clouds without first being
Strapped to his Seat.

Complete wiring costs little but it brings your home
right up-to-date.

WARREN

Let us quote prices.

A. T. Thurston
ELECTRAGIST

•

444 MAIN STREET,................ ROCKLAND

WALDOBORO
Joseph Brooks has returned to
■Whitinsville, Mass.
Prof. Frederick Chapman of Dam
ariscotta has been the guest of Mrs.
Bugenia M. Waltz.
H. A. Foelker has moved his family
Into the southern tenement of the
Eugley house on Main street.
Lawrence Weston of Portland was
In town last week.
Mrs. W'illiam G. Labe was in Rock
land Monday.
Mrs. C. B. Stahl went to Boston Fri
day.
Frank Xadeau has returned from a
two weeks' trip to Fort Fairfield.
Mrs. Maude Orbeton of Boston is in
town, called here by the lllmss and
death of her brother, J. E. Brackett.
Much regret is expressed over the
resignation ot Miss Edith E. Benner
as first assistant in the post-office.
Miss Benner, who has been connected
With the office for several years, was
most efficient in her position and will
be greatly missed.
The Whist Club held the first meet
ing of the season at the home of Mrs.
J. V. Benner. The prizes went to Mrs.
Maynard Kuhn and Mrs. C. B. Stahl.
At the business meeting immediately
following the committees were name'd
for the three banquets of the season—
Mrs. Boggs, Mrs. Flint, Mrj. J. Ben
ner. and Mrs. Labe for January; Mrs.
Stah!, Mrs. Sanborn, Mrs. A. Benner
and Miss Bianey for February; Mrs.
Gay. Mrs. Wallace. Mrs. H. Kuhn and
Mrs. M. Kuhn for March.
The masked ball given by the Senior
Class, W. H. S.. in the Star Theatre
Friday evening was an unqualified
success.
The costumes were beauti
ful and varied and many comical dis
guises also came in for their share of
attention. A large number of specta
tors were present to enjoy the occa
sion. Barstowe's Orchestra of Dam
ariscotta with Gabriel Winchenbaugh
and George Law, local musicians, fur
nished excellent music.
Dorothy Dalton was at her best in
"Fog-Bound" at the Star Theatre
Saturday night. It was interesting to
admires of the one-time Etar, Mau

rice Costello to see him once more al
though in a minor part and one that
did not display his exceptional talent.
A series of Metro pictures will be
shown for the next two weeks. The
first of these "The Famous Mrs. Fair"
will be on tonight'k bill. This is a
Fred Xiblo production and has made
a big hit wherever shown. It is the
story of a woman who puts fame be
fore love and happiness and comes to
realize her serious mistake.
If you have got tee Asthma, Cancer
or Rheumatism, see Prof. Libby at 25
Park street
IS2-tf

CUSHING
Mrs. Maggie Wotton of Hyde Park,
Mass., is in town, guest of her mother.
Mrs. Mary Freathey.
Clarence Rivers, who is a Sopho
more in the Pepperell, Mass., High
School, has been spending a few
weeks at h's heme, returning to his
studies Monday.
Mrs. Laura Wotton and daughter
Sylvia are in Rockland, guests of Mrs.
Agnes Hutchinson.
George Davis of Thomaston has
been the recent guest of Mrs. W*. F.
Flint.
Mrs. Ellen Carter is the guest of
Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Olson in Thom
aston for a few weeks.
Schools in town opened Monday
with the same corps of teachers.
Miss Grace Parker of West Rock
port arrived in town Saturday. She
is to teach in dist. 4 this winter, and
boards with Mr. and Mrs. Stanley
Miller.
Mrs. Levi Ulmer is acting as house
keeper for Mrs. Maxine Miller while
she is teaching in dist. 6.
Kenneth Marshall nnd Raymond
Young, who attend high school in
Thomaston, returned there- Monday to
resume their studies after spending
the holidays at their homes here.
B. S. Geyer slaughtered a steer for
E. B. Hart and a pig for A. L. Burton,
Thursday.
Miss Enid Maloney of Port Clyde
was the guest of Mr. and Mrs. E. B.
Hart last week.

Singers, Speakers—Everybody!
Doctors, Nurses, Dentists Recommend

Mrs. William Teague, who has been
the guest for the past two weeks of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence
F. Kallcch, returned to her home in
Cnnahn, Conn, on Friday.
Ralph Robinson has been confined to
the house by illness the past week.
Ellis Watts returned Friday from
Rockland, where he has spent the past
week.
Almond Hall has resigned his posi
tion as bookkeeper for M. Shorten &
Son, to accept a like position with a
firm of granite cutters nearer his
home in St. George. Mr. Hall will be
missed by his fellow employees here
by whom he was well liked.
Mr .and Mrs. Earl Moore bought a
radio set on their recent trip to Bos
ton, and have become enthusiastic
fans.
Lawrence Dolham, who was badly
shaken up on Thursday morning when
knocked down by a horse driven by
Ralph Crockett of East Warren, was
unable to work the remainder of the
week.

A man of moods was Michael Bond.
When he was anything, glad, or sad,
or mad, he was glad, sad or mad all
over. Hence all the Joy of the morn
ing was In his singing, as his horse
paced soberly along the woods road
to the little log church. Never had
there been quite such a Sunday—the
deep woods were still dewy and all
the spread of them scented with the
rare sweetness of wild grape blossom.
Birds sang, not too loudly, rather In
soft, broken snatches; lush young leaf
age made shadow marvels on the road
earth nnd the sun rays were true gold.
Michael felt them shining In his heart
the same as on his bare head—for
was he not one and twenty, free at
last from a curmudgeonly guardian,
free to speak out ns became a man
and claim Ills sweetheart?
wonder-woman. Helen of Troy
they had raved over at school had
nothing on her, he was sure. Josefa
Kenyon was older than himself, but
what did five years matter? Reticent
also—nobody knew more of her than
the happenings of two years since
she came to teach In the village acad
emy. To be sure, she had brought ref
erences of the highest and had re
inforced them by a walk and way
wholly Impeccable. The most explicit
of the references, with a bishop’s
name at the foot, said she had lost a
husband under most distressing cir
cumstances six months after marriage.
But she had not worn mourning. Bui
what with all the current flitter of
talk about self-expression and married
individuality, it passed for simple odd
Ity; five years earlier it would hav«
been rated mysteriously criminal.
She had fine, high manners; the
most critical could not gainsay that,
any more than her low. clear voice,

SWAN’S ISLAND

CATARRHAL JELUf
ONDON’S is antiseptic and healing. For over 30
years Kondon’s has been helping millions of people
for all kinds of Colds and Catarrhal affections.

K

For Head, Nose, Throat Troubles
• Kondon’s makes life worth living. Write for 20-treatment tin. It’s free. Or get a 30c tube from yonr drug
gist Guaranteed to please or money back.

Kondon’s Catarrhal Jelly, Minneapolis, Minn.

SUPERBA ON THE LABEL
SUPERB FOR YOUR TABLE

SUPERBA

COFFEE

COFFEE

(his Paper Prints ALL the
News ALL the Time.

WANTED
to exchange new furniture for ycur old. We must keep our second
hand deportment filled, and are willing to exchange new modern
furniture for your old; aleo ranges and mueieal instruments.

V.

F.

STUDLEY
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Lida Gertrude Bridges of Swan's Is-,
land and Philip Arthur Kessel of VI
nalhaven were married at the parson
age in Atlantic by Kev. Alfred T.
Bradstreet on Dec. 27.
Miss Ross of Frenchboro, the new
school teacher, is boarding at the
home of Walter Joyce, and has re
opened the Atlantic school.
During the last northerly gale the
motorboat of Seth Joyce broke from
its moorings and went on the rocks
and filled.
Next day the Atlantic
fishermen effected rescue, and the
damage will not be great.
Mr. and Mrs. N. B. Trask and son
Leland have gone to Norwood, R. I.,
where they will spend the balance of
the winter with Austin Joyce.
Mrs. Abbie Rich of Minturn has pre
sented a fine new carpet to the Ad
vent church. It has been laid by Will
Sprague and adds much to the com
fort and appearance of the church.
The boys are busy evenings catch
ing frostflsh in the brooks.
Everett Carter has been carrying the
Atlantic mail since the roads became
unfit for auto travel on account of the
snow.
We have been receiving the
mall in Atlantic early and regularly
all the fall and early winter, but now
with the mail steamer on winter
schedule and touching at Vinalhaven
the mail will arrive later in the eve
ning and not regularly.
Mrs. Elmira Sprague is residing at
the home of her son Ernest in Atlan
tic.
Automobiles must wear 1924 plates.

53-tf

15.30 p.m.

..

1

Waterville, A17.00 a.m.. 17.30a.m.. 11.10 p. m. 1
Woolwich, A§7.00 a.m.. 17.30 a.in.tl.lO p. tn.
15.30 p. tn.
A Passcngtrs provide own ferriage Bath to Wool
wich.
1 Daily,exceptSunday,
_
4

MAINE

D. C. DOUGLASS,

M. 1. HARRIS,* 1

9 24-23 V. P. fit Gen’l Mgr. Cea'I Passenger Aft.

JLastem Steamship Lines, Inc.

This is not a cheap
furnace, it is the best
and one of the heaviest
built, with asbestos be
tween two double walls,
inside the outside wall.
All walls made of heav-1
iest galvanized iron.
With double or single
feed door.
Do not let anyone tell
you that it is not the
best one built, because
our price is much lower
than other high-grade
makes. The difference
is in the profit, not in
the quality.
I have a cheaper fur
nace made by the Homer
Furnace Company, size
22 inch, price $165.00,
but the Kineo is the
lowest ever offered. The 20 inch $175.00 or the 22
inch $185.00, all set up.
I am willing to put one of these in any home, if
suitable for a one-pipe furnace, with a guarantee to
satisfy or take it out after we have had some very cold
weather to test it. You need not make any payment
until you are satisfied.
I have also made a 20% reduction on Kineo
Ranges and Heaters.
You can buy an 8-20 Star Kineo Range, with high
shelf for $60.80 delivered anywhere in Maine.

BANGOR LINE
STEAMSHIP BELFAST
Leave Rockland Mondays and Thursdays at
6.00 P M. for Boston.
Return—Leave Boston Tuesdays and Friday#
nt 5.00 P. M. Leave Rockland Wednesdays and
.Saturdays at 5 00 A. M.; Camden 5.45 A. BI.;
Belfast 7.15 A. M.; Bucksport 9.00 A. M.;
due Winterport 9.30 A. M.
Return—Leave Winterport Mondays
and
Thursdays at 10.00 A. M. for Boston and way
landings, duo the following rooming about
7.00 A M.
NOTE:—During the close of navigation at
Bpngor steamer will run to and from Winterport.
Frieght from arid to Bangor will be handled
via Bucksport.

MT. DESERT A BLU-HILL LINES
BAR HARBOR LINE
Leave Rockland Wednesdays at 5 A. M. for
North Haven, Stonington. Southwest Harbor,
Northeast Harbor, Seal Harbor, duo Bar Har
bor 11 A. M.
I
Relinn—Leave Bar Harbor Thursdays at 8.00
A. M. for Rockand and way landings.

BLUE HILL LINE
Leave Rockland Saturdays at 5 A. M. for
Dark Harbor, South Brooksville, Sargentvlile,
Deer Isle, Itrooklin, South ltluchiil, due Bluehl'.l 11.00 A. M.
Return -Leave BhiehlQ Mondays at 8.00 A.
M. for Rockland and way landings.
At Boston connection Is made via the Met
ropolitan Line express freight steamers for
New York and points South and West.

MAINE STEAMSHIP LINE
Portland-New York Freight Service
Direct Freight Service between Portland and
New York is resumed froth the New State Pier,
Portland, Me. Sailings Tuesdays, Thursdays
and Saturdays each way.
Through rates and direct track connections
with Maine Central and Grand Trunk llaliroads.
F. K. SHERMAN, Supt., Rockland. Maine.
R. S. GHERMAN. Agent. Rockland. Maine.

Vinaihaven and Rockland
Steamboat Co.
The direct route between
ROCKLAND, VINA.LWAVLN, NORTH HAVLN.
STONINGTON AND SWAN’S ISLAND

V. F. STUDLEY
ROCKLAND DISTRIBUTOR OF ALL KINEO PRODUCTIONS

WINTER ARRANGEMENT
(Subject to change without nodes)
IN EFFECT 5.30 A. M. THURSDAY, JAN. 3.
1924

Leaves Swan’s Island dpliy except Sunloys
at 5.30 A. M. fur Stonington, North Haven,
Yir.nlliaven and Rockland.
Returning leaves Rockland at 1.30 P. M. fur
Vlnaihaveii, North Haven, Stonington, and
Swan’s Island.
W. 8. YVHITB,
General Manager.
reins to a black boy in wait for such - follow her—you conic with inc outRockland, Maine, Ian. 3. 1924.
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“I

Married This Man Seven Years
Back."

her soft, deft hands—not over white
but alluring to view and touch. She
dressed with the exact degree of quiet
trimness her position demanded, went
regularly to church, made neither
debts nor confidences and had but one
single friendly .Intimate—Sara Downe,
the least promising of her pupils. She
had gone home with Sara for the big
meeting—the Downe house neighbored
the little log church. Squire Downe
was, Indeed, Its prop and stay, ns be
came a ruling elder of the Primitive
Baptists, who were still primitive
enough to hold fast to the yearly footwashing as the crown of “June
meet In'."
Services began early—eight o’clock
at the latest Hence Michael’s Jour
ney while the sun was still young;
likewise his choice of the wood road.
The big road was certain to be
thronged—cars, carriages, even farm
wagons,
overflowing with happy,
laughing humanity and good cheer.
Dinner on the ground was as much a
feature of the day as the footwasblng.
Sara Downe had made sure of Michael
as her fnther’s guest bidding him over
und over ns she drove homeward In
the ramshackle carriage with Mrs.
Kenyon beside her.
He recalled the fact only Incidental
ly it> his memory of Josefa. How he
loved the name—they would be Joe
and Mike, one to another, In the big
Bond house shut up since his father
died ten years batk. She knew what
was In Ids heart—she must also know
what was In his mind. It must be
she who had sent him twenty-one
roses yesterday—he had clutched them
so hard, great baby that he was; his
palin had been deeply pricked with a
savage thorn.
There had been no
card, hut he fancied he caught a hint
of the faint perfume all her belong
ings exhaled In the blue ribbon bind
ing them. Faint as It was It thrilled
hint all through. He had the ribbon,
tenderly folded. In the pocket'nearest
his heart.
Which makes It plain that, In the
language of adolescence, he had It
bad, very, very bad. Of course he
was chaffed, but what did that mat
ter? Thrice Intoxicated with love and
freedom, he was ready to laugh down
all the world’s laughing. Flinging his

FOR

Its Readers Have Confidence
In the Matter Appearing In Its
Columns. Gain the Advantage
of This Confidence by Advertising
Your Business In It,

BANGOR,

AT THE LOWEST PRICES EVER OFFERED

Te

EAS1 WALDOBORO
Mrs. Hanna and family spent Christ- I
mxs at a family gathering with her
mother, Mrs. Maria Sherman. Round |
Pond.
Mrs. Margaret Wincapaw is spend- I
ing the winter with Mrs. Charles |
Young. Warren.
Wesley Waltz called on his uncle,
Joseph Waltz Snday.
Miss Ursula Hanna, who has been |
visiting relatives here and In New
Harbor has returned to New Jersey to |
resume teaching.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Orff of Whitins- I
ville, Mass., were guests of her sister. |
Mrs. Harold Orff Monday.
'Byron Whittaker spent his vacation I
with his mother, Mrs. Byron Whitia- [
Iter in Boston.
Mrs. Isaac Mank went to M 3sachuselts Friday returning Tuesday, ac
companied by Byron Whittaker.
Miss Annie Packard is lisiting rela
tives in Braintree. Mass.
Mrs. Lucretia Kaler spent Christmas I
week with her daughter, Mrs. Addie |
La wry, Rockland.
lrville Sivan of Auburn was a guest I
of his grandparents, Mr. ar.d Mrs. Sid- [
ney S. Mank.
Mrs. Charles Bowers and son |
Charles called on Moses S. Mank Sun
day.
Mr. and Mrs. Levander Newbc-rt and I
daughter Phyllis of North Waldoboro
spent Sunday with her daughter, Mrs. |
Josiah Jameson.
Howard Winslow spent a few days I
in Camden also visited other relatives |
last week.
Mi-3. James Mank cniied on Mrs. I
Sarah Benner and Mrs. Emily Jameson |
Tuesday.
Miss Cora Jones ar.d Charles Jones ]
of Unity are visiting their sister, Mrs.
Gardner Mank.
Lloyd Jameson of Rockland has been |
at his grandmother’s, Mrs? Emily
Jameson's.

Trains Leave Rockland for

Augusta, A57.OO a. m., (7.30 a. ra., tl.10 p. mJ
llangol, Aj7.00a. m..t7 30a.m., 11.10p.m. J
Boston, A8 .03 a m . 17.30a.m., tl lOp. m. ,
Brunswick.Ai7.O3a.ta .17.30a. m., tl.lOp. m..
15.30 p. m.
1
Lewiston, AS7.00 a. m . 17.30 a. m.. 11.10 p. m.
New York. tl.lOp. m.
|
Portland, A|7.00 a. m., t7.30a.m, 11.10 p.m..

SALE

HOME and FARMS
KENNETH KNIGHT
ROCKPORT, Ml

»X-tf

MAIN

STREET,

ROCKLAND

harvests he all but ran about the side. We’ll get at the truth—no mntshaded grounds In search of the ■ ter who It hurts.”
downe carriage, only to find It empty. .
“I.et me speak It—here In Ihe house
The driver, sprawled on the ground of God, In the face of His true fol
hard by, stirred sleepily to say; I lowers," Mrs. Kenyon said steadily.
"White ladles done gone ter listen at I “I married this man seven years back
de preachln’.” The house was packed,1 _a foolish young girl, bewitched by
but somehow Michael crushed himself , i,|8 eloquence. It was money—money
Inside, and for five minutes feasted t,e wanted—money I was due to in
his aching eyes on the face he wor herlt from my uncle, lie died sud
shiped. He saw It In profile, hence denly—In an accident—then It came
did not mark the change In It at first. out that he had been privately inar- j
It was not paler than usual, but so ried to a pretty, poor girl, whom lie i
tense It seemed gray. As his sun- hail been ashamed to acknowledge.
clouded sight cleared he saw that she (
“But she had given him a child. J
sat as might a wild beast crouched As a late atonement lie had willed j
for a deadly spring. Her eyes burned , his fortune to the baby—with rover- 1
upon the narrow pulpit and the man ' s!on to me If (lie little one died. It
within It. He was ascetic-looking, tnll. • disappeared, nobody knew how. Its (
wnsied, with cavernous hollows be-I mother grieved herself Insane for It— j
neath eyes that gazed downward, and then my husband,” her voice breaking ;
deep graven lines encircling a cruelly over the word, “moved to get for me
uhnt lie called ‘my rights.’ I defied
beautiful mouth.
In a thrilling voice, low but reso him—I knew he hnd made away with
nant. trained In every art speech has the child, though I could not prove It.
ever evolved he was beseeching, en But I would not touch the money,
treating all within sound of It to for not even when he threatened to kill
sake the world and Its allurements, me. But I told him I would accuse
give up earth for Heaven. Ills listen him openly unless he went out of my
ers, for the most part solid, stolid sight nnd knowledge nnd gave over
fnrmer folk, swayed and stirred like his pulpit work. War came Just then.
tall grain In a ruffling breeze. Amaze He rushed Into It—I lost all tract* of
ment find begun the stir—June rneet- him. Was It wrong In me to pray
Ing was no time nor place for revival that he hnd died? Now 1 find him
appeals.
But as the voice played here!"—the bitterness of death In the
upon them as a master harper upon word—"preaching faith and repent
his Instrument, they lost themselves ance to you clean-souled people. Say
In the flood-tide appeal. "Foot wash —what does he deserve?"
An Inarticulate roar as of a stormy
ing for humility, heart washing for
cleansing of sin, soul washing for life sea answered her. Before It broke
everlasting," he ended suddenly, leap Into words the mnn fell in a crumpled
ing down and almost running along heap at his wife's feet. Two gasps,
nnd he was dead. She looked at lilm
the narrow aisle. Mrs. Kenyon, sit
burning eyes but sighed:
ting beside it, arose wralth-iike in his with
path, clutched him, and said, her “Thank God for his weak heart."
"Mine Is strong enough to shelter
words dropping like molten lead:
“Tell us what washing can make a you always,” Michael whispered as
he led her away.
child-stealer clean?”
“The poor creature Is quite mad—
These small ads in The Couriershe must be,” he said, trying to free
Gazette are rend by every body. That
himself.
“I do not know her—has Is why they are so popular and
she any friends?”
effective.
“A hundred—I’m only the nearest,"
ENGRAVED CAROS—Call nt this t.'«. c and
Michael cried.
He had rushed to examine styles. If you already have a plate
brine it In and let uh print you cards in latwt
Josefa us he saw her rise. “They'll size.
THE COURIER-GAZETTE.

Professional & Business Cants
DR. T. L. McBEATH
Osteopathic Physician
BY APPOINTMtNT ONLY
Telephone 136
31 UNION STRLtT. ROCKLAND, MAINE
Graduate of American School of
Osteocpathy

14. V. f WEEDIE, M. D.
Diseases of the Eye;
Refractions. Etc.
407
9 to
21
Offlr.R

RmiS

MAIN hIRLET
12 A M ; I tn i P M.
Fulton Street. Tel. 89<-l
IMsAhnn* 498-W

F. 3. ADAMS, M. D.
ufflre heurt: 6 ie 3 A. M.
I to 4 and 7 to 3 P. M. lag

hy appointment
*M Main St. ROCKLAND. MAINE
Telephone 1611
«h tf

Dr. Mary Elizabeth Reuter
OSTEOPATHIC PHYSICIAN
Telephone 323.
38 Summer Street.

Rockland
, 68-tf

Not Medicine, Not Osteopathy

C. M. WHEELER, D.C. PL G
Chiropractor
40? MAIN STREET - Graduate Palmer School cf
Office Hours:
Mondays, Wednesdays, Fridays.
Tuesdays. Thursdays, 10
Saturdays 10-12

ROCKLAND
Chiropraotis

10-12, 2*5, 7*1
12, 2-5
Tel. RR6

£. W. HODGKINS, M. D.
OMm: VINAL BLOCK, THOMASTON

OfllM Haun: I tu 3 and 7 to S P. M

Kwufanco until 9 A. M. nnd by A.noirtmoel

T.i.nhnnn: Rooldoneo. 41.4; Offlen 14*
W.

A. JOHNSlOfi RtG.

PHC.

JOHNSTON’S DRUGSTORE
COMPLEE DRUG ANO SUNDRY
LINE.
SPECIAL ATTENTION TO
PRESCRIPTIONS.
KODAKS.
DE
VELOPING. PRINTING ANO EN
LARGING

370 Main St., Rockland, Me.
H. M. de ROCHEMONT
106 PLEASANT STREET

TOWN

OF

PLUMBING

ROCKPORT

HEATING

TEL. 244-W.

STATE OF MAINE

117-tf

Unpaid taxes on lands situated in the Town of Rockport, In the Uounty of Knox, for the
year 1923.
The following list of taxes on real estate of non-resiident owners In the Town of Rockport,
ARTHUR L ORNE
aforesaid, for the year 1923, commltXed to roe for collection for said Town, on the 1 »tli day
of June, 1&23, remain unpaid; and notice is hereby given that If .void taxes with interest und
Insurance
charges are not previously paid, so much of the real est-aie taxed as b sufficient and neces
sary to pay Hie amount due therefor, including intt re-.t and charge.'*., will he su'd at public
Sucoestor to A. J. Erskin* A Co.
auction at the Town Ilail, in said Town, on the llrst Monday in February, 1924, nt nine
o’clock A. M.
*17 MAIN 8T. • - ROCKLAND. Mt

Name of Owner

Description of Property

Amount of Tax Due
Including Interest
and ( liurges

DURA B. AMRS—Lot of land on Ragged Mountain ; 4 acres. Va’iiniiion $15.00
Lot of land at foot of Grassy Pond; 16 acres. Valuation $75.00
Part of Homestead W. Side of Rockland street, adjoining land of Nelson Cobb
on east ; 30 acres. Valuation $450.00 ....................................................................
$23.95
CLINTON CLARK—Cottage premises at Ballard Park, east side of Commercial
street adjoining land of Benjamin H. Paul, North and South. Valuation
of land $200 00-; buildings $300.00 .........................................................................
21.95
BELLE CORTHELL- Land North side of Pleasant street, adjoining land of Byron
Ryder on the East. Valuation $50.00 ....................................................................
4.00
A. T. HAMILTON ESTATE—Premises East side Warrenton street, adjoining land
of Zadoc Brewster heirs; on the N. E. and land of Mrs. John <’. Cleveland
on South. Viailuaition of land $50.00; buildings $350.00 and $100.00.................
21.95
ISAAC M. JOHNSON—Land East side of Pleasant street. Valua-.lon $50.00.........
4.00
C. E. LITTLEFIELD ESTATE- 1-3 Rust cottage premises at Ballard Park, East
side Commercial street, adjoining C. Clark’s on East. Valuation $75.00.........
5.00
CLARA M. MAYHEW—Mountain woodlot on Spruce Mountain, both sides of Mount
Pleaeant street, adjoining land of Knox Cooperage Co. and Everett Spear
on West; 50 acres. Valuation $550..........................................................................
23.93
MARY B. ORBETON ESTATE— Land 8. E. comer South and Meadow streets.
adjoining land of Adelaide Prince on West; 23 acres. Va’uaUon $230.00................
11.18
THOMAS PETERSON—Shore 1<< E. side Rockport Harbor. West aide Beauchamp
Avenue, adjoining land of W. A. Luce on N. and Florence Hill on South
Valuation $200.00 ................................................. . ...................................................
9-98
MRS. C. M. PRAY-Three cottage lots on S. Wide Beauchamp Avenue East
aide Rockport Harbor, adjclning land of C. YV. Henry Estate on N. und S.
Valuation $60.00 .........................................................................................................
4.40
HAROLD A. ROBBINS—Cottage premises E. side Mirror Lake, adjoining land of
Salem .Safe Deposit & Trust Co., premises YV side Rockland street, adjoining
laaid of E. L. Cleveland on S. and YV. Cleveland on YV. Valuation land
$75.00 ; buildings $450.00 ..........................................................................................
22.93
EDYVIN RU88 ESTATE- Premises on Prehhle Lane, adjoining Town of Camden
line on the YY’est nnd land of H. C. AnnLs on the YV**flSt. Valuation $400.00....
17.96
SALEM SAFE DEPOSIT AND TRUST CO.-Land East side Mirror Lake, ad
joining land of Eliza Talbot heirs on North and land of YY. YV. Carver on the
South ; 5 acres. Y’aluation $73.00 .........................................................................
5.00
ADRIANNE F. SMITH ESTATE— YVood lot YV. side Rockland street, adjoining land
of Lenora Fores on the South nnd land of H. II. Hemnilngway’s heirs on the
North: 12 acres, valuation $200.00.........................................................................
9.98
JOHN YVHALEN—Ice house at Northern end of Cblckawaukee Pond on land
belonging to Oscar Carroll. Valuation $150.00 ...................................................
7.99
.
R F. CROCKETT.

Collator of Taxes of tip) Town of Rockport.

i raniTilIngraham
Attorney at Lav
SPECIALTY: PROBATE PRACTICE
431 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, ME.
Telephones—Office 468
House

603-W

L R. CAMPBELL

Attorney at Law
Special Attention to Probato Matters
378 MAIN ST. ROCKLAND. ME.

EDWARD K. GOULD

Attorney at Law
COR

TH.LRON AVE. «nd

MAIN AT

A C. MOORE
Piano Tuner
WITH THE MAINE MUSIC CD

FULL LINE OF

COLUMBIA RECORDS
STONINGTON
FURNITURE CO.
L. MARCUS, 313-318 Main «trwt
ROCKLAND, MAINE

THOMASTON

ps’sistststsists's's’s’s’s'e's'tpeeeeees'ees HAMBONE’S MEDITATIONS

Mr. and Mrs. Alphcus Jones, who
have been spending two weeks in
Whitinsville and Lynn, Mass., the
guests of Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Jones, and Mr. and Mrs. G. H. Parker,
have returned home.
Miss Anna Dillingham returned
to Boston Monday, after having been
the guest of Mrs. Ardelle Curling for
the past two weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Burton who
were called here by the tragic death of
Sidney Burton, returned to Sanford
yesterday.
Schools opened in town Monday.
Miss Cora Fogerty of Cushing is vis
iting Miss Harriet Levensaler.
Capt. John Brown leaves the latter
part cf the week for Miami, Fla.
George Rieulae and Mr. Warren of
Chicago are in town. The latter being
here to make arrangements for having
a boat built at the Morse Boat Shop.
They are guests at the Knox Hotel.
—4-------------------

UNION
There will be a Parish Get-to
gether held at the Congregational
Church on Thursday evening of this
week. Invitations are bting sent out
to all the members of the Parish urg
ing their attendance, and a large
gathering is looked for.
The purpose of this meeting is good
fellowship and also to talk over the
work of the church and make further
plans for the year. There will he a
banquet at 6:30 which will be followed
by the singing of songs and a social
time generally, after which the Clerk
will call the roll of church members
to -which each is asked to respond.
The report of the various departments
of work will be given and new busi
ness transacted for 1924. The pastor
is very solicitous that every member
of the Parish be present on this occa
sion so that it will he a grand suc
cess: and also see what this church
is doing and what it desires to do for
the gooti of tile community.

PARK THEATRE
Today will be the last showing of
Douglas Fairbanks in “Robin Hood.”
"Robin Hood” is a picture wherein
the age of chivalry and romance, ad
venture and courage, is visualized for
eyes of today: wherein eight hundred
years have been spanned by the art
of the photoplay; whereby the man
ners and customs of the Middle Ages
are set clearly and historically accu
rate before a Twentieth Century pub
lic. It beckons you with Its deeply
human story of Robin Hood and sweet
Maid Marian. Sherwood Forest and
Nottingham Town. Friar Tuck and
Little John—of the days when knights
in armor fought with lance on armored
steeds, and when hearts were won
with cudgel, staff and broadsword.
The
attraction for WednesdayThursday will tie Lenore Ulric in Da
vid Belaseo’s “Tiger Rose." The story
set in the far northwest, in the region
where men and wild beasts rove at
large, killing and being killed, im
pelled by instincts of hunger, love and
fear, is one chock-full of the dramatic
and soul-stirring.
As a result, the
picture is said to move and tingle
with human interest. Rose Bocion,
nicknamed "Tiger Rose" for her un
tamed ways, is a regular wildcat, un
tutored and unrestrained.
Leaving
home after h: r father’s death, she is
saved from death on a raft and
brought to the factor of a Hudson Bay
post, who decides to adopt and bring
her up as his own child. In the post
she leans to participate in the loves
and hates of the men she is thrown
in contact with.—adv.
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AdrorlluoiBiMt In thia column not to exceed
three linen Inserted unco for 25 cent*. 3 Ilmen
for 50 cents Additional linen 5 cents each
for one time. 10 cents 3 times 8*1 words msks
s line

BOOKKEEPER—Man capable of taking full
charge of accounts of a corporation, preferably one
familiar with Voucher System. Apply to—

AHGUMENT •- -

a

gits

Lost and Found

MR. STEVENS, DEEP SEA FISHERIES

OUT EM

LOST—White woolen mitten between Pleas
ant street and Christian Science church. MRS.
J. W. STEVENS, 260 Main street.
4-6
LOST—December 25, male fox bound. Dark
tan. no name on collar. Answers to name of
Khaki. Finder will be rewarded. EDWARD
LEONARD, Warren. R. F. D. 1, Box 27.
FOUND—A Better Kerosene—Lusterlite. You
can have lt delivered In 5-gal. lots to your
home anywhere In Rockland frie. For Service
call MOODY’S. 455-M.
1-tf

3-6

NOTICE

aSiSrSiStSiSiaasiSiSSiJSdhSiSaiaSiSiSsaiai,
WHAT TIME JS IT?

You Ask the Question Often
But Do You Know How
Many Ways of Telling.
A 24-hour day, beginning at mid
night. is so universally accepted by
landsmen that the recent announce
ment that the system would be extend
ed to ships, which now begin their
day at noon, was surprising.
“However, land time and ship time
are only two of a number of ways
which men have marked the fleeting
moments, ar.d various other ways sur
vive even now.” says a bulletin from
the Washington, D. C„ headquarters
of the National Geographic Society.
"Alfred the Great had wait candles.
12 inches high, marked in notches to
t.ll off the four hours they burned.

told off the flight of time. It is said
that these primitive time-markers are
used in parts of Chosen (Korea) to
day.
“Though some students believe that
the early Japanese had no method of
reckoning time, others claim that
primitive Japanese and Chinese used
almost the same thing as the rope,
though their device more nearly re
sembled a wiek which had been so
treated that it smouldered out the
hours. One of these ancient wicks is
now in a museum in Paris.
•Even before 3800 B. C. the spark
ling stars over Eastern deserts had
made astronomers of men who had be
gun to reckon time by the cycles of
the planets. No one knows when they
tirst divided the time from sun to sun
into 24 parts nor when the hours were
tirst divided into minutes, but Ptolemy
adopted the method In the second ceni'ury and Save lt t0 hls world’

Miscellaneou*

The Annual Meeting of the Shirt-holders ot
the Bocklsnd Loan and Building Assoclat.on
will t,e held at the offlee of tile Corporation,
No 407 Main Street. Rockland. Maine, at 7.30
o'clock, Monday evening, January 14. 11B4.
for die following purposes: First: To listen to
and aef upon the Reports of the Officers.
Second: To choose a Board of Directors and
an Auditor. Third: To fix the dates for the
issue of shares during the year 1923. Fourth :
To transeast any other business that nitty le
gally eouic before the meeting.
II. O. CURDY, Secretary.
Rockland, Me., Jan. 3, 1924.
3-5

2-6

TOP PRICES PAID for good butter, eggs, po
tatoes. apples, poultry, farm produce lu gen
eral. State what you have and price. Five
pounds freshly nwde chocolate coated fancy
walnut filled creams mailed postpaid for $2.10.
Fine walnuts 5 pounds, $l.2i, postpaid; 100
fine, sweet, sound Sunklat Oranges $2.10 post
Wanted
paid. W. INGALLS. 1026 Ocean Ave., Woodfords Station, Portland. Me.
4’lt
WANTED—At once, waitress. BEE HIVE
LADIES—Reliable stock or hair goods at CAFE, Limerock street.
4 6
the Kncklaud Hair Store, 336 Main St. Mail
WANTED—4‘oultion as hnusekiwper in small
orders solicited. HELEN C. RHODES.
1-tf
family or care for invalid. Address P. O.
BOX 67, Tenant’s Harbor, Me.
3*5
WANTED—Housekeeper in family of three.
Reserve District No. 1.
F. F. TRAFTON. €4 Crescent St., Rockland.

No. 890.
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fixed tills date as being about 713 B. C.
“From Greece the sun-dial made its
way to Rome, the first one being set
up in the temple of Quirinus. Roman
citizens evidently suffered from that
universal failing of orators, for in 61
B. C. Pompey the Great set up in the
Forum a valuable water-clock" which
he publicly announced was to limit
the long-windednt ss of speakers.

THOMASTON NATIONAL BANK
At Thomaston, in the State of Maine, at the ciore of business on Dec. 31, 1923.

RESOURCES

Loans and discounts .................... .
Overdrafts, unsecured ...............................................................................
iT. S. Government Securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value) ..................
All other United Stales Government securities (including premiums. If
any) .......................................................................................................
Total .............................................................................................................
Other bonds, a’oeks, securities, etc............................................................
Banking House, $9000.00; Furniture and fixtures, $7,500 00................
A Time “Sinker"
Sand-Glass Still Used
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank.............................-.............
in vault and amount due from national banka ........................
"Some of^he Malays even today use
’No one knows how old the sand Cash
due from State banka, bankers, and trust companies In the
a crude apparatus for measuring time glass is. It may have been suggested Amount
and 10 ....
United States (other than included In Items
which has probably’ been in vogue in by the water-elock and probably ori Total of Items 9. 10. 11, 12, and 13 .......................
Bank) locatthe Far Eajt for almost 5,000 years, ginated In one of the desert countries Checks and drafts on banks (Including Federal he
ed outside of city or (own of reporting bai.k
lt is called the water-clock and is sim
Egypt or Babylonia— where water Miscellaneous cash items .........................................
ply a small dish cr round bowl with a was at a premium. \Ve cannot tell Redemption fund with U. S. Treasurer aud due fre
S. Treasurer

He later covered them with thin white
horn, lantern-fashion, to protect them
from drafts, but he was far behind
his times in comparison with other
portions of the world, and his time
piece was crude in the extreme com
pared with other inventions before 900
A. D.
small hole in-4he bottom. When this
Ancient Sun Dials
fs placed in a tub of water lt gradu
"Primitive peoples, before the dawn ally becomes full and sinks, which al
of history, fixed a pole or stick in the ways happens in the same period of
ground and drew a line about it rep time. On the Malay junks it is the
resenting the course of the shadow it customary thing to see a coconut shell
cast from sunrise to sunset. We may floating in a bowl of water to tell off
suppose that when Mr. Cave-man the time away from the home port.
“The ancient Egyptians knew the
started out in the morning on a fo
raging expedition, he ltd Mrs. Cave water-clock too, and the British Mu
man out and notched the shadow-line seum possesses one inscribed with the
to show her when she could expect name of Alexander the Great.
"The Greeks claimed that the sun
him home. Some of his fellow-mor
tals in other parts of the world in the dial was invented by a pupil of Thales
same stage of development ma« a of Miletus, but the great sun-dial of
kind of hemp or grass rope which Ahaz was mentioned in the Bible when
they dampened and knotted in regular God promised the sick Hezekiah to
spaces. When this was lighted, the deliver his city out of the hands of the
slowly and regularly creeping spark king of Assyria. Historians have

RABBITS QUITE AS DELICIOUS AS
CHICKENS WHEN PROPERLY COOKED

exactly of what substances they were
made, but they were shown on Greek
sculpture before the Christian era
The sand-glass or water-glass has two
uses all its own at the present time—
for boiling eggs, and in the English
House of Commons to time the bells
that ring to notify members that a
division is at hand.
“Water-clocks and sun-dials reached
high perfection and elaborateness dur
ing the ninth century, the master
pieces exchanged by Haroun al Rasehid and Charlemagne being two of
the most famous of history. The
time clocks of various kinds and class
es made their appearance until l’eter
Lightfoot in 1335 made ‘the earliest
real clock.worthy of our modern de
finition.’
This old hand-maiden of
Father Time still is ‘going’ in the
Science Museum at South Kensington.
“The wrist watch is usually consid
ered a modern development of the
watch and clock industry, but Queen
Elizabeth wore the first one about the
same time she introduced silk stock
ings.”

$147,187 64
101 92

50,400 00
63,859 00

115,839
518,927
16,500
26,761
29,777

00
10
00

<3
33

5,295

35,972 52
1,623 07
1,827 27

3,450
2,500

$866,450 15

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in ......................................................................... ..

Surplus fund ..................................................................................................
Undivided profits ........................................................................................
Circulating notes outstanding ........................................... .....................
Demand Deposits (oilier than bank deposits) Subject to reserve (de
posits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check ......................................................
D. vidends unpaid ............................................... ......................................
Total of demaud deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to re
serve, Items 26 , 27 , 28 , 29 , 30, and 31 ............................................
Other time deposits ...................................................................................
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve. Itemj’32 ’ 33* 34 and 35...

50.000
20.000
27,780
50,000

00
00
05
00

125,224 44
2,526 30

127,750 54

590.910 16

690,919 16

Total ...............................................................
$866.450 15
State of Maine, C«»uuty uf Knox. ss.
I. Y. H. 4*?-Ian, Cashier of the above-named bank, do solemnly swear that the abovestatement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief.
F. H. JORDAN, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 7th day of January, 1924.
JSeail
W. P. STRONG. Notary Public.
Correct-Attest: W. G. WASHBURN.

JOHN BROWN.

T. B. WYLLIE,

No. 1446.
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At Rockland, in the State of Maine, at the close of business on Dec. 31, 1923.

eww
(©, 1*21, Woatem Newspaper Union.)

Too much idleness, I have observed,
fills up a woman’s time much more
completely and leaves her less her
own mistress than arty other sort of
employment whatever.—Burke.
TO TEMPT THE APPETITE

The Flavor of Young Rabbits Resembles White Meat of Chicken.
(Prepared by the United States Department
of Agriculture.)

An entree Is rather an inclusive
term for it covers fritters, souffles.
rissoles, patties,
Vouchees, vol nu
vents, croquettes
and timbales and
these are not ail.
Chicken Ris
soles. — Roll [>uff
lfest6 one-eighth
of an Inch in
thickness and cut into rounds. 1‘lace
one teaspoonful of fiinely-mineed
meat seasoned nnd moistened with
white sauce on each round. Brush
with cold water and fold over like a
turnover, press the edges together.
Dip in egg diluted with water and
fry in deep fat.
For the filling take one-half cupful
of finely-chopped cooked chicken,
with one-fourth of a cupful of minced
ham, moisten with white sauce, sea
son with salt nnd cayenne. Pastry
shells filled with this mixture are
called bouchees.
Cheese Souffle With Pastry.—Beat
two eggs, add two-thirds of a cupful
of thick cream, one-half cupful of
Swiss cheese cut into bits, one-half
cupful of grated American cheese, onethird of a cupful of Parmesan cheese,
cayenne, salt and a few gratings of
nutmeg. Line the sides of ramekin
dishes with strips of puff paste. Fill
the dishes two-thirds full and bake
in a pan of hot water In a moderate
oven.

and stewed slowly together till the
rabbit Is tender. A brown sauce is
made separately and poured over .the
rabbit, which is then simmered two
hours.
First Fried, Then Simmered.
The flavor of many slowly cooked
rabbit dishes is Improved by first
browning the pieces of rabbit In a
little bacon or other fat and then
cooking them slowly either in water
or in a gravy made from the same fat.
Fricasseed rabbit is first browned and
then boiled. It Is often served with
steamed dumplings, made like biscuit
dough with the addition of an egg and
steamed In the gravy of the fricassee.
Casserole rabbit is cut up and browned
In bacon fat, then arranged in a cas
serole with strips of fried bacon, sliced
onions and potatoes, dredged lightly
with flour and covered with water.
Tlie casserole should be covered tight
ly and slowly baked for two hours.
A tomato sauce may be used instead
of water in the casserole, the potato
being omitted, or the browned rabbit
may be simmered In a tomato and
Lobster Cream.—Remove tlie lobster
onion sauce over a low flame till tlie meat from the shell and chop finely;
rabbit is tender. The tomato sauce a two-pound lobster will be sufficient.
cooks down and gives a very good Cook together one-half cupful each of
flavor to the rabbit. A savory stew
soft bread crumbs and milk for ten
may be made after frying the rabbit
minutes. Add one-fourth of a cupful
by boiling one medium-sized onion nnd
of cream, two teaspoonfuls of anchovy
two bay leaves with the meat until it
issence, one-half teaspoonful of salt
Is nearly tender. To the fat that was
snd a little cayenne. Add the whites
used to brown the rabbit add two ta
of three eggs beaten stiff. Turn Into
blespoonfuls of flour, mix thoroughly
buttered molds and bake in a dish ot
nnd add one cupful of vinegar. Pour
hot water.
this sauce over the meat and simmer
Supreme of Chicken.—Chop the
until it Is very tender. Serve with
fresh or canned string beans and a breast and second joints of uncooked
chicken very fine. Beat four eggs, one
dessert of baked apples.
at a time, beating well between. Add
Other Uaea fer Rabbit.
Any cold cooked rabbit may be one and one-third cupfuls of thick
ground up and used as a basis for cream and season with salt nnd pep
hash, croquettes, shepherd’s pie. or per. Turn Into buttered molds nnd
similar dishes. Meat loaf or meat balls hake In a pan of hot water. Place
may lie made of raw chopped rabbit buttered paper over the molds while
meat in the same way as beef or veal. baking.
Sausage cakes may be made from
twice-ground meat with any preferred
seasoning. If pork flavor is desired
one part fat pork may be mixed witli
two parts ground rabbit meat. Very
Quick Action of Pianist.
good sausage flavor will result from
An expert pianist has to cultivate
mixing the following proportions; two
pounds twice-ground rabbit meat, ono hls eye so as to see 1,500 notes or
minced onion (which may be omitted) signs in a minute, while hls fingers
one tabiespoonful salt, one teaspoon- make nt least 2.000 movements In the
ful pepper, one and one-half teaspoon same space of time.
fuls powdered sage, one bay leuf,
pinch each of thyme and allspice, four
Full of Trouble.
to six tablespoonfuls finely crumbed
The Tramp (at the back door)—
dry bread or cracked crumbs, one beat Lady, will you please give me a glass
en egg and one-half cup of rich sweet of water. I'm so terribly hungry tliat
milk.
I don't really know where to spend tlie
night.—Paris Le Eire.

RESOURCES
$950,8y3 05
Loans and discount j .................................................... ..........................
692 88
Overdrafts, unsecured .................................................... .........................
U 8 Gmernmetit securities owned:
$199,900
09
a Deposited to secure circulation (U. S. bonds par value).........
64,358 29
b. All other United S.ates Government securities
.......... t.............
214.358 29
Total ............................................................................ -............................ .
777,960 30
Other bonds, stocks, securities, etc :.............................................. .*....
30,000 U«t
Bunking House .........................................................................................
68.632 14
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank ..........................................
86,255 07
Cash in vault and amount due from national banks .........................
Amount due from State banks, bankers, and trust companies In the
United States- .....................................................................................
28.784 50
3,182 13
Checks on other banks In the same city or town as reporting bank..
Total of three next preceding items ........................................................
118,221 70
Miscellaneous cp sh items ........................................................................ ■
4 C33 03
7,500 00
Redemption fund wijh U. S. Treasurer and due from U. S. Treasurer

Total .............................................................................................................

$2,173,191 39

LIABILITIES
Capital stock paid in ..................................................................................
$150,000
Surplus fund .......................................................’.................. ;...................
100,000
Undivided profits ............................... ...... ........................... 36,334* 99
Reserved for interest accrued .......................... ...............
8,988 96
45.323
Circulating notes outstanding ....................................................... ’.............
148,600
Amount due to State banks, bankers, and trust companies in the
United States and foreign countries ................................................
3.200
Certified checks outstanding......................................................................
448
Total of next two preceding items ................. ’’.......... . . . . . . ...*.*..*.*.
9,648 44
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Rosene (de
posits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check........................................................
435.139
Certificates of deposit due in less than 30 dayi other than for money
borrowed ...........................................................................................
17.336
Dividends unp.iid ....................................
7,626
Total of demand deposits (other than bank deposits) sublecii to Re
serve ........................... ...................................................... ;........... ;
460.101 36
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days, or subject
to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings:
Certificates of deposit other than for money bo rowed)
14.231
Other time deposits .................................................
1J151.286
Total of time deposits subject to Reserve....Z
1.265,517 64
Total ...................................................
$2,173,191

00
00

95
00
32
12

22

14
00

36
28
39

State of Maine. County of Knox, ss
s-itempnt’hi1 iVn.K,On,l?iS°"t
<>f t,,c
n»ra«l bank, do .olemniy «we»t that the above
s.atement is true to the best of my knowledge nnd beiief JOSEPH W. ROBINSON, Cuhler.
Subscribed and sworn to before me thia Sth day of January. 1»S«.
(Seal)

BDWAKD C. MORAN. JR, Notary Tublic.

Correct—Attest:

WILLIAM T. POBB
It. ANSON OKIE,
HOMEIt E. ROBINSON.
Directors

No. 2371.

—OP THE—

NORTH NATIONAL BANK
At Rockland, in the State of Maine at the close of business on Dee. 31, 1923.
RESOURCES
Loans and discounts ......................
$718,676 24
Overdrafts, unsecured ..........................................................
9 10
U S Government securities owned:
Deposited to secure circulation (U S bonds par value ..............
85,000 90
All o.her United States Government securities, Including
premiums,
if any) ................................................................
67,149 09
Total ............................................................................
152.143 09
Ofhe’’ bonds, stocks, securities etc: ........................... **^*^^**”*
422 42
Banking House, $20,000 00; Furniture and fixturesi $1,679.90 ......
21,679 90
Lawful reserve with Federal Reserve Bank............... ’..................... ’/
61.854 27
Cash in vault and amount due from national hanks . . .*. .*. . .*.*.*.*.*.*.
88,868 79
Checks on* other banks in the same city or town as reporting hank
(other than Item 12)..........................................................................
2,800 99
Total of Items* io and 13............................ ^ * * * *** *.***** ^ * * * * *
91,909 78
Checks and drafts on hanks (Including Federal Reserve Bank)’’lo
cated outside olf city or town of reporting bank
570 19
Miscellaneous cash, items .................................................
2,945 85
3,515 95
Redemption fund with U. 8. Treasurer and due
’ u” g’’'Treasurer
4.250 00
Other assets, If any ............................................
1^22 56

$1,841,549 31

Total

$1,841,549 31

Total

State of Maine, County of Knox, ss. :
I, E. F Berry, Cashier of the alwve-named bank, do solemnly awesr that tbs above »tatement is true to the best of my knowledge and belief
E. F.BERRY, Cashier.
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 5th day of January, 1924.

H. E. ROBINSON, Notary Public.

Dlrectora.

FOR SALE—9 -room house; hot water heat,
cement cellar; all modern Improvements; large
garden spot. New grocery business well stocked.
M. G. GURNEY, 3 Park St., Cunulcn, Me. Tel.
155-11.
i.tf

_

hath. LAURENCE PERRY. 28 Warren St.
Tel. 170.
4-6
TO LET—Modern apartment; fine location.
Furnished or unfurnished. Apply to HENRY
B. BIRD, Rockland. Tel. 924 or 101-M.
_______
155-<f
TO LET—Fbur room tenement, corner Frout
and Achorn Streets. Apply to H. DAVIS, cor
Main and Elm Streets.
149-tf
TO LET—Two small tenements. ERNEST C.
DAVIS, Fuller-fobb-Davis.
149-tf
TO LET—Small, cosy room, suitable for man.
Short distance from business. TELEPHONE
560-M.
I38.»f
TO LET—STORAGE—For furniture, stoves,
and musical Instruments or anything that re
quires a dry, clean room. Terms reasonable.
J. K. FLYE, 221 Main St., Rockiand.
1-tf

Used Cars
FOR SALE- Dort 3-passenffiT couite, fully
e(|ti!ii|icil. Bun only 4,3i»» inllea. K. <». I’Hll.liliOUK Jl SUN. 632-031 Main St., Buckland.
154-139
1923 FORD TOURING—About 3 months old.
Had best of care and in prime condition. A.
C. JONES, phone 576 K or FIREPROOF GA
RAGE, phone 889.
153-tl
1921 OVERLAND TOURING, good condition

throughout. Low priced tor quick sale. At
C. JONES. 5 Talbot Ave., phone 576-K or
FJRKPROOI GARAGE, phone 889.

LIABILITIES
$100,006 00
Capital stork paid In ................................... ..............................................
20,000 00
Surplus fund .......................................................................... ......................
43,944 05
Undivided profits ..................................................................... .................
85,000 00
Circulating notes outstanding........................................................................
Demand deposits (other than bank deposits) subject to Reserve (de
posits payable within 30 days) :
Individual deposits subject to check........................................................
222,637 84
Certificates of dei>oslt due in less than 30 days (other than for
250 «0
money borrowed) .............................................................................
3,588 00
Dividends unpaid .......................................................................................
Total (rf demand deposits (other than nank deposits) subject to Re
serve, Items 26, 27, 28. 29, 30, and 31..........................................
226,475 84
Time deposits subject to Reserve (payable after 30 days or subject
to 30 days or more notice, and postal savings) :
450 00
Certificates of deposit (other than for money borrowed ........ .............
1,357.566 84
Other time deposits.....................................................................................
5,&4 35
Postal savings deposits ............................................................................
Total time deposits subject to Reserve, Items 32, 33, 34 and 35 1,363,901 19
United States deposits (other than postal savings), Including War
L|an deposit account and deposits of United States disbursing of
2,228 23
ficers ...................................................... ...............................................

A. S. BAKER.
1RNEST (’. DAVIS.
CHARLES T. SMALLEY.

FOR SALE—-1 Stuitz & Co. Upright Piano
1 Columbia Cabinet Machine, 2 Second-hand
Music 'Cabinets. 2 Second-hand Accordions.
STUDLEY S MUSJC STOKE, Rockland. Tel.
"13.
i.tf

5o Let

Reserve District No. 1.

[seal]

FOR SALE—Bargains In used Pianos, tuned
and regulated by factory' expert. $100, $125,
$150. Easy terms. MAINE MUSIC CO.
4 6
FOR SALE—About new. spring sleigh. Prison
made. Good trade If sold at once. THOMAS
TON. 149-2.
3*5
FOR SALE—Ohio Improved Chester shoats
weighing from 30 to 45 lbs.; also O. 1. C.
Registered Boar. Reasonable prices. EDGAR
W. MOODY. Tel. 94. Union.
3-5
FOR SALE—Weir brush standing or landed
on the wharf./ JOHN MORRIS, Spruce Head.
Tel. 21-22.
v
3-5
FOR SALE—Two barns of nice-iiay, bandv
to get. $12 a ton In the barn. TEL. 289-W,
186 Camden St., Rockland.
2-tf
FOR SALE—l’ait pockets- orders taken for
any size
to % in. mesh. 7 coots each. C. O.
D„ parcel post, ship anywhere. E. G. SIM
MONS, 149 l’leaxant St.. Rockland, Tel. 424-5.
*
2*10
NEW AND SECOND HAND FURNITURE.
bought and so'.d at Braggs, Rankin Block.
Shoes, Clothing, (’rockery. Household Go'xls at
Braggs.
2-tf
FOR SALE—Few tons of nice hay. W. A.
RIPLEY. Tel. 594-W. Rock'and.
155-tf
FOR SALE -Small place on Primrose Hill In
West Rockport. Inquire of C. E. FERNALD.
153-11
FOR SALE—Lobster fltherman traps on
band and made to order. FIELD & KEEP, 19
McLoud St., near Haskell’s Store. Southend.
Tel. 758-3
151-tf
FOR SALE—New General Electric Motors
3-5-10 H. P. with starters and switches; 60
cycle, 220 watts, 3 phase. Apply D. SHAFTER,
15 Rockland St., Rockland. Me
151-tf
FOR SALE—New electric Singer* Sewing
Machine. CHISHOLM BROS.
147-tf
FOR SALE -Burpee’s Furniture Polish. Used
in Rockland for sixty years. Large bottle 60c;
small bottle 30c. BURPEE FURNITURE COM
PANY.
i.tf

TO LET—Furnished apartment, > rooms and

REPORT OF THE CONDITION

Correct—Attest:

h or Sale
FOR SALE—-Nice brass-mounted Iron crib,
nearly new, cost $22, for sale cheap. A. S.
LEONARD. 28 Front street.
4-6

FOR SALE—Hard Wood fitted or junks.
Telephone 172-6. Warren. Me., ur write JOHN
COGAN, Thomaston R. F. D.
154*9

Reser/e District No. 1.

OF

WANTED—C roebeters, experienced on Boot
ees, Infants’ Sacques, Infants’ Silk Hoods,
Ladies’ Dressing Sacques and Ladies* Shawls.
Steady homework, good pay. We pay parcelpost charges both ways. Send us pieces show
ing stitches. SIMON ASCIIER it CO., 134th St.
& 3rd Ave.. New York ( Hy. ”
3 14
WANTED—CHOPPERS—( amps furnished. T.
J. CARROLL, East Warren. Tel. 263 3! Rock
land.
3-5
WANTED—White crib with extra high sides
and in good condition. TEL. 1C1-W. 27 Chest
nut St.
2 4
WANTED—Man to sell Kawielgh QuaHty
Products direct to consumers in Knox Countv.
Pleasant, permanent, profitable business. Lit’le
capital needed. Make practically every family
a steady satisfied Customer. Workers make
large steady income, (rive age, occupation, ref
erences. W. T. RAWLEIGH CO., Dept. 1619,
Freeport. Ill.
2*5
WANTEL-7 ,200 salespeople now make big
money selling Watkin’s nationally advertised
household products. You can too. Branches
all over U. S. and Canada. Rare chance, just
now for City Sales dealers, men or women,
full or part time in the city of Rockland and
elsewhere. Write today for our practical, sure
money-making plan. 4. R. WATKINS (’ORPANY, Dept. 96, Boston, Mass.
3-6
WANTED—Roomers for furnished rooms.
TELEPHONE 561 -M.
152-tf
WANTED— You to know that lt will pay you
to store your Battery with us this winter.
HOUSE-SHERMAN INC.. Exlde Sen Ice Sta
tion. Tel. 650-W. Next to Ford agency, Rock
land.
1-tf
WANTED—35 shaggy cats and kittens, male
and female. Highest prices paid. JOHN S.
RANLETT. Rockville, Me. Tel. 352-14.
1-tf

FOR 3ALE—One cheap Driving or Delivery
florae. FRED BUZZELL, Camden, Simonton
Corner Road. Tel. 151-6.
4-7

Directors.

ROCKLAND NATIONAL BANK

Properly cooked rabbits are as de
licious as chicken, the United States
Department of Agriculture points out,
and are more economical, even when
they must be purchased from a butch
er. Tlie flavor of young hutch rabbits
somewhat resembles the white meat of
chicken, and the less tender, but more
gamey. wild rabbits, well prepared, are
similar in taste to the darker portions
of poultry that has been fricasseed
or cooked in a casserole.
Appetizing Ways cf Cooking.
Before cooking the rabbit should be
washed carefully in cold water and
patted dry with a clean towel. It may
X then be stuffed and trussed if it is to
be cooked whole, or cut into eight or
ten pieces. Young tender rabbits may
he simply dredged with flour, salt and
pepper and fried in four tabiespoonHaving entered other business I
fuls of fat, like fried chicken. Sau
wish to dispose of my
sage fat gives a particularly good
GENERAL STORE
fhfivor to fried rabbit. The flavor of
Building and Stock, in
bacon also combines well with rabbit.
A cream or brown gravy should be
WARREN, ME.
made, using the fat in which the rabbit
Business cf 50 years’ standing.
was fried.
Can be bought right. Address—
Another excellent way to cook a ten
P. O. Box 225, Warren
der rabbit is to bake it in cream or
Or call at premises.
white sauce. Split the rabbit Into two
E. A. PELLEY
halves along the backbone, dredge with
3-8
flour, lay six slices of bacon across it,
and pour three cupfuls of white sauce
or three cupfuls of cream over it. Bake
for 1% hours, basting frequently. The
rabbit liver, boiled till tender and
chopped, may be added to the gravy.
Smothered rabbit is stuffed and
W. P. STRONG
braised slowly with very little water
WATCHMAKER and JEWELER
in a covered pan.
WALL PAPER
Many dishes may he prepared after
stewing rabbit till tender. The meat
ELECTRIC LAMPS AND
may be cut from the bones in large
SUPPLIES
pieces and served as rabbit pie, or a
THOMASTON. MAINE
gravy made from the broth, with
TuftS-tf
either a pastry or biscuit crust. Any
brotti not used makes excellent soup.
Rabbit salad may be mixed with celery
in the same proportions as chicken
salad—two parts of diced cold cooked
meat to one part of chopped celery
and one-half part of salad dressing.
STOREHOUSE at rear of Maaonie
The boiled rabbit may be served as a
Block, Rockland. Two floors 100 ft.
stew by adding potatoes, carrots and
long, 35 ft. wide. Would prefer to
onions when the meat is partly cooked.
let the whole building to one party.
Tlie liquid in which the stew is cooked
should be thickened. A spiced rabbit
TELEPHONE 487
stew appeals to many persons. Tlie
84-tf
seasonings consist of six slices of ba
con, chopped, a minced onion of me
dium size, two tablespoonfuls of salt,
Know the tremendous pull one-fourth teaspoonful of pepper nnd
ing power ot Courier-Gazette one tablespoonful of whole cloves in a
bag, ull covered with boiling water

TO

A

THOMASTON, MAINE

Today is the last opportunity to S'C
“Breaking Jnto .Society” at the Empire
in an all star cast which include Bull
Montana.
Comedy! It’s a tame word for this
picture! You’ll get a hundred dollars’
worth of entertainment for every nic
kel of admission price you pay!
The ifeature picture for Wednesday
and Thursday will be “South of the
Northern Lights." with Neal Hart. It
is a story of great adventure In thinly
inhabited places along the American
and Canadian borders. Many scenes
take place on unbroken trails of the
far north, on land and water, picture
sque to an extreme, sweet smelling
pines, whispering leaves and crooning
streams, where all nature abounds in
its glory, to fill the eye and enthrall
the hearts of all lovers of the big out-\
doors with fast moving action that
quicken the heartbeats. There will be
the usual added attractions.—adv.

WIRELESS SUPPLIES

IN

THOMASTON SAVINGS BANK

EMPIRE THEATRE

A GOOD BARGAIN

A mans

In Everybody’s Coh

WANTED

> ...

149-tf

Eggs and Cbicka

BABY OHIX—Wyllle’s Single Comb Beds
bred for eggs, type nnd color. Order early 22c
each Imatpald. F. H. WYLLIE, Thomaston. It.
F. D. Phone 171-42.
3-12
RADIO SPECIAL—2.300 ohm standard head
Seta $'>.75. HOUSE-S1IEUMAN INC., 585 Main
St, ltoekland. Open evenings.
1-tf
GAS FITTING—Tel. 743-K. J. B. MOi LAISON. 77 Broadway.
1»6

Learn "Style” From the Bible.
Intense study of tlie Bible will keep
any rnnn from being vulgur In point
of style.—Coleridge.

In Social Circles
In zddltlon to personal note* recording de
partures and arrivals, the department especially
desires Information of social happenings, par
ties musicals, etc. Notes sent by mall or
telephone will be gladly received.
fELEPHONE ............................................... 77t

Friday afternoon at 2:30 there will
lie a ladies’ auction party for members
and guests at the Country Club with
Mrs. William C. Bird as hostess. As
refreshments will be served, please
make reservations with the committee
or at the club house.
The Woman’s Foreign Missionary
Society will meet with ill’s. Minnie
Miles, 31 Ocean street, Thursday
afternoon at 2.30. Leader, Mrs. Minnie
Ungers. There will be a solo by Mrs.
Thelma Stanley and a reading by Mrs.
Esther Dolliver. The Mystery Box will
be conducted by ilrs. Jeanette Dunton.

F. S. Berry, who has been spending
the past year in Florida, arrived Sat
ti, day from Fairfield, and is the guest
at present of Mr. and ilrs. Edward
flonia. ilr.. Berry was formerly conm-'jed with the business department
of the Daily Star.
Miss Luda Richards, clerk to the
mayor and city treasurer, is confined
to her home by illndss.

There will be a circle suipper at the
Congregational vestry Wednesday at
B:30 with the following committee in
charge: Mrs. Ralph W. Hanscom,
chairman, ilrs. L. N. Lawrence, Mrs.
H. q. Hull. Mrs. C. A. Rose, Mrs. Ro
bert Snow, Mrs. Milton Griffin, Mrs.
Harold Karl. ilrs. Whittemore, Mrs.
<!. il. Derry, and Miss Charlotte Buffum. Sowing for the relief work will
ibe done in the afternoon, and at 5
o’clock a meeting of thf executive
board will be culled.
The meeting of the Methehesec Club
will lie held with ilrs. J. F. Cooper, Fri
day at 2.30. Papers for the afternoon
■vill be by Mrs. P.ernlce Havener and
iliss Mabel Holliroqk.

Members of the Rubinstein Club
with their junior guests filled every
"■•cat in Odd Fellow's hall Friday after
noon whrii there was presented the
following program of special import
and excellence arranged by Miss
Knowlton, ilrs. Copping presiding:
Plano Inipruinplt!.
Schubert
Miss Knowlton

Henry King,”
‘Mother Ilolly,”
Mrs. Wentworth
Co.tialtii » "Lord, Hear My Dolly’s Prayer,”
Stanley
b "Up There,”
Itralne
Mrs.*Mans:on (substitute tor Mrs. Browne)
lii -adings a "Ms Pirates’ Tristntas Tree,”
b "Humpy deem.”
Mrs. Wcutwarih (substitute for Miss Ruggles)
>1. sza a "Hi I I li Peiler I"
KM r
b ''Honey Chile,”
I.ily Strickland
Mri. Bicknell (suhlltute for Mrs. Esther
Howard)
Pitino—"Island Spoil,”
Ireland
(hy request) Miss Thomas
Mezzo—"Lht.e itoon.”
Glen
Mrs. Short
Soprano- ti "The Rose and the Maid." Brandon
b "Pastoral," Florence Turner Maley
Miss Hokes
Mezzo—"The Llt:lc Coon’s Prayer,"
Hope
Mbs Harrington
pi. no duets—a “Funeral Match of a MarGounod
lunette,"
b "The CuuntB' Band,” Johnson
Mis't Lamb and Mfts Seville
Soprano- "Ma Little Sunflower," Vanderpool
Miss McDouga l (guest soloist)
Miss Evelyn McDougall at the piano
Accompanists, Mrs. Averill, Mrs. Wentworth,
Mgss Thomas
Mezzo

Prolonged applause greeted and suc
ceeded the closing selection, which set
Un til to advantage the cultured talents
of the Misses McDougall. Each.mem
ber is privileged to invite one guest to
the next meeting, Jan. 18, when a
mis ellaneous program at the usual
hour 2.30 will be given, arranged by
Mrs. Averill.
Mrs. A. B. Tremaine of Rockport has
taken apartments at the Thorndike
Hotel for the remainder of the winter.

'the Saturday
was entertained
W. Thirndike's,
men folks were
supper.

Evening Sewing Club
last week at Mrs. H.
Masonic street. The
bidden to the picnic

Wendell Emery, who has been the
guest of his father, Charles A. Emery,
has returned to Phillips Andover.
Oscar E. Blackington quietly ob
served his 91st birthday Sunday at his
heme on I.imeroek street. Mr. Black
ington starts toward the century murk
ti remarkably energetic and well pre
served man.
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New Schooner St. Clair Theriault Towed Here Leaking Two
Feet An Hour—Ossipee’s Good Work.
li
Coast Guard Cutter Ossipee, com
manded by Capt. Rando^, Ridgeily,
inaugurated her season’s jgooue work
on this part of the Maine.peust Sun
day night by pulling the new threemasted Nova Scotia schooner St. Clair
Theriault from the rocks at Manset.
The schooner was towed to this port
yesterday leaking two feet an hour,
and with her pumps working to capa
city.
The Theriault commanded by Capt.
Le Blanc, was bound from Turk's Is
land to Bucksport With alxJttt 500 tons
of salt.
Threading her way up, the Maine
eoaist she ran full tilt Into the blizzard
and her foretopmast was carried away
in the gale. Running before the storm
she made Manset, but dragged her

'•' The Strand
JOSEPH DONDI8, Manager.

unchors and went onto the rocks.
The Ossipee was at Portland, but in
prompt obedience to a radio message,
was soon on her way to Manset. She
found the Nova Scotian on hard bot
tom, but hooked onto her at 10:30 p.
m., with the approach ot high tide.
It was a hard pull, but 45 minutes la
ter the schooner was afloat, with her
crew of eight still aboard.
The Ossipee left Manset with the
distressed craft at 9 a. m. yesterday
and was seven hours making this port,
being obliged by the rough sea to take
the inside passage.
The Theriault was (built at Wey
mouth, N. S. five years ago, and is a
very fine appearing craft. She will
probably discharge, and repair here.
Meantime the Ossipee gois merrily
on with her work, everybody thank
ful that lt is not another winter akin
to that of 1922-23.

of
Course

JAMES J. O’HARA, Organist

TODAY

MAURICE COSTELLO in “NONE SO BLIND”
—AND—

WM. DUNCAN in “THE FIGHTING GUIDE
WEDNESDAY

GUY BATES POST in “GOLD MADNESS”
From high life in San Francisco to the far reaches of the
Frozen North.

SAVE MONEY

TEN

DAY
SALE

TEN

SALE

at the

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
Be Prompt—Such Values Will Go Quickly

BED BLANKETS AND COMFORTERS
Genuine Red Cross

Mattress

Price $2.89

Regular price $23.50

DON’T MISS THIS GREAT VALUE
Better Grades at a Great Reduction
Attractive designs in Cotton
Filled Comforters, covered in Silkoline. fancy scroll stitched, economi
cal. Also they are beautiful. Our
price while they last, only-*—

Quick Sale Price $16.50

Cotton Mattress
Gcod Quality and Durable at-

$2.97
Other Heavier Grades at—

$6.98

$3.69, $4.50 and $7.50
OTHER GRAM MATTRESSES, $6.50 UP

FEATHER PILLOWS, $3.50 UP

4-

COUPLED HERE ARE HIGH QUALITIES AND

LOW PRICES

STONINGTON FURNITURE CO.
313-315 Main Street, Rockland. Telephone 745-J

Jt PARK Ji
LAST SHOWING TODAY
TREMENDOUS DRAMA, GORGEOUS SPECTACLE

DOUGLAS FAIRBANKS
-IN—

“ROBIN
MATINEE 25c.

ROOD”

EVENING 25c, 35c.

CHILDREN 10c

WEDNESDAY-THURSDAY

LENORE ULRIC
-INDAVID BELASCO'S

“TIGER

THURSDAY? FRIDAY, SATURDAY

DAY

Buy Your Bedding Now

These Blankets are light, warm
and fluffy and will give you excel
lent service; size 70x80.

MICKIE SAYS—

HOW AMAZONS FIGHT

M6SSIR, AAR STOREKEEPER,
THESE C1T4 STORES TVAKt ARE |
HUSTUM’ TO U!IM KUIKf TER
COSTOAAERS’ARE OOIU' IT IU

A Tribe Which Defends a
Frontier By Shooting With
Poisoned Toothpicks.

STORM

ROSE"

Don't Miss the Screen Adaptation of the Play That Gave Blase
Broadway Its Biggest Thrill.

STAN LAUREL in “MUD AND SAND”

Miss Kitty McLaughlin has just
FRIDAY-SATURDAY—“MAN'S LIFE PASSED BY”
closed a two weeks' engagement at the
Strand Theatre in Troy and Albany,
nnd has been re-engaged for the month
of April and Easter Sunday at West
I Edwin Libbj- Post Q. A. R. was reminster church again.
Announcing
MAH JONG “CATCHING”
j cently presented by the Corps with an
her appearance In Albany a local
The Chinese game of ilnh. Jong, altar flag. At Saturday’s meeting a
newspaper published her portrait and
the following paragraph: “Miss Kitty which is having such a big run all over resolution was passed thanking the
McLaughlin, widely known American the country, has a considerable num Post's loyal assistants.
soprano, will be the soloist in tlie ber of devotees in this city according
special music program announced for*to the firms which sell the sets. The
ton: u'l'ow night at the Westminster I price ranges from $1.98 to many times
Presbyterian church by J. Austin 1 that amount. Listen to this dire* proSpringer, director of music. Miss Mic-1 phecy by Dean Collins in the Klwanis
Three Shows—2:00, 6:45, 8:30
Laughlin is of the younger generation Magazine;
f American o)>eratic and oratorio so ' I one time was strong for playing Mull Jong,
With Its intricate aystem of scoring,
pranos and has attained great success
Last Time Today
Bttt 1 think, just the same, that this new sort
in Ute musical work. She is a native
of game
of ltoekland. Me., and was one of the
Will prove to he much the less baring.
hading soloists in the Maine Festival For hy occupation, each new eouiblna.lon
The
of Ihe people will toggle,
of 1922. Miss McLaughlin's program TUI wobrain
all seek a snug house, a home in t.ie
Will include the aria 'Zion’s Ways Do
hug house.
Where we can just puzz’.c anil puzzle ami
Languish.’ from Gounod’s ‘Gallia;’
—WITH—
—
‘Jeru, Jcsu, Miserere,’ Nevin, and John Where puzzle
we can Just puzzle and puzzle 1
Prlndle Scott’s ’Come, Ye Blessed.’
MRS. FORREST ER ROLLINS
She also will be heard in a duet, ‘Jesus,
TWO-REEL DRAMA
REVIEW
Tliou Joy ot Loving Hearts,' by Gotze,
(Mrs. Forrest E. Rollins died Satur
which site will sing with Itoger H.
day night at the home ot her sister,
Wednesday-Thursday
Stonehouse, bass.”
Mrs. O. E. Davies, Park street. Fu...... neral services will be held from the
Fancy
embroidered gloves with
elaborately trimmed cuffs are fea- home this afternoon, Rev. J. M. Rat
sIN—
tured in the shops; but the gloves cliff ot the Universalist church of
worn by the well dressed French ficiating. The bearers will be L. F.
women are simple, untrimmed and Chase, H. W. Thorndike, Orrin F.
for the most part In beige suede Smith and B. R. Witham.
Mrs. Rollins was the widow of the
Stitched in self or in darker tone, or
A story of great adventure in thinly
in white glace kkl stitched in white. late Forrest E. Rollins of Portland, n
inhabited places along the American
An increasing demand for the white well known collector of historical
and Canadian borders.
glace glove is a feature to be noted; works, who died April 23, of last year.
_________ „ vogue
-COMEDY: “LETS BUILD”
also, the increasing
for the S-he had one son, Dr. Herbert L. Rolmousequetaire glove in twelve and in ' lins, of Washington, D. C., who died
REVIEW OF THE HIGH SEAS
sixteen button lengths, in beige or J in May, 1923.
white suede.
I
Friday-Saturday
Styles in sleeves mark no particu-1 Comedies, as a rule, do not have
lar trend: that is to say. both the plots, but there’s a real one in the
VIOLA DANA
very short and the long sleeve dress Harold Lloyd super-special, “Why
—IN—
are worn; but the short glove is worn Worry?” which Will be shown at the
“
THE
SOCIAL
CODE”
indiscriminately with one or the other strand Thursday, Friday and -Satur
day. He is assisted in subduing a rev
Also Chapter Ono of
style.—Dry Goods Economist.
olution by a giant, who actually meas
“THE STEEL TRAIL”
ures 8 feet, 9 inches in height.

EMPIRE
“BREAKING INTO
SOCIETY”

BULL MONTANA

NEAL HART

“SOUTH OF
NORTHERN LIGHTS”

JEST OWE \CAY- A0\ieR.TVolua’.
RIGHT HERE OKI TH,'(
TOO KklOVJ TOUR PATROUS
PERSONALLY, TOUVE GOT TU’
ADVANTAGE EV'KT IMAM*. JEST 1

TQGrE

FIGHT TW’ CW STORES VJTTW
TWuLR. OVJW UJEAPCM-

AO\)fcRXtS\U6»

Daniel Boone would have preferred,
no doubt, to fight the noble redskin and
his flint-tipped arrows to meeting a
tribe which shoots with poisoned
ootbpieks. Such a tribe is defending
Irazil's frontier, the unknown Ama
zon valley, according to latest dis
patches which filter out of Brazil.
The Brazilian government is sup
porting the Indians, but this is be
cause the white men invading the last
frontier are not energetic pioneers like
Daniel Boone, but are desperadoes,
ontraband runners and clandestine
gold miners. The seat of the trouble
is on the north border regions along
Venezuela and the Guianas, which is
ties ribed as follows in a bulletin from
the Washington. D. C., headquarters of
the National Geographic Society:
“Toothpick-shooting
natives are
not only the hazard of the Amazonian
jungle. It is one thing to label a tree.
Killed a Bar’ nnd quite another thing
to carve a trunk with this legend,
'Killed a Boa Constrictor.’
Secret Kept for Centuries
’ Since 1539, when Orellana, one of
Pizarro’s followers in Peru, sailed
down the Amazon, white men have
been curious to know the secret of tho
poisoned darts which 'kill an ox in
twenty minutes and a monkey in ten.'
Only a few tribes can make the strange
poison, the formula of which is still a
secret to white men after 400 years
search. One German scientist spent
two years with one tribe in the fever
forests of Brazil, saw them make
‘urari’, as it is called, but finally had
to leave—without the secret.
“Urari is. supposed to east out fear
inil produce death without pain And Is
probably the same as the drug ‘caapl’
recent dispatches have told about.
“Dewey Austin Cobh wrote to the
National Geographic Society that tho
arrows, shot through blowpipes, con
sist of a point of wood or bone, not
more than an inch long and the size
of a toothpick, to which' is attached
a little tuft of the airy fiber of the silk
cotton tree, which Is as light as thistle
down and will not pack like cotton
fiber. The point, he said, is dipped in
a thick solution of the poison, dried,
and is ready for use.

threatened to cut short her 1923 grand
circuit campaign.
Her last workout over the Readville
track resulted in a mile in 2.01%, but
more notable than mere time, was the
fact that she was driven on that occa
sion by her owner. Mr. Traiser natur
Pulling teeth is Harold’s
ally has a thorough knowledge of the
handling of horses, but that was his
latest,
first appearance in the sulky.
His aim was to put the mare around
Roll and roar at Harold’s
the oval in two minutes and he be
greatest.
lieves that he would have been aide to
do it had he had a good break in luck
His plan was to follow a runner to
the half-mile post in one minute and to
come home paced by another in the
A giant aids him in his bat
same time. As it was, the runner
took Mapgaret to the quarter-mile
tle,
mark in 30 seconds then gavd out. The
Laugh until your ribs will
result was that Margaret could not
go through with her prescribed pro
rattle.
gram. Yet a mile in 2.01% indicates
what the mare lias in store for the
eeming season.
Incidentally,
Mr.
Traiser, now 63 years- old. Is satisfied
Harold has a fearful heart
with his first performance as a driver
Effect of Dart on Deer
William McManemon,
Margaret’s
ache,
'
“
Later
he observed the effect on a
prospective driver in competition, is
more than pleased with the mare's deer. ‘After deliberate aim our hunter
Gets a pill, you get a ribpresent condition, in fact, he says, no fired. The animal gave a slight start
ache.
doubt somewhat swayed by senti .as he felt the prick of the arrow on
ment, that she will not lose a heat his flank. At the end of a minute, or a
minute and a half nt most, his head
this season.
Single G has, given no indication dropped a little, as if he were sleepy.
despite his advanced age, that he will \\ hen the hunter saw this he rose and
See him fight for girl in dan
not he at his best during 1924. Cer stepped out in plain sight. The deer
ger,
tainly tile old horse could be excused turned his head and looked at him,
if he should slip a little from his ex and moved forward, not away from
Rocks and socks the freshpeeted form after 12 campaigns on the him. After another minute the pro
turf. E<1. Allen will drive him as of fessor and 1 arose, and all three walked
faced stranger.
yore and will superintend his pre- quickly to within reach of him.
l“Hc made no movement to run away,
season training, always a problem in
the ease of the noted stallion, for he but watt hed us intently, and shifted
comes around slowly and requires hu his position a little. Absence of fear
was the only observable change, until
moring.
HAL ROACH
(Mr. Allen never has been satisfied .at the end of three minutes more;
with the photographs which have then it laid down, not falling but ns
Played Portland at 50 Cents.
been made of Single G, so a month naturally ns a cow or sheep when
ago, just before tile horse was tucked ready for sleep. We all approached to
Our prices: 25c Afternoons.
in for tlie winter, lie undertook a long its side and the hunter laid n hand on
exposure 'before the lens. Time after its shoulder. It looked up at him but
35c Evenings
time he scored down and pictures were showed no resentment nor fear. Eigh
taken from evel-y angle and at every teen minutes after it was struck it was
Children as usual.
st.age of his gait. In all 27 plates were dead.'
‘ Poison is a favorite weapon of the
made. Toward the end Single G be
gan to grow grumpy. He could not Indians which Amazon frontiersmen
//is LxrisrSuUrn
understand what all the fuss was must meet. They even use it to catch
about and he looked around inquiringly fish. First they will dam up a creek
Pafh&pmedy
at his driver ( very time lie was pulled and then dump a moderate poison In
the water upstream. Koon the fish
up after a score.
That probably was the hardest work eoine to the top and Ihe natives scoop
for the (dil horse until well Into the them into a basket, thus collecting a
spring. Undoubtedly to him it was week's supply of food in a few minutes.
more cf a strain than any race he
Prize is Precious Stones
FIRST ONE WAS EASY THREE FAMOUS PACERS ever has paced or, from the prospec
“Frontiersmen must have a prize to
tive standpoint, thin any exhibition
in which he will participate during the make them dare dangers of a new land.
Rockland High Basketeers De- Single G, Sir Roch and Marga- coming year.
Once again the prize Is gold and preci
stones. Brazil has heavy export
ret Dillon Will Race Only The three owners have announced ous
feat Stonington — Coach
that every exhibition will be a real tuxes oti gold, precious stones, and
Against Each Other.
race. In that ease Sir Roche Is un other products. Desperadoes from the
Jones Says They’ll Belienal colonies in the Guianas are slip
likely to figure prominently in the
Three prominent horse-owners re competition, ltaee drivers say that if ping over the border, according to dis
Chapmions.
cently put their heads together and de you take the gelding to the half-mil^ patches. panning gold, mining rare
The Rockland High School basket cided that the free for-all pacing class past fast enough, he will not be a fac rtones, even removing valuable timber
and runnipg off cattle on isoluted
ball team opened its season Friday no longer is the place to demonstrate tor in the latter half. Records bear
ranches, in smuggle the loot out of the
the
best
pacing
in
the
United
States,
this
out.
When
Sir
Roche
wins,
it
is
with a 22 to 4 win over Stonington
writes Stanley Woodward in the Bos generally by means of a fast latter half country, thus escaping the export
duties.
High
School in Stonington Opera ton Herald. The three were Charles
tacked onto a comparatively slow get
"Export duties hud a different effect
House. The sea was hubbly as usual H. Trasier of Boston, owner of Mar away.
on tile cast const of Brazil in the cof
and the Rockland team was not up to garet Dillon, 1.48%, W. B. Barefoot of
The old horse, Single G and Mar fee country, English capltul built tho
snuff, but the islanders’ chances were Cambridge City, Ind., owner of Single garet Dillon have no such outstanding
ruined by the doss of their tiwo strong G, 1.68%. and L. E. Randall of Chica weakness Consequently, McManemon coffee railroad from the port Santos to
est point getters. They promise to go, owner of Sir Roche 159%, (the trio and Allen are likely to do mast of the •Sao Paulo the world's chief coffee city.
take sweet revenge when they play that appeared last September on the lacing between themselves and some It is said that duties led the railroad’s
owners to put much of their profits in
the return game in this city.
Bangor track where Sir Roche eslab fast -first half-miles are in prospect.
improving the railroad, which now has
Rockland High, 22
lished its new record of 2.01%, also a
Whatever devolops, with Peter Man the reputation of being one of the best
pts. new State record.)
gls.
fls.
ning, world champion trotter, being equipped fines in the world.
An
6
S. Snow, rf ................. 3
0
(Consequently when the horses score campigned by Pop Geers in a series
8 down in the Grand Circuit free-for-alls of races against time, and with the American engineer, asked if he could
Rising, If ..................... 4
0
4 next season, new stands will he in evi three greatest pacers appealing con suggest any improvements, replied,
S. Bird, c ..................... 1
2
’Not unless the ends of the ties could
2 dence. This remarkable trio, the
Ludwig, rg ................. 1
0
tinuously together, the field of exhibi be carved or Ihe rails set with dia
e
Thornton, Ig ________ 0
0
greatest combination of pacing horses tion light harness driving is certain to monds.’
o
Perry, c ....................... 0
0
ever raced, will have a new field, be well eared for..
“The great Amazon river was act
1 which
Murphy, rf ................. 1
0
a field which undoubtedly will find a
Thursday hight Edwin Libby Relief ually numed In the behalf that a feroc
place
in
the
interest
of
those
who
fol

22
10
Corps was installed by State Presi ious tribe of wild women, similar to
low the fortunes of the light harness
dent Mrs. Mary B. Cooper. Owing to the mythical women of that name,
Stonington High, 4
horses.
pts.
fls.
gls.
the bad weather the joint installation lived on the hanks of the king of rivers.
■Single G, Margaret Dillon and Sir
2
0
1
of the Post and Corps had to be ean- Orellan-a, the Spaniard, reported he was
Welch, If ...........
Roche will tour the country as usual, (elled, but there was a very good at attacked by a band of female warriors
0
0
Knowlton, rf ..
0*hut they will race only against path tendance in spile of the fact that many with hows and arrows. Imter It was
0
0
Chapin, c ........
0 other in a series of exhibitions calcu- thought that both install ltlons were determined that the ‘female warriors
0
1
Hutchinson, rb
q i lated to shatter a number of standing
0
0
Brimigon, lb ..
postponed. The State President first were a tribe of shiftless natives, who
0* pacing records. incidentally the plan
0
•
Jones, rb ..........
installed Mrs. Clara T. Curtis as vice wore, in place of clothes, a thin sheet
seems destined to increase the earning president, Mrs.
Hattie Higgins as of bark with a hole In the middle to
capacity of the trio, il the early re treasurer, Mrs. Amanda Choate as slip over the hcud, and belted at the
quests
for
their
services
in
exhibitions
The High School team plays a test
chaplain, Mrs. Winifred Butler as waist. This costume is still worn."
game with the Legion team tonight can be regarded as criteria.
conilustor and Mrs. Eliza Plumer as
If
tentative
plans
hold
good,
the
In Legion hall and expects a real con
guard. Mrs. Irene Winslow was then Nothing New - Only
three
will
open
their
campaign
at
the
test though confident that It will have
installed (is president and Mrs. Eliz
first
four
grand
circuit
meetings
which
the best ot the argument. The team
abeth Libby as past president, the lat
Different
this year has a wealth of promising will take place respectively nt Cleve ter being presented by the new presi
material In addition to such Al vet land. Toledo, Kalmazoo and Colum dent with a past president badge, an
erans as Snow, Rising, Ludwig, Nos- bus. Negotiations with the tracks al honor that she had earned and one
worthy and Thornton. It .will be a ready are going on with strong likeli that the Corps was very pleased to be
good bunch to watch and Coach Jones hood of completion. If they go through stow. At Ihe conclusion of the cere
is confident that lt will bring the long the three owners expect to set up times mony the psesiduftt presented the in
coveted championship cup away from which are sensational enough to be stalling officer with a cut glass basket
valuable in the advertising sense in appreciation of her services. Mrs. IS NOT A NEW REMEDY, HAVING
its Lincoln county home.
The girls’ team has not yet come throughout the season, perhaps longer. Cooper responded gratefully. The past
BEEN IN USE FOR 20 YEARS
into the limelight but basketball fans
IThis will mean that the three great president also thanked the Corps and
have learned fo extpect great things horses will follow the grand circuit In made the remark that she could not
The secret of Its remarkable suc
when Coach Sullivan slanders his a general way, and in all likelihood make a speech, but when she had fin cess lies in the fact that it is com
team’s
prowress.
The
season’s will come east late in the season as is ished there was considerable doubt posed of medieinal agents, all of vege
schedules for both teams will be pub their wont. The owners at the pres in some minds. In regard to- that table oriffln. whicli have never before
lished in the near future.
ent time have a tentative itinerary statement. The president then made been combined in one remedy. It Is
mapped, which calls for a tour in small the following appointments: Flag this combination of soothing, healing
jumps through the Middle West and bearers, Mrs. Adelma Mullen, Mrs. antiiseptic tissue building and blood
East.
Nt lilt McKinney, Miss Ruth Huntley warming properties that makes it so
Margaret Dillon will not be piloted and Miss Mildred Pettee, patriotic in- effective us a throat and lung medicine.
this season by Tommy Murphy. Wil- stru.’tor, Mrs. M iry B. Cooper, Fra- It does the work when all other reme
liam McManemon. who cares for Mr. • ternlty, Mrs. Bertha B. Higgins; Char- dies (all.
Traiser’s horses at hls Milton farm, ity, Mrs. Fannie Bickinore; Loyalty,
It will break up a cold in the head,
(and who drove her < n her appearance Mrs. Minnie Clark. After a very pleas- throat or lungs. Its timely use pre
here last September) will be up behind
vents pneumonia and consumption.
the mare throughout the exhibition
Contains no dope.
Sold in Kocklund by the Kittredge
Pharmacy; in Camden by Boynton's
Pharmacy.

Harold
Lloyd

'Why Worry?”

ALLEN’S LUNG
HEALER

Solve the Servant

Problem
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grees at the regular meeting of Amity
Lodge, F. & A. M.
Dr. and Mrs. W. D. Barron have re
turned from a two weeks’ visit with
friends in Massachusetts.
Miss Florence Anderson left Satur
day for Boston where she will enter
the Katherine Mansfield School to
learn manicuring, massage, hair dress

ing and kindred arts. She was accom
panied by her brother Edwin, who
from there went to Bellows Falls
where he is teaching.

.«.«

The annual installation of Joel
Keyes Grant Circle, Ladies’ of the G.
A. R. was held last Friday evening.
Mrs. George D. Small of Glencove, a

past circle president, was the installing
officer and performed the work in her
usual pleasing and impressive manner.
The new officers are: President, Grace
M Howe; senior vice president, Mabel
Whyte; Junior vice president, Callie L.
Thompson: secretary. May Young;
treasurer, Margaret Conant; chaplain,
Clara A. Pullen; conductor, Addie

Every-Other-Day

Bushby; assistant conductor, Annie G.
Bowden; guard, Bertie Heal; assistant
guard, Lucinda Clifford; patriotic in
structor, Elizabeth Conant; pianist,
Gertrude Page; registrar, Cora I. Cal
der; counselor, Florence Curtis. A fine
supper wass erved at 6.30 and refresh
ments and a character impersonation
followed the business meeting. Mrs.

Small was presented with a dozen car
Gloves arc worn In short gauntlet
nations.
cuff styles with both long and short
Haskell and Corthell’g big winter
sleeved dresses.
salt opens Thursday.
The greatest
slash in clothing, furnishings and
The Davis Garment shop, corner of
everything In their line fhat this firm
Main and Elm streets, is now having a
has made.
final clean-up on furs, suits, coats,
l^eystone Cigars—Mild,
Sumatra
<1 'esses and a few fur coats.—adv.
Wrapper. Long Filler. At all stores.—

Sweaters & Sport Coats
Men’s

$2.00

Shirts,

Metropolitan

Sport Vests

Neckband
and

Lion makes, dozens of pat

Men’s and Women’s Sport Coats in

Wools and Brushed Wools, in silver,

terns, sizes 14 to 17.

tan, brown, and fancy; all sizes.
$8.50 Sport Coats, now .................. $5.75

Sale price

$7.50 Sport Coats, now ...... .'............ $5.75
$6.50 Sport Coats, now .................. $4.75

SPECIAL—Men’s $3.50 Dark Heath
er Sport Coats, with pockets, all
sizes. Special value .................. $2.49

Men's Sport Vests in Camel Hair and
Wools, two prices, all colors.
Of Dr. Steohen Y. Weidman, Died In Rocl.pert
$6.50 Vests, now .............................. $4.98
Dee. 30, 1923. Ajcd 70 Years.
$1.98 Vests, now .............................. $3.98
IN MEMORIAM

Whal1 <lld«t thou dare to touch that p easant
face
WOOL SWEATERS IN COAT AND
So g’a'tly welcomed In the hoir-e of pain ;
To fold that pncroiis h-art In thv embrace,
PULLOVER STYLES—ALL COLORS
So cold, O Death, ’twill never beat apnln!

Was there no pity In thy breast, O P?ath,
$’.3.50 Oakes Bros. Sweaters, now $11.50
When looking In those deep, expressive eyes
You saw the light go out. im If thy breath
$12.50 Oakes Bros. Sweaters, now $10.50
Had blotted two fair stars from out the sklec.

$10.50 Oakes Bros. Sweaters, now $3.50

thou no thought of suffering ones
$6.50 Metropolitan Sweaters, now $4.98
around
For whom ho thought and labored night and
$5.00 Thermo Sweaters, now ...... $3.98
day;
Gave his large skill to close the gaping wound.
Or wrest from fell disease Its power to slay? $3.50 Slip-on Sweaters, now............ $2.95
Hadst

What hand more nobly serves the world than $2.50 Slip-on Sweaters, now ........ $1.93
•his
Who holds the Header’s cup to fevered Ups.
$1.98 Slip-on Sweaters, now ........ $1.40
Who puts the rainbow on the cloud of tears
And brings the eun of health from Its Boys’ $1.00 Sweaters, now .............. $2.98
eclipse T

Boys’ $3.50 Sweaters, now ........ $2.49

(treat deeds are done whleh only angels see.
Sweet comforts ghen "h- re no pralre Is rife . B-.ya’ $2.50 Sweaters, now ............ $1.98
And in each service, rendend sl’ently.
God sees perchance the hero true of life.
He went when duty cal’ed. no aid denied.
Xor asked the question. “Ee they rich or
poor?”
Where’er the voice of human anguish cried
His footsteps tended toward the shadowed OF HEAVY BLANKETS AND HAND

Bathrobes

door.

SOME DESIGNS

Went there the helper, and he gave the wine
Of hia own strength and large full life to a.l;
T6.50 Bathrobes, now ...................... $4.95
Freely he poured It out. uni 11 the vine
Touched by thy frosts, O Death, ltse’.f did * „ .
$7.50 Bathrobes, now ........
$5.95
fail.

$655
now many friends wl’.l miss the hidden fare! JS.50 Bathrobes, now ........
How many grateful hearts this sorrow feel!
$16.50 Bathrobes, now .................. $7.95
Thy ruthlc»* act. O Death. In many a place
Has left a weeping wound for Time to heal.
$12.50 Bathrobes, now .................. $9.95

Gone? Yes he’s gone from all our outward
sight.
Fled from the touch of hand and eye and

ear;

Dip. Death, thou eanst not take away the light
Of what he was to us while present here.
• • • b

Sale of Underwear

lng'
Men’s $3.00 Mottled Ribbed Union
A union service was held at the
Suits; Reis make; all sizes. Sale
Methodist church Sund-.y evening.
price ................................................. $2.49
On acount of the storm there was no
morning service in either of the
Men’s $3.30, 50% Wool Union Suit3,
churches.
Reis make; Natural Gray Colors;
The Twentieth Centurj- Club will be
entertained Friday afternoon at an
heavy weight; sizes to 46. Sale
open meeting, at the home of Mrs.
price .................... ............................... $2.79
Alice Rich in Camden. Luncheon will
Wool Union Suits.
be served at 1:30 to be followed by a' Men’s $3.00, 100
musical program. Miss Ruth Thomas
Reis make; best grade and finish.
of (.'amdei. will give several piano se
Sale price ......................................... $3.98
lections and Miss Harrington of Rock
land will be the soloist.
Walter Richards who has been on
barge “Rockport” is at home for the
winter.
George Hyler has been confined to
Men’s $1.25 and $1.30 Tan and Gray
his home by illness for several days.
Outing Flannel
Shirts.
Sale
The Fred A. Norwood Relief Corps
will have their installation of officers
price ........................................................ 98s
Friday evening, weather permitting.
Mrs. Genie Simmons will be the in Men’s $2.50 Blue and Khaki Flannel

Sale of Shirts

stalling officer, and an interesting pro
Shirts, all sizes .......... ................. $1.98
gram will be given. An invitation is
extended to the-tnembers of the Fred Men's $3.00 Flannel Shirts, Gray.
Navy and Khaki; some are Army
A. Norwood Post, the Sons of Vet
erans, the World War Veterans. Each
Shirts. Sale price ........ ............... $2.49
member is privileged to invite a guest.
Men's
$4.30 and $3.00 Khaki Flannel
Frank M. Tibbetts of Camden was
Shirts, full cut, nicely made, all
calling on friends in town Sunday.
sizes .................. ................................ $3.98

WEST ROCKPORT

Men’s $2.30 Swansette and Cheviot
Collar Attached Shirts, in white,
Miss Mabel Simmons has returned
tan and gray. Sale price .......... $1.98
to Dexter after two weeks’ vacation at
Men’s
$2.50
Percale
Neckband
home.
Shirts, with French Cuffs, all
Mrs. Margaret Mossmah is being
cared for at the home of Mrs. Chas.
sizes ................................................... $1.98
Collamore.
Men's
$3.50 Satin Stripe Neckband
Mias Bernice Parker has returned to
Shirts, Lion make; sizes to 17.
Augusta after spending the holidays at
home.
Sale price ........................................ $2.98
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kellar spent
Men
’s
$3.00
English
Broadcloth
Christmas day with Charles Maxey of
Shirts with plaited fronts.
Sale
Glen Cove.
Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Andrews spent
price ..................................................... $3.93
Christmas with Mr. and Mrs. Walter
Men’s $6."0 Silk Pongee Shirts, col
Carroll of Rockport.
ors white and tan; all sizes....... $4.98
Mrs. Aublr.e Haskell is at the home
of her son. Will Brown, at present.
The Lalles Sewing Circle will meet
at the home of Mrs. V. E. Leach
Thursday. AU ladies are invited.
Will Brown was home over Sunday
from Portland.
Our mail driver Robert made his Women’s $1.30 Silk and Wool Ribbed
Hone in four colors. Sale price $1.15
last trip with his team Monday, the
roads being a little too much for the Men's 75c Silk Hose, all colors, Reis
Ford.
.
make. Sale price................................ 69c

Sale of Hose

Men's 50c Medium Weight Wool Hose
black and oxford, all sizes ....... 35c
3 pair3 for ......................................... $1.00
Charles Babb has returned to Col
man House, Teddic School,
Hights Men's Heavy Wool Socks, in grey,
town, N. J., after spending the holidays
white and mottled; big value .... 67c
with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W.
Men's
$1.00 Extra Heavy Wool
Babb.
Miss MjU-y Davis has gone to WoodSocks, all colors ................................ 89c
fords where she will spend the winter.
Charlotte Ingraham and Marjory Men's $1.50 Heavy Wool Golf Hose,
Curtis who have been spending their
in heather mixtures........ ..............$1.15
vacation in town, returned this morn
Men's
$1.98 Heavy Golf Hose, dark
ing to Nasson Institute to resume their
mixtures, all sizes ...................... $1.49
studies.
s. B. Haskell has returned from a Women’s’ 75c Lisie Hose, white,
trip to Montreal.
black, mahogany. Sale price....... 59c
Miss Stella Derry has returned from
Philadelphia where she has been the Boys’ 50c Golf Hose, all sizes ....... 39c
guest of her brother, Howard Derry.
Boys' 75c Golf Hose, sizes 7 to 10.
Mrs. Alton French has returned from
Sale price ........................................... 59c
a visit with her sister, Miss Myrtle
Haskell in New York. Mrs. French's Men’s 25c Pad Garters, pair.............. 17e
mother, Mrs. Haskell of Warren re Men’s 50c Braces, all styles ............ 39c
turned with her for a visit.
Mrs. Fred L. Curtis leaves today for 50c Armband and Garter Sets ..... 29c
Brookline, where she will be the guest
$1.00 Pour-in-Hands, new patterns 69c
of Mrs. Frank Mansfield.
J^ist Friday there was work in the 75c Rubber Belts, black and brown 49c
Fvllowcraft and Master Mason de-

Men’s $1.25 Ribbed Shirts
and
Drawers,
of
the
celebrated Reis make, all
sizes up to 40.

Sale price

A SALE EXTRAORDINARY
It’s a remarkable sale for many reasons.

Every Suit with two pairs of Lined
Knickers. 8 to 18 years.
$10.50
$12.50
$13.50
$15.00

95c

JAN. 10. WE START

Dutchess

now
now
now
now

...__ 18.98
..... - 99-95
..... 910.95
..... |11.9S

. i’."';:

Tm.

Serges;

lO«aButton;*l—aRip teds,

sizes up to 50 in waist.
MEN’S AND BOYS’
Men's
Men's
Men’s
Men’s
Men's
Men's
Men's

Fourth, the situation is just this:

On account of the long continued warm weather this fall, finds us with too
many winter goods on hand; these we are going to unload.

Suits,
Suits,
Suits,
Suits,

•r AUTOGOLFS 8ale
- CaOTlmeres, Wors-

Second, because of the wide variety of the stocks.

Third, because of the big price reductions.

Two-Pant
Two-Pant
Two-Pant
Two-Pant

Big Sale of Pants

First, because of the unusually

We expect a

Pants, now ...... ........
Pants, now ...... ........
rants, now ...... ........
Pants, now .................
Pants, now ....... ..........
Pants, now ...... ........
Pants, now ...... ........

9249
92.98
93-29
*3.49
93.98
9488
95-98

large proportion of the families in Camden and surrounding towns to take ad

Special

vantage of this sale.

75 pairs Men’s U. 9. Navy Cloth. Very
Heavy All WoAl Pants, newly made
sizes up to 44; $6.50 Is cheap for them.
Sale price ...............................................94-99

Men’s & Young Men’s Sheepskin Lined Coats

Suits
$45 Suits, now .. .$37.70
$40 Suits, now . .. $33.30

$35 Suits, now ... $28.80
Talbot’s, Eoston and two
of the best medium.

Overcoats
$50 Overcoats now $42.20

$45 Overcoats now $38.80
$40 Over coats now $34,401
STYLEPLUS

BALTIMORE

$35 Suits, now .. .$28.80

$30 Suits, now .. .$24.40 $35 Overcoats now $29.90

$27.50 Suits, now $21.10 $30 Overcoats now $25.50
$25 Suits, now .. .$18.80 $25 Overcoats now $19.90

Rev. J. F. Thurston who has been a Men's High Reck Fleece Lined Shirts
guest at Mrs. Climena J. Richards has
and Drawers, all sizes .................. 89c
gone to Waterford where he preached
last Sunday. Mrs. Thurston left Fri- j Men's $2.00 Natural Wool Shirts and
day for her home in Belmont. N. H.
j Drawers, nice weight and finish, |
Joseph Young who has been confined[ al] si2eSi eacll .............................. ji.69
to his home on Sea street by illness is
convalescing.
: Men’s $2.00 Derby Ribbed Union
Mrs. Nellie Wilkins has returned j gmtg, two-third garment, all sizes,
from Hope where she spent the holi...
„
days with her sister, Mrs. IL C. God- ' ®a‘e Pr-Ce ......................................... $1.69

CAMDEN

HASiaUCOIITHELl
THURSDAY Morning

$1.39

fine qualities wc offer.

Sale of Boys’ Knickers

SPECIAL

$28.50 Sheepskin Coats,
now.................... $24.50
$25.00 Sheepskin Coats,
now.................... $21.50
$22.50 Sheepskin Coats,
now............... |. $18.50
$20.00 Sheepskin Coats,
now.................... $16.50
$ 18.00 Sheepskin Coats,
now.................... $14.50
$1 5.00 Sheepskin Coats,
now.................... $11.50
$12.50 Sheepskin Coats,
r.ow.................... $10.50
$ 10.50 Sheepskin Coats,
now.................... $ 8.50

Same goods Government made Reefers
or Pea Coats, all sizes, now ....... 910.50
Men’s Knickers In All Wool mixtures.
Dutchess make.
$5.50 Men’s Knickers, now .... ....... 94.43
$6.50 Men’s Knickers, now .... ....... 9488
$7.50 Men’s Knickers, new .... ....... 95.98
U. S. Army O. D. Wool Breeches.
lace bottom, regulation made, all
sizes _..................... .............................93.75

SPECIAL: 120 pairs Men’s Reclaimed
O. D. Wool Army Breeches, plenty
of sizes, most of them In good con
dition. Just the thing for work or
gunning. Sale price .... -............. 91-59

Copyright 1923 Hart SchaSner & Marx

SALE of HART SCHAFFNER & MARX
SUITS AND OVERCOATS
Women’s Shoes,Queen Quality
And Other Well
Known Makes
BOOTS, FUMPS,
OXFORDS
All the Newest Fall and Winter
Styles in this Big Sale
Women s $8.50 Pumps and Ox
fords, black and colors, high and
low heels................................ $6.75

won

Women’s $7.50 Pumps and Ox
fords and Boots, all styles. . $5.75
Women’s $6.50 Oxfords, Plain
and Strap Pumps, all new, big
lot. Sale price..................
$4.75
Women’s $5.00 Pumps and Ox
fords, every good style, plenty
with straps............................. $3.98
Women’s $4.50 Pumps and Ox
fords, blacks and colors. Sale
price..........................................$3.75
1 50 pairs Queen Quality Boots, in
black, mahogany and gray, all
styles of toes and heights ot
heels, values to $10. In one big
lot to choose from.................. $4.98

One lot of $3 and $3.50 Mouse
Shoes ....................................... $1.98

Women’s Felt Slippers with padd
ed Elk soles, a dozen colors to pick
from. Do not confound these slip
pers with the cheap lines being of
fered.
$2.00 Felt Slippers, now.......... $1.49
$1.69 Felt Slippers, now.......... $1.15

Sale of Rubbers

Big Sale
of

Men’s Good, grade Shoe Rubbers,
all styles................................... $1.15

Men’s and

Men’s Jersey Cloth Storm Alas
kans .......................................... $1.79

Women’s Shoes

-$8.50 Ralston Shoes for men in
both high and low cuts, handseme styles in patent, dull calf
and mahogany calf Oxfords,
with plenty of black and brown
Boots; 20 styles to choose from,
all in or.e big lot; choice ... .$6.98

Men’s $7.50 Dial Shoes, same
make as our Ralston’s, only a
grade lower in price, black and
brown Oxfords and Boots, all
Goodyear welts. Sale price $5.98

Men’s 10 in. and 12 in. Leather
Top Rubbers ... $3.98 and $4.98
Youths’ Leather Top Rubbers,

sizes up to 2........................... $1.98
Boys’ Leather Top Rubbers, sizes
3 to 6....................................... $2.49
Women's, Girls’ and Boys’ Felt
Boots and Rubbers. To close,
pair............................................ $1.79
Men’s 4-Buckle All Rubber Army
Overshoes, sizes 9, 10, 11. Sale
price................................ ..
$1.98

Men’s 10 in. High Lace, AH Rub
ber Army Overshoe, all sizes $2.98

Boys’ Army Style O. D. Wool Lace
Bottom Breeches, sizes 8 to 10
years. Sale price ......... ..... .......... 93.75
Boys’ $2.00 Wool Knickers,
Boys’ $2.50 Wool Knickers,
Boys’ $3.00 Wool Knickers,
Boj-3’ $3.50 Wool Kn:cker3,

now
now
now
now

91-80
91-95
92.45
9295

WOMEN’S AND GIRLS’ TWEED AND
WOOL KNICKERS—ALL SIZES

$3.50 Knickers, now ...... ................ 9488
$3.50 Knickers, now ........ ............... 94.49

Sale of Clothing Specials
Men’s $22.50 Rain Coats, now 918.50
Men’s $18.00 Rain Coats, now 914.50
Men’s $15.00 Rain Coats, now 911-50
Men’s Rain Coats, made from U. S.
Government Gas Mask Cloth, nice
ly made up, with belt, all sizes up
to 50. Special price..................... 93.49
U. S. Army Long Black Oil Coats;
Sawyer’s best make. Sale price $2.98
U. S. Navy Reefers or Pea Jackets,
two grades, the best ones are all
wool and worth $25. Sale price 910.50
$8.50 Navy Reefers, not all wool, but
a good serviceable coat.
Sale
price.................... ................................ 9543

Small lot cf Men’s Plaid Mackinaws,
mostly small sizes, pretty g-od
coats. To clean up ................... 93.49

Men’s Leather Jerkins, all sizes,
now .................................................... 93.50

Men’s $6.50 Dial Shoes, black or
cordovan Oxfords cr Boots, all
styles.......................................... $4.98

Men’s 3-eyelet Lace Rubber for
socks, all sizes to 11.
Sale
price.......................................... $1.69

Army Officers’ Shoes, plain toe,
dark
mahogany,
Goodyear
welts, big value.................... $3.98

Men’s $4.00 Duck Pac. High Cut
Lace Rubber, American make.
Sale price................................ $3.29

Women's $1.50 Golf Gloves, with long
wrist ................................................... 91-15

Men’s Khaki Felt Slippers with
padded Elk coles* sizes 6 to
11 ................................................... 98c

Women’s best grade Shorf Rubber
Boots, all sizes...................... $2.98

Women's $10.50 Silk Umbrellas, all
colors .................. .............................. 98.93

Women’s Overshoes $3.50 & $4.00

Men’s Regulation Army Shoes,
Munson last, Goodyear welt;
inspector’s name on every pair.
Special price........................... $4.49

Women's $6.50 Silk Umbrellas, all
colors and black .......... ................. 94.98

Misses’ Overshoes . .. .............$3.50

Women’s $5.00 Silk Gloria Umbrellas,
colors ............... ................................ 93.98

Children’s Overshoes............... $3.00
| Men’s Overshoes ..... ............... $4.50

Men’s Leather Jerkins, with duck
sleeves .............................................. 95.98
Men’s $6.30 Gunning Coats, of water
proof duck, all sizes ................... 94-98

Misses' $1.23 and $1.00 Golf Gloves,
all sizes ..... .............. ’.;..........................79c

Men's and Women's $2.50 Umbrellas,
new line of handles ....... ..............91-98
Men’s $2.50 Caps, with or without
Inside bands. Sale price ...... 91-95

EXTRA

SPECIAL - EXTRA

What we believe to be the largest single purchase of Women’s Shoes ever made in this vicinity we have
just made from a leading wholesaler their entire surplus stock of Women’s Boots, Oxfords and Pumps, 94 doz.
(1128 pairs). Some shce3 in the lot are Black Kid and Brown Calf Boots, Black Kid and Brqwn Kid and
Calf Oxfords, and Black and Patent Leather Strap Pumps; every pair with military heels; every pair desir
able ; all sizes in the lot. PLEASE NOTE—The lot is so large we have divided them in two lots, the Boots in
one large lot the Pumps and Oxfords in another; and to make selections more easy, have arranged them on
tables in sizes so yod almost wait on yourselves.
Choice of the Boots........................... ,.................$1.65
Plenty of7zes-3 to 8 widihS-A to D

Choice of the Oxfords and Pumps......................... $1.95
Not " pair in the lo‘ woHl' less than *5 00

Sale Starts Thursday Morning, Jan. 10
FOR TEN DAYS.
Mail and Telephone Orders Will Be Carefully Filled.
DURING THE FIRST DAYS OF THE SALE WE WILL BE OPEN EVENINGS

Women’s $2.50 to $3.00
Boston Bags

black and brown, full size
$1.98 and $2.49

HASKELL & CORTHELL
Tel. 238-11

Camden

Women’s
Good Quality Rubbers

10 dozen Men’s and Boys’ $1.50 Fall
and Winter Caps, all colors . .... 91-15
Men’s $5.00 Soft Hats....................... 93.75
Men's $4.00 Soft Hats..................... 93-25
Men’s $3.50 Soft Hats ................. 92.75

Army Goods
95,000.00 worth of Army Good, in
this ..I.. B. sur. and ... them—
Blankets, Mitt.n., Book., GIovm, Re
volver., Thermo. Bottler Tow.1.,
Field GI.mm, .to.

Five Specials in Army Wool Shirts
and Drawers, natural color Shirts,
the pull-over style, all sizes, ea. 90o

Army Wool Shirts and Drawers,'
shirts double front and back, pull
over style, no ibuttons.
Sale
price .................... ............... ........... 9149

Sale of Furnishings
Suede Coats with Sleeves, the coat
that has had such a craze, in gray or

AH Styles

75c

$16.00 Lined Coats, now .... ....... 912.50
$13.60 Unllned Coats, now ....... 911-50

/

